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of

Not that I may be honored more
:

and

grace

of Mr.

Noel's

character,’ the

sweet courtesy and self-annulling anodesty
of his nature and disposition did not quaiify him for the rough, stern work of a Luther,a’ Knox, or even-a Wesley or Chalmers.
All the moral and spiritual force of his being culminated in that grand act when at
the ripe age of 50 he threw up all his prospects of honor dnd preferment in the Anglican church, and cast in his lot with the
despised and humble pastors of ‘Baptist
churches. It was too late in life for the
work of a leader and chief of a new religious movement, and his beautiful and no-

ble * humility
task.

The

hardly fitted

fervor

of his

him

for the

intellect

and the

kindling glow of his single-hearted enthusiasm lost something of their intensity as
he found himself amid new associations and
in a new sphere of church-life.
easy to make a vigorous, fresh

It is not
beginning

of life alone and among strangers, after
half a century of experience with ecclesiastical

associates

who are

henceforth

to be

Bedford

Row,

was

useful,

was

| reproduced.

Yet none knew

| as the pastor

of a Baptist

Baptist Noel

church

but they

| must have felt that his ministry bad in it a

But that Thy smile, my blessed LorJ,
Might reach the lowest place,
And show me, though the last aud least,
The fullness of that grace.
— Harriet M. Kimball.

English Correspondence.

{ rare spiritual power, and a subtle con| science-awakening energy.
It was my
| privilege to meet him frequently during
| his last years in

London,

and

his presence

was’ always, as refreshing to the spirit as
{ Tain upon the thirsty ground, and his coun| tenance,

like

Stephen's,

seemed

often

as

the face of an angel of God.
DERBY, ENGLAND, Feb. 3, 1873.
Though - never a controversialist or a
Death has been busy in high places dur- | political partisan, Mr. Noel had strong poping the first weeks of the New Year. One | ular sympathies. He wrote a pamphlet
after another the great ones of rank and | in aid of the Anti-corn-law movement, as
science, of law and gddliness have fallen. he wrote a book in favor of Anti-StateFirst the ex-Emperor of the French was Church principles. = He desired that the
laid low, and little as bis death concerned
bread that perisheth should be free\as well
us as a nation, England was apparently as the bread of lite. He wrote and spoke
the chief mourner. Then the titled novel- upon the questiofi of missions to the Hinist, Lord Lytton, dies, and leaves as large a dus, and upon ‘the exciting theme of Amerblank in the republic of letters as the ex- ican slavery and the rebellion of the slaveEmperor leaves among the sovereigns of the holders. "When: some of us wavered and
world.
Then the veteran lawyer, Dr. hesitated, he always stood firmly by the
Lushington, passed away, and all his wealth action. of the northern states in the endeavof learned lore and experience, and all his or to suppress the revolt of the South.
garnered wisdom of ninety years and more {| Mr. Thomas Hughes, the Rev. Newman
cease to be available for the uses of Time. | Hall, Baptist Noel, and Dr. Newman were
The earnest and conscientious
among the foremost members of the EmanNoel, on the same day breathes his\ last, cipation Society that did good service in
and the light which shone upon miny a turning the tide of public sentiment in
perplexed ard bewildered soul is hidinl the England during yout civil war. No one,
—

Then

follows the

just-

ly honored Professor Sedgwick, who wooed
science with an ardent love and knew how
to reconcile faith with

knowledge,

and the

reading of earth’s reck-written page with
the sweet and simple narrative of divine
truth, and

whose

last words, ‘‘Sanctify me

with thy Holy Spirit,” show that wisdom
and piety, genigs' and devotion are nqt
incompatible. Death loves a shining mark ;
he has found such marks during the past

four weeks, and

suddenly he has brought

them downii to the dust. '
Much might be written of each of these
distinguished personages. The career of
Louis Napoleon points the moral of the
vanity

of worldly glory, and the

compen-

sations. of a quiet and humble life.
In
Lushington and Sedgwick we see the hon-

ors Of learning

and knowledge

and the

freshness of a green old age, —one was over
ninety, the

boundagy

other

of life's

" retained in some

near

upon

that

latest years,

measure

extreme

and

both

moreover,

took.up

more

did the cause of the negro

heartily than
in Jamaica,

he
and

no one. felt deeper indignation than he
against the authorities in that island for
their murder of Geofge Gordon.
In the
closing years of his life he also embraced
the temperance
movement,
and seven
years ago spoke with much power at the
annual meeting of the National Temperance
League
He was
buried in the churchyard of
Stanmore, the rector of the parish ¢onduct-

ing the service. A large number of friends
attended—Baptist ministers mingling freely
with clergymen of the Church of England.
Pr. Brock preached on the following Sunday a funeral sermon at St.-John’s Street
Chapel, paying a noble and tender. tribute
to the memory of his’ friend. So the good
man died and was buried and gathered to
his fathers, and devout men made’ great
lamentation over him. He rests from his
labors ; his works follow him. His’ exam-

the vigor of the ‘ple can not die, but may yet move

power-

mind until the end. In Lord Lytton we
haye the man of the world and of letters
dying almosl at his desk. In Baptist Noel

fully some of the Evangelical clergy in our
National Establishment. Professor Sed

we have the exemplary pastor and preacher,

Lord Lytton in Westminster Abbey,/Baptist Noel in a country churchyard. But when
the fame of the brilliant novelist has died
away, and the knowledge of the: man of
science is superseded
-by a higher and sublimer vision, the faithful pastor - shall shine
as the stars and as the firrnament for ever.
THoMAS (GOADBY.

and the faithful disciple who gives up all
for Christ.
;
:
Few modern lives have about tham more
of simple dignity and sterling worth than

Baptist Noel’s,

Descended

from

a noble

ancestry, his mother.a Baroness, his eldest
brother an “earl, he chose to carry his rank
and station into the ministry of the word of
truth.

wick vests in Trinity Chapel,

Bae

Trained at Cambridge, he took holy

orders and settléd as a elergyman in
don where Richard Cecil and Bishop
son had preceded him.
His piety
earnestness won for him a foremost

York

Correspondence.

New

WOMEN

York,

FOR WOMEN

LonWiland
place

Cambridge,

FNPF Ce ad

Nothing can bo so perfect while we possess it as it will seem’ when remembered.

The: friend

we

weary us by his

love best
prose

may

sometimes

‘or-vex us

by his

"in the ranks of the Evangelical party in infirmities. How sweet
to think of him as
the Established Church. He was one of the he will be to us after we have outlived him
most popular ‘clergymen in London.
He ten or a dozen years! Then we can recall
received the honor of being appointed him in his best moments, bid him stay with
chaplain to the Queen; and Sabbath after us as long as we want his company, and
Sabbath, when in his own church, be had nu- send him away when we wish to be alone
merous representatives of the aristocracy in ‘again, —0. W. Holmes.
y

1873.

ular business “paptected like the liquor traf-

fic by legislation and so-called courts of
law.

Feb. 21, 1873.

bd

Our sisteFPhebe, %ho “hath been a help-

The thing théy find needful is a training

PB
The

“T
Correspondence.

MipNAPORE,

it
INDIA, Dec,

28, 1872.

pe Number te 3 |
Field.

i

Feb,

letter

from

Rev.

H.

hus a very

H.,

Spaulding,

.missionary among the Indians ir the far West,
bgvritten from Lapwai, Idaho. He says, *‘ A glorious work of grace has been in.progress among
this tribe of Indians since my return, a year ago.

The closing year suggests a review of
God’s manifold mercies to this Mission dur-

I have been

permitted to welcome into the fold

any previous year since the Mission was
founded has it experienced the divine favor
and blessing. All of our churches, not. ex-

Indeed, should such try their hand at it they

tion the significant fact, that the men, as soon as
converted, lay aside the pipe, tobacco, and paint,
and cut the hair.
hen we recollcet that the

cepting the two little branches of the Midnapore
church, have
been refreshed,
and

Indian

Indian

converts, I might men

is frantically -fond

of

smoking,

almost

grows up with the pipe mn his mouth, and when
I add that the idea of dropping the pipe was derived bythe Indian himself from the Scripture,

some have received large accessions.
Ab
this station we have enjoyed a most precious
¢ If thy right hand offend thee cut it off, and
revival, which reminded me not a little of not from positive injunction from the missionathose delightful seasons of religious awak- ry, may we not regard their self-denial as good

ening and refreshing which

I witnessed in

evidence of the good
432 are males.” -

America. Our churdhes are learning to
help themselves, and this is a most signifi-

:

work?

LOYALTY

About half of the

Rev, 8S. Ella,
missionary on Unca, Loyalty
Islands, and who now is in England, publishes

in the

Chronicle

of the

London

Miss.

Soc.,

statements from letters recently received from
his field of labor of a horrible massacre of Protestant converts at his station by Romish priests
and their followers.
On the 14th of last April,

the Roman Catholic natives were
from all partsof the island, under
celebrating a festival,

At night they

assembled
pretense of
commenced

to carry out a plot that had been laid to massacre
the Protestants, commencing with the principal
village. The first who fell were four men en-

gaged in fishing.

One was shot in his cahod, the

others were bound and conveyed to the beach.
The Papist chief ordered the prisoners to be
killed and their bodies cast into the sea. Another
mob fell upon two Protestant families engaged

in their evening worship, killed four of them and
wounded
some others. Other
houses
were
attacked in a similar manner, and four more
were killed.
Here a slight defense was made,
and one of the murderers was slain. The Protestants then fled to the bush leaving some of
their wounded, who were afterwards brutally

mutilated and killed.

The

Papists

then burned

down the Protestant village and took possession
of the lands.
They then sent messages to Prot-

estant

refugees,

requiring

them

religion and
persecuted

their books
Christians

or their
ask

for

hives.

These

sympathy

good men who are positively good, is another powerful alliance which the worst of
men

can

always

count

on, niore or less,

(generally more) in most of their conflicts.
It is quite wonderful to anybody who has
grown up in the current idea that we live
in

a

Christian country, to find how the in-

stincts of men around him turn like a reptile trodden on, against a truly Christian fruit in the Lord’s good time,
| interference with moral abuses. For inWhile this has been a year of blessing, it
stance, a young lawyer of my acquaictaunce, has not been without its heavy trials.
But
by virtue of being an apostate from a Chris- may not ‘even these prove blessings in distian training and parentage, not only was guise? In our Mission circle there has
glad as any needy young lawyer might be, been a great deal of serious sickness. Now
to get the case of a land shark against the all, thank God, are well and at work again,
U. S. Shipping Commissioner, but was al- save one, whom the
Master bade rest. The
so. gratuitously mad against him for being death of our beloved brother Smith is a
a church member, and avowed to me his blow such as the Mission has not had for
policy of extreme measures of annoyance many
years. The good man, so patient, so
and

indignity

to

his antagonist

in

law.

However, this was but canicular barking,
which I suppose good Captain Duncan may.
not even have heard. Another principle
indulge me in mentioning, which works
instinctively against all efforts to suppress
iniquity. 1t is what 1 call fangfical liberty,
for I have seen it personified/in a worthy
minister Qf the gospel (the only such case
I ever knéw though) who voted always
with the party, no matter for its name,
which opposed temperance legislation, restraint upon- slavery, and all ‘modern
isms,” by which he meant progressive and
jumane measures for the protection of the
weak against seducers and oppressors.

The right of every man to do as he pleases,
is something this morbid
phy or ultra democratic

political = philososentiment can

not

bear to see abridged on grounds “of miorality or humanity !
So Mr. Representative Cox, for once,
finds. it.in his heart of hearts, as well as in

kind, so

{ap

and so devoted to his work,

is sadly missed. Who comes to take his
place at Balasore? Is the F. B. Denomination so weuk

that she

can not

afford

us

a

fresh young man for this hard frontier service? Every year, so the catalogues say,
our schools are sending out their graduates.
Our Biblical school graduates several young
men every summer. But why don’t some one

of these young men and women
to

poor, dark

India?

Is

leok over

the

Missionary

Spirit dead. at Whitestown and New
ton, at Hillsdale and Lewiston?

Hamp-

recruits for this foreign field ?

my dear colleague, Dr.
back to finish in his old
gan in his youth. But
bring half a dozen fresh

no

Thank God,

I

could not come back to the Mission field,
weak as it now is, without bringing at least
one young man and his wife along with me.

his party line as a New York politician, to | Think of it. No new blood infused into this
spring an amendment upon the shipping
law,designed furtively to take away its pro-

Mission since 1865, and the most of that be-

tection from most of the sailors

Should sister Crawford fail, who is

era of iron ship building

whom

the

longed

more

to India

than

to

LIBERIA.

in Orissa, quotes the following remarks made by
our missionary, James L. Phillips, in regard to
this mission: * Their record is a worthy one.
While the denomination at home is not more
than a third of the numerical strength of ours
in America, they have always managed to keep
a larger force in this field than we have done.
In raising up and sustaining an efficient native
ministry, maintaining schools for the education
of the young of both sexes, and especially in
establishing and carrying forward a publishing
house from which school-books, religious ‘tracts
and books, and especially the Sacred Scriptures,
are continually
forthcoming to be scattered
broadcast over the land, this mission has certainly achieved a noble work.”

NORTH-EASTERN INDIA—ASSAM.
Mr. Clark, writing to the Miss. Mag., speaks
of the work among the larze number of natives
brought from Chotu Nagpore in Central India
to Assam, because they are so much better than

the Assamese to labor in the tea gardens.

awaken-

ready for the Miso

press?

As

fig’ atfention and resistance to the insidi- Santals, we hdve hardly begun to
ous design. The battle will still take time thing for'them,
for lack of men.
and vigilance and heroism, befote the de- help! God send it quickly. Iam
Gad
bauching, swindling and plundering out- to say more.
:
J.
right of poor sailors will cease to be a reg“-

do

heard.

too

sad

is death

we

kno;

teachings

of our

fore-

narrative.

To

continually

hear

this

strange!

But

our mindsstrongly

desire.

How

why were

tidings

of Christ

not the

brought

hitherin the: days of our fathers? Surely, they
would have received them.”
oN

FREEDMEN.

The Baptist missionaries among the Freedmen
are ‘meeting with considerable success.
During the last quarter, Rev. J. H. Fox, of Vir-

anyfor

But against the

find this

the

Oh,

there

fathers a new doetrine has appeared; how true!
how sweet! When we hear this new
story,
water
appears from the eye.
Much sweeter
than all arrack, and than all pig meat do we

take

for

That

besides this, that after death our spirits went
below the earth in company with ghosts,—this
we learned from the mouth of our forefathers,
and so knew.
That there is a heaven we knew,
but that man could go to heaven, this we never

has left us,—that

matter, while

Those calling

‘themselves Christinns, do so understandingly ;
thus many people desire to meet me.
At the
present time there are 25 or 26 persons worshiping with me. The Naga people say that their
forefathers,
in worshiping evil spirits, found
only the way to hell. We passed all our life-

her large school at Patna? Who is learning
is, in the trade with the American coasts | the language so as to some day relieve the
and islands. By a benign accident, how- grey-haired worker at Sahtipore ? Brother
ever, he tacked his amendment on the Bacheler can not stay here long this third
wrong section, and only made a slight time he comes to India. “Who is getting
middle of 8 minor

Many

thousands have become Christians.
Mr. Clark also forwards the following almost
literal translation of a letter from a native preacher,Goodhiela,who is laboring among the Nagus of
Assam:
‘In these days,the Naga people ure

America.
to

for the

business.®

CREDIT

MOBILIER,

There will doubtless be somebody punisheds
by way of example, for dealing in this business,
and it looks as though it would be Oakes Ames

:

and James Brooks.
There does not seem to- he
any way to reach Mr, Colfax except by impeaeh-.

ment, and this will hardly be attempted

-

at this

late day.
Public opinion here impeaches Mr.
Colfax, not so much on the ground of having:

Mobilier

stock,

as for what looks very

much like misrepresenting the real facts in the
transactions, and a persistent endeaver to cover
up what, if explained and fairly stated at thebeginning, would hardly have made a case against
him worthy of serious note. Mr. Bingham,
Mr.

Garfield, Mr. Logan and Mr. Kelley all appear to have been more or less involved in the now.
questionable business of dabbling in these stocks,
but Messrs. Bingham and Logan met the questions and answered them in what appeared to be
a truthful and straightforygvard way,
and now

not much is said about them.
But Messrs.
Brooks, Ames, Colfax and Patterson do not
stand well for the reason that they did not meet:
the charges and deny what was untrue in them,
and own up respecting their mistakes in the first
instance.
It never could have been shown that
these gentlemen’s votes for the Pacific R. R..

were purchased by Credit Mobilier stock, for almosteverybody was in favor of that great praj-ect.
It was the pet scheme of the nation, and
all rejoiced when the iron track bound the At-lantic and Pacific slopes, and the continent was
traversed by the locomotive.
Itis an old maxim that honesty is the best policy, and we mag
add that truth telling, though it may show ourweakness, wickedness and folly, is also the best
policy.
:

UTAH.
The President has sent a message to Congress.
respecting Utuh affairs.
He proposes simply
that the Federal Courts shall not be subordinat-

ed

by the

local

courts, nor their actions nulli-

fied by local prejudice.
Practically in that terri
tory, heretofore, Mormonism has been - supreme..
Every decision that has conflicted with its pecaliar code has been set aside, and Brigham’s authority has been all powerful.

and

Mr. Richardson, writing from Monrovia, Nev.
22, 1872, says,through the Miss. Mag: ‘We have
been made to rejoice on account of the manifestation of God’s love in our midst. At New
Guinea, a few Sabbaths ago 18 persons were
baptized.
At Caldwell, 12 are waiting for baptism, and 8 more ut Monrovia. There are also 7
at Freeman station waiting for the administration of the same holy rite. The most of these
converts are natives and half civilized Congoes.

Bacheler, is coming
age the work he beoh, that he would
faces with him! If time in fear.

I went home-for a rest, it seems to me

Congress

hours...

THE SPANISH REPUBLIC.

Much satisfaction is expressed here in politi—
MICRONESIA.
‘| cal and government circles, on account of whas
A terrible piratical slave trade is bidding fair appears to promise the success of republicams
to depopulate some of the islands of Micronesia
principles in Spain.
Minister Sickles is highly
before they can be reached by the gospel.
Vescomplimented because of the becoming phrase
sels from Fiji and other islands south, approach
in which he announced the tendered recognition:
an island,entice the natives aboard, and then the 4 of our government of the New Republic.
It is
eommand, *‘ Grab,” is given, the poor natives
now believed that Spain has 2 grand future, if
are thrust below
ocked fast. Some on déck,
her statesmen are wise enough to accept and
jumping overbourg¥ind taking to their canoes,
master the situation.
Let them do the right
try to escape. But on these, guns are ranged
thing for Cuba, and above all, dissever and:
and fired, then boats are lowered and
chase
break up all connection, of Church and State.
made.
Some are taken, some killed, and some
The masses, it is true, are ignorant, but they cam
wounded and left to perish.
This fearful businever be wiser till monarchical institutions are
ness seems to be ever finding new followers.
overthrown and buried forever.
Men ure can=

somewhat dnxious about religion.

Then why

do these Seminaries of learning send us

be suddenly checked.

next two weeks means

prayers.

but rather gained. The most pleasing fealure of this has been the faithful, loving
efforts of many young girls in our schools,
who have regularly visited the homes of
Hindu women to instruct them and their
children in the way of life. Allghis gentle,
patient, loving work for souls must do good.
INDIA.
Sas
There is a glorious, golden harvest yet beThe Feb. No. of the Miss. Herald, in noticing
fore these quick and diligent laborers. Such the celebration at Cuttack of the 50th anniversaseed-sowing «is this can not but bring forth ry of the founding of the General Baptist mission

very bad, to

will

to abandon

theif religion and become Catholics, and threatening to exterminate them unless they obeyed.
In two ‘other villages at the south-western end
of the island, the
Protestants have been as.
sailed in a similar manner by the Popish mobs.
They have been dragged out of their houses, and
tomahawks and clubs
brandished
over their
heads while they demanded them to yield their

.

and gabbler will stand no chance to be heard’ im

Credit

ISLANDS.

to be

antipathy of bad

When Congress is in

is, work and not play is the.
The common speech-maker

sincerity of these

though there have been serious obstacles,
the work on the whole has not suffered loss,

The

March 4, will be pressed.

~eamest, as it: now
order ef the day.

the interval between this and the closing

return, a status in Congress, in the state
legislature, ana in local courts, that is not

with.

WORK.
two Houses of Congress convene this:
eek at 1 o'clock, A. M.,and business, for the
working days that remain between this andr

| «The

of Christ 482, hopefully converted, and the good
work still goes on. As a good evidence of the

.

trifled

AE

in

than

More

ing the twelve-month past.

school for nurses, with the ability to give
position and compensating employment to cant fact of the year, for which we devoutly
its graduates, suitable for women of suffi- praise God. - I hope ere long to see mative
cient character to be entrusted with the pastors installed over some -of these little
sick and helpless. The raw material we congregations. I hardly think I could go
have in abundance, of the richest quality of home in peace for a furlough even, until I
womanhood, but wasting undeveloped and had seen at least one native pastor duly
unemployed.
Oar: nursing of the sick is elected and installed in this Mission. Our
a disgrace to the name of Christianity. preachers are doing a good work, and their
Even where therd are thousands of loving record of 1872 is a noble one, of which I am
mothers, wives and sisters, there are ‘hard- justly proud. These younger brethren,
ly ten with any knowledge, skill or self- particularly Jacob and Purna, have manipossession for the demands of sickness in fested real devotion and delight in the work
‘their own families, and the hired nurses are of preaching the Gospel to their poor,deludlong
usually: abominable.ih every way, yet so ed countrymen. Coming in from
scarce as to be hardly obtainable at enor- tours amongst the people, they have related
mous wages. A short course, at least, of in our church meetings the joy they expescientific training in the duties of a nurse, rienced in preaching, and selling Christian
ought to be among the aspirations of every books, and the eagerness, even enthusiasm
woman true to her calling; and for the for hearing and léirhing ahout the true remultitudes who know not what to do with ligion, which greeted them in not a few vilthe wealth of srmpathy and ministering im- lages of the district. I don’t wonder the
pulse with which nature has endowed them, brethren like this work. There is no work
and who pine for a worthy way to earn. the in the Mission to be compared with it in
living they must obtain in some way, the point of interest and importance ; so I think,
profession of an educated nurse’ would give at least. How I have longed to get away from
usefulness, honor; pay, and even affection- this post.and.be. free to travel over these
ate and grateful consideration, second to hills and plains with the native preachers.
no other but that of wife and mother. If Perhaps some future day the privilege may
a tithe of the cruelty and outrage could be be mine. I hope and pray for it day by
told that are endured without redress or day.
The Mission schools have made progress
pity in our public ¢* charitable” institutions,
often by people such as we might mingle during the year. I have made a tour of inwith in health, on terms of social equality, spection the present month, and hope to go
but who are forced. into hospitals by con- around again ere long. The Pundits are
tagious disease, or accident, or absence ambitious to get their pupils on, and there
from friends,
the horrible story would arouse is a worthy competition between the schools
the pity and indignation of the whole com- in this respect. Owing to so much illness
munity to find a remedy and root out the and other causes, we have not had the_annual meeting for the children this year, as
abuse.
before at Patna, but I hope this may be
PROTECTION br SAILORS.
kept up in future. It is a great help to the
The friends of the sailors ve not yet children. I hope the grade of our Mission
got through the fight with the dragon that schools throughout may be raised the coming
has =o long drunk the blood of poor Jack. year. Some of the boys, and girls too, now
Party considerations give to the sailor board- in attendance, bid fair to make good and
ing-house thieves and shipping sharks, who -useful members of society.
are a political unit, and give them support
In the Zenanas the work of our sisters
where they can naturally get the most in has been wunremitted and earnest, and

men, even if not what we call
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Missionary

AND THE SICK.

longer

blessed in his work, was not without honor, but the brilliancy™f the success of the
{ clergyman of rank and influence and
| earnest spirit of former years could not be

But that I may obey
More closely Thy most sweet commands,
Teach me to serve, pray.

darkness of death.

New

wiyes and daughters are daily yearning for
remain in the Establishment. He left it. ‘something to beguile the listless hours. But
He vindicated
his secession in a masterly a great change is steadily going on. Among
and able treatise on the mischief of the un- other movements of women, an unpretendholy alliance between the. Church and the ing few have been associated tfi¢ past year
world. The whole country was moved by in systematically visiting the hospitals.
the self-sacrificing conscientiousness
of this Many found themselves an unconscious
As
popular and distinguished’ London clergy- committee of investigation, and-on the eviman. It seemed as if the Chnreh of Eng- dence they have collected of thé deficienland had been rent from fop to bottom, and cies and abuses rife in these institutions,
that all her Evangelical clergy must follow instead of making a report they have quietMr. Noel's example. It was only a passing ly taken action, though the public does not
commotion and alarm.
The geatleness even know who they are, very generally.

ever others did, Mr. Noel could not

| chapel,

Not that T may be chiefest, Lord,

hd

ministry

separated from us by an interval it is well
wih impossible to bridge.: The Baptist
| mpister of eighteen years in St. John's

——

Who am indeed the least;
I would the lowest place, like one
~ Grace-bidden to the feast.

a

of the Tractarian party thatthe church of er. unto many,” is not a type of women so
England was drifting towards Rome. What- plentiful as might be, when so many petted

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
To

After

twenty-two years in the Establishment, the
decision was taken to quit its communion.
It seemed to Mr. Noel that the unionof
Church and State was unscriptural and injurious; and it seemed also with the success

FOR THE FAMILY.
FREEWIL

congregation. .

—
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rea

ginia, reports to the Baptist Miss. Soc., 65

bap-

tismis; Rev. L. B. Carter, Georgia, 128; Rev.
0. Booth, Alabama, 45; and since Aug., Rev. T.
Higden, Tennessee, reports 128 baptisms,
A.

L.P.

making in.all 360 reported by four laborers.

stantly declaring that the ignorant masses are
unfit for free government.
They will never be-

better fitted under despotic rule.
-said that the slaves must

be

It'used

enlightened

they could be set free, that it would

to be
before:

be danger

ous to free them till they were instructed.
Desspotism and slavery are not a good schoolmaster.
The masses must have and enjoy freedom toknow its value, and to prepare themselves ta

maintain and

defend it.

The former

slaves

im:

this country are becoming better and wiser citiszens every year, and so it will be in the old
world with the masses there; free them and:
they will grow wiser and wiser from year to. .

year.
THE KANSAS SENATORS.
Senator Caldwell, it appears, has been found
guilty of corruption in his modes and methods o £
securing bis seat in the United States Senate
from Kansas.
Such is the finding of the major.
ity of the Committee in his case.
Messrs, Morton, Alcorn, Hill and Trumbull constitute the
majority, and Messrs. Logan, Carpenter and
Anthony are the minority, and they dissent from.
the rgport but do not make any themselves..
This conclusion was unexpected, as it was gen-—
erally believed here that, though Mr. Caldwellscourse, during the pendency of his election, was
questionable in some respects, still it was not
supposed that he got his place through corrupt
means and agencies.
I have not yet read the re--

port, and will not, therefore, attempt

to decide

as to how much is proved against the honorable
Senator.
Messrs. Logan, Carpenter
and An-thony are pretty good men, and the fact that
they do not unite in making this report will have
its weight in the country.
The Pomeroy investigation is proceeding, and?

the notorious Yorke, who prefers charges against
Pomeroy, is here and gave

Monday.

in

his

testimony

own:

He said nothing thdt he has not said.

before, and according to all accounts, he is's
man of notoriousiy bad character.
In a day ox
two this investigation will be over, and the coun=try will know all that can be known, so far as
an investigation can develop anything.
It now.

seems probable that the question between tlie
Senator and Mr. Yorke will be narrowed down
to one of veracity.
In that event, Mr. Pomeroy
will be a long way ahead,

:

THE SUTRO TUNNEL.

Mr. Banks signalized himself the other day us
champion of this enterprise. Itis proposed. thag
the government give Mr, Sutro some two or .
three million dollars to dig a hole in the ground:
in search for gold, and when it is found, in quan

tities such as Mr. S. alleges, there will be'enough.
to pay the national debt. If'is very well in pups
pective, be should not the gold be found, how
is the government to reimburse itself ?
Mr,
Banks was eloquent and profound, but, he did
not succeed in impressing the House with his
own convictions,
~ Mr.
Sargent, on .Tuesday,..

demolished this fine theory of Mr. Banks,and th
tunnel will hardly carry this session.

OUR NORTHERN BOUNDARY.
Secretary Fish has been within a day or two ha

fore the House Committee on appropriations,
and:
urged the expenditure of $126,000 to complete
the survey of the northern boundary between
the United States and ‘the British
possessions...
PHAROS
The appropriation will be made.
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The Conversion of Wilberforce.
BY HEZEKIAH

BUTTERWORTH,

A

ra N

wi

\

a

I was not a

Christian.

Saba

I laughed, I sang, I was apparently gay
and happy, byt the thought would steal

?

ST AR,
smells

em

laid upon two planks which lay with their
ends projecting
through the open port.
The ship’s flag was laid over the corpse and

the canal. Now and then you see gman
leading or viding a ‘camel or donkey and

the sailors, clean and tidy with hat in hand,
gathered at one side, and the officers and
At a signal from
passengers on the other.

Pliny tells us that the ancients constructed a canal along this very route one hundred feet wide and cdpnecting these seas.
It was open in the days of ‘Alexander, but

the captain, the engines stopped, and the
There is little that is remarkable in the steamer lay quiet in mid ocean. We were
circumstances that led William Wilberforce
so accustomed to the motion of the machin.
and philanthropist, ery that a strange sensation of rest and
the emancipationist
to turn
his - attention to the concerns "quiet came over us.
Then fell upon our
of his soul at an early period of lifé, ears those mournful, hopeful words of the
and
yet there is much in his experience, ritual. There was perfect silence and close
‘that is instructive. While a school boy attenpion as the reading proceeded. At the
at Wimbledon, he was brought by his aunt, | words “We commit his body to the deep,”
who was a warm 'admirer of the preaching two of his companions held the corners of
of Whitefield, under the instructions of the the flag while two others raised the ends of
Methodists, and became very thoughtfet-en the planks, and the body slid down into
the subject of personal religion, receiving the deep. . There was a splash, ‘and the
Alter
impressions that were never eatirely effac- waves closed over a human form.
ed, He, however, did not fully understand the benediction, the little group separated,
But our
the higher duties and enjoyments of a re- and the steamer moved.on.
ligious life, and his piety was for a time a thoughts went after the one we had left
flickering light, and not a pure, steady resting. upon the bottom of the-almost
flame. At the age of twenty-one, he was fathomless ocean.
The next day his effects were sold at aucelected to parliament. He [elt a true sense
He had some
goney in gold upon
of the duties and responsibilities of life, tion.
and was more ambitious to exert
a right his person when he died, and more owed
to whom ; he
influence on mankind, and to prove a bene- him by his companions
factor, than to share the splendors of fame. had loaped. Mis wardrobe brought but
In the year 1784, young Wilberforce made a trifle, But he had about twenty canary
and other birds, I was carrying home to
a tour of the continent with Isaac Milner,
a man of deeply religious character, and he sell, hoping to realize something for the
was led through the influence of Mr. Mil- support of an aged mother. :
THE RED SEA.
ner’s example and instruction, to consider
mone deeply the claims of religion and to
Three days later we saw islands off the
consecrate his life and abilities to the sery- Arfibian coast and the same evening passice of God.
ed cape Guadafui. On the twenty-seventh
“Often,” said he, “when in the full en- of March, the African coast was in sight all
joyment of all this world could bestow, my day. About noon on thé twenty-eighth,
" conscience told me that, in the highest we passed Aden, andhd in the evening enterword,

+

THE MORNING

—-——

sense of the

Jo

ed the Red sea.
The entrance, called the
straits of Babelmandeb, is but about a mile

and a quarter wide, with

rocky high lands

this is the ouly sign of life.

:
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Aleohol’s Bloody Reign.
.

Ts

————

roll of the ocean’s tireless waves,
ly added to the bloody
thousand

drifted

full

of

sand.

Though a great work ‘and far reaching in
its effects, yet the tunnel through Mount
Cenis, or the rail road over the Rocky
mountains, strikes you as a far more stupendous undertaking.
Ee
-

Metrapore.

On my way here, yesterday, I. attended
the large market at Remna, about midway
from Balasore. For a while we (i. e., Solomon and self) had a good hearing. Numbers listened to the gospel message and
seemed interested. . A good number of
tracts, brought along for the purpose, were
distributed, while single gospels and other

books

found a sale

at a mere nominal

figure. Remna was noted, over tLirty years
ago, for the rudeness of the people, especially the boys, and in this respect, it holds
its own yet. The yelling and screeching
set up by these unruly, ill-mannered boys
beggar description. It was very much the
same in Balasore bazar, thirty-five years
ago, but entirely different now. It was
also very different at the market we attended to-day,three miles west of this. The people paid respectful attention, and numbers
appeared to hear the word with gladness.
Different points were discussed with fairness.

Tracts

were distributed freely,

and

larger books sold. It isa joy, a delight of
soul, to preach Christ to those who lend a
willing ear.

Oh,

may

the

precious

seed

fresh

record an hundred

victims,

hurried out

“Feeble Testimony.”

a

bloody record will this Christian nation
have at the final day! And there is annual-

into

and

What

of an

—

[

&
’

cepts of the Bible against this vice. A
third may be full of vanity and pride. Hold

up the mirror of God's Word, so as to show

the folly and Yickedness of indulging in
such sinful feelings, Others may possess
irritable tempers, give way to sudden passion, or easily boil over with anger. Direct
the calm words of the Lord against sueh
outbursts of madness—praying that the
Holy Spirit may convince each of his besetting sin. This teavhing in the cjnss ought
not and need not be made so personal as to be

.

Pi

:

A young breather in our Thursday even:
ing prayer meeting rose to speak and
said, “I'm not ashamed to give in my

unfinished life by the nation’s rum shops.
Aqil its only plea will be politics and trade.
How much of the nation’s ‘wealth will be

stained with the heart's blood of those who
have been sacrificed that trade might pros:

feeble testimony on the side of Christ.”
said but little

more

than

that,

but

Ile
some-

offensive to the scholar, It wil 1 not be neehow those words set me to thinking more’ gary
to address the guilty p
s directly,

deeply
than
they ever
did . before.
The query rose in my mind, *“Is there such

the presence of others, although it wold
sometimes be wise to call attention kindl
to the particular follies and sins of eac

per. And how many homes will be made a thing as feeble testimony, or feeble truth,
desolate, and lives sacrificed by every polit- “in the Christian vocabulary #”
ical campaign! One million of once hap- “Then I imagined myself lost in a vast
whose
py homes are made desolate by the infernal plain, andon the bank of Xr
waters
glided
so
passively
that
I
could
not
traffic; and yet there is no power in the natell which way the current ran.
1 must
tion that dares to lay hands upon it.
know, for to go up the stream will take
This murderous system has its inquisime among the mountains farther from
tions all through our land; in almost all of
civilization and life. I must go down the
our villages its victims are constantly fall‘river if I would be saved. How shall 1
ing; any still the grog shops are increasing
tell .which way is down? Here 1
a litupon us.~Que man becomes érazed with
tle stick at my feet, cast up’by some freshliquor and puty a pistol to his head; anothet. I throw that out into the middle of
er falls from) hi IS carriage, is caught in the the stream. It seems to le still at first,
wheel.ajd so mangled that he dies in a few but soon beginsto move, and I am fully
days ; andotlgrs
drink themselves to death.
convinced which way to go,
A partygo fishing; carry their liquor with
Now, the casting of the stick upon the
them, and two of them are brought home
water was a very little thing, but the tesdead ; how much the liquor had to do with’
timony I obtained by this means was far
their deaths we do not know ; and so eigh
form: feeble to me.
or more have died during the past ‘two
It is said that straws will tell which way
years.
And another fell from his sleigh on
the winds blow, and so they will, and the
a cold day, and. would have perished had
means for ascertaining may seem insignot

a

friendly

hand

rescued him from his

nificant, yet

a truth is declared,

and

scholar, as the teacher may have a good ops

portunity with him aloe,
:
In the class, the guilty one will ordinari-

ly be Fin

{

Now do not the

“straws,”

other, the erring scholar will begin

80

sonal sins are, and how he can have pardon

and peace alone
School World.

who conducted! it :
“Teacher, I wish my sister could

SS. Department.
Your Scholars.

Sabbath-school teacher, do you
realize
the preciousness of the souls under your
care ?
Souls that with you will appear

of
of

soul!

Do you labor and pray with: hepe for their
salvation? Do you present. to them that
Blessed Saviour in whom you rejoice? Can
vou let any one of that precious group persh'by your neglect? Yow answer, yor
desires go out after them ; but your courage
iz weak, your temptations many.
Sometimes. fear of man forbids a personal appeal,
the adjoining class are withinhearing, The
ever present adversary lurks: around, and
whispers i

it now till

have put it off sev long,

some

future

arise and be doing.

period.

Bible.”
“Because if she once read it, I am sure it
would do her good, and she would be converted and saved.”
*Do you think fo, Johnny &"
“Yes, I do, sir; and wish, the

next

time

there is a prayer-meeting, you would ask
the people to pray for my sister, that she
may begin to read the Bible.”
:
“Well, well, it shall be done, John,"
So the teacher gave out that a little boy
was anxious that prayer should be offered
that his sister might begin to read the Bible.
John was observed to-get up and go out.
The teacher thought it very rude of the boy
to disturb the people in a crowded room,
and so, the next day, when the lad came,
he said :

ie

the

.

be got

to read the Bible, she never reads it.”
“Why,Johnny,should your sister read the

the ‘feeble

with

Chtist.—Sunday

meeting, and at the last said to his teacher,

way weé-are tending, than do our greater or

compared:

through

PrAYING AND WATCHING.
Is it not a sad
thing that we should think it wonderful for
God to hear prayer ? Much better faith
was that of a little boy im one of the schools
in Edinburgh, who had attended a prayer

more studied acts and efforts? and are not.
these things really eur strongest testimonies to the world that we are true disciples
of the Master ?
ADONIJAH.

precious stones

the Strong Helper, even Jesus, com-

paratively easy.
The great doctrines of our common
Christianity need not be neglected, nor
taught any the less clearly, because of this
particular instruction directed against special sins. On the contrary, the child will be
able to understand repentance and faith,
and the ether grand gospel truths, the better for having been led to see what his per-

twth

at the judgment bar? What are mines
gold and silver—what are: all manner

to real-

ize his lost tion oa he would not by the
most careful instruction upon the general
doctrines of depravity and repentance.
Hi
long list of sins will cause him to ‘come to
himself,” and look about for some way of
salvation. If he struggles against these
without gaining the vietory, it will make
thegork of pointing such a discouraged

testimonies,” the little, every-day things
of our ljves prove more conelusively which

Study

t enough to apply the truth pre-

sented in this special way to his,own heart.
As the teacher points out ome sin after. an-

peril. And still] our seven or eight grog
+is never insignificant.
shops go on, and other victims are being
Our youmg brother referred to might
prepared for the siaughter; and these murnot be considered by the world as great or
der shops are fot closed up, because somesuperior in intellect, yet he is usually presbody's trade might suffer, or somebody's
ent at our meetings, ready to bear his part;
buildings might burn. But the rum-seller’s
and his feeble testimonies, which are not
victims oftener set fires than the run-seller.
all confined to what he says, prove
very
himself. Chicago refused to close her grog
conclusively to me that he is walking in the
shops om the Sabbath for a long time; but Darrow way.
ho”

sown spring up and bear fruit to the glory
across me—what fqlly is this to continue in on each side.
On the left is the island of, of God!
:
a state in which a sudden call out of the Perim with a revolving light, attaining its
This little gospel outpost still survives,
world would find me unprepared.”
greatest brilliancy once a minute. About yes, and I trust, makes some progress, in they were suddenly ¢losed without the city
This reflection brought before him the ten years ago the French emperor sent a
spite of opposition, .oppression and I had government. Rum ram riot in Boston, and
value of the Scriptures as a guide to the fleet out round the cape of Good Hope to
almost said neglect.
Our dear, lamented
so did the flames. God governs by judgway of life.
One day his eye fell upon take possession of this gate to the Red sea. brother Smith took great interest in its afments as well as by merejes, and occasionthese words—‘‘Ask, and it shall be given While stopping at Aden, the French admiral fairs. But feeble health, evem before his ally inflicts them upon the wicked to let
you; seek, and ye shall find.”—¢Let me,” was entertained by the governor and a gun- journey west in Aug. last, had prevented them know that he Fives.
*‘‘ When the’
said he, ‘‘test this statement. God has prom- boat dispatched to hoist the British flag on his doing for it as he otherwise would, and judgments of God are abroad in the land,
ised to give the Holy Spiritto them who the island of Perim.
When the French few indeed are the visits the native brethren the people learn righteousness.” We were
ask for it. Iwill go down on my knees admiral arrived a few days later, he discov- have paid it the last six months. I find most fearfully scourged for the sin of slavand ask.”
ered to his chagrin how he had been out- seven families here, the most of them in ery, and we shall have to be for our monHe did not ask in vain. A sense of the witted. The English flag waves there to- fairly comfortable circumstances. The soil ster crime of imtemperance before we shall®
love of God and the peace that passeth un- day, and is likely
to,so long as that country is poor, and searce any one raises more stop the wholesale murder of our fellow
derstanding filled his soul.
has so much nfres in the East.
grain than will supply his own family, and -men. States emact laws but dare not enHis subsequent history shows the true
The Red sea has not till lately been a some of them not even that. Two of the force them, for fear their party will suffer;
: value of a consecrated life. He indeed fol- great highway for commerce, and is very families came in from the heathen, after and some of the very mem who enact these
lowed his Master in the ministry of love, dangerous and insufficiently lighted. But the village was started, and add strength laws are among the first to break them,
and enjoyed the sweetness of 8 calm but this obstacle must soon be remedied, now and supportto the settlement.
Several making their whole legislation a farce and
lofty faith that ever kept heaven in view. that the Suez canal makes it one of the families of Bhunmijhias have also settled a mockery. Officers arrest others for the
Religion to him was not a mere matter of gteatest commercial thoroughfares in the here and profess a desire to learn the right violation of the law, and then violate it
feeling, but of principle. He served God world.
way, and especially to bave their children themselves before they meach the court
with the” same deliberation with which he
The first point of interest in the Red sea instructed. For nearly a year past, there room.
is Mocha, a port in Arabia from which the has been no school kept here, but sister
had sought a knowledge of the truth.
Men preach and pray for temperance,and
lis a good thing to seck God during re- finest coffee 5 exported. By day the min- Smith has measures now on foot for re- then vote their moral power and influence
We opening the school. The great want here all away ; pray for temperance and the salvivals of his work, to improve favored arets of the mosques may be seen.
times, but it is still better for a young man, passed it by night and sat up an hour later is a good, efficient native preacher, to look vation of the young, and then vote for ramindependently of the efforts of others, to than usual to see its lights, but saw them after the spiritual interests of the comma- seller's to make their Jaws, and do honor to
give immediate and earnest attention to the not.
About half way up the Red sea we nity and itinerate in the neighborhood. . But that class of men who are doing all in their
concerns of his soul.
passed the port of Djiddah, a name easy alas! where is the man to come from?
power to ruin their children; call “ moral
enough to write—the provsciation is left There are liying heréseven who are church and religious temperance conventions,” and
“Haste, traveler, haste! the night comes on,
to the reader. Here the pilgrims to Mecca members, though a part of even this small then in one politicalact paralyze their whole
And many a shining hour is gone,
land.
At this season of the year some of number appear to be in a very low, cold moral power. We shall have drunkenness
The storm is gathering in the west,
the steamers make a profitable business state. I have had them together for wor- just as long as men. are allowed to tempt
And thou art far from home and rest.
Haste, traveler, haste!
carrying these passengers.
ship three times since coming in, and this the appetite with the beverage, and they
A few miles from the shore, in the midst evening had a conference with the mem- will do this until the: government care more
“The rising tempest sweeps the sky,
of a little grove, are the Wells of Moses. bers and have arranged for them to con- for the protection of the people than for the
The rains descend, the winds are high,
Once the bitter waters of Marah,
but duct worship by themselves in the absence success of anybody’s party.
The waters swell, and death and fear
A.D.
Beset thy path, no refuge near,
now sweet and refreshing.
of a regular preacher.
Josiah Coleman
Pittsfield, N. H.
Haste, traveler, haste!
The mountain range known as Horeb or (whomas a boy 1 took into the school in
Sinai is in sight all day, and we watched it elinsone about twenty years ago) lives
“Haste, and a shelter you may gain,
Scripture Exposition.
ere, is a man of talent and some educawith deep interest, wondering if the highest
A covert from the wind and rain,
,
jagged peak is really Sinai.
The rocky tion, and might do much in sustaining worA hiding place, a rest, a home,
In the Star of Feb. 5, “R. W.” asks for
A refuge from the wrath to come.
cliffs rise abruptly upon each side of the ship, were he less worldly and more spirit- a clear solution ofeLake 16:9, “Make to
Haste, traveler, haste!
narrow sea, as barren as ever rock was nally minded. As it is, he seems very yourselves: friends of the mammon of unseen. Not a tree, 3 or shrub, not a’ blade of much swallowed up with his worldly mat- righteousness,” &e. He alludes to my arti“Then linger not in all the plain,
Haste for thy life, the mountain gain.
grass, or sign of life.
The rocks on the ters; still he talks fairly and has now been ele in the Star of Dec. 25, as *‘a partial
Look not behind, make no delay,
Egyptian side are red, resembling red sand- invited to lead the Sabbath services, to solution” of the above named text, and
Oh, speed thy steps the onward way.
stone.
Near Suez we passed the place which he readily assents. A female prayer quotes several texts showing that unrightHaste, traveler, haste!”
where it is said Moses led the Israelites meeting and Sabbath school have also been eousness is a disqualification for the kingacross the Red sea. The exact spot is of planned for, but how they will be carried dom of heaven. Those texts are declarHomeward.
:
but if must be near out’'remuins to be seen.
course unknown;
ations of a fact,—that no ome disputes.
BY REV. J. M, W, FARNHAM,
These
little
outposts
are
indeed
a
gift In my article I gave what I thought the
Standing upon the deck we look off
| here.
—
tO
4
“on the Arabian desert in the direction they help in extending the light and influencedf Saviour intended to teach in this parable.
DEATH AT SEA.
the gospel in this dark land. They appear I do not see how’ 1 can make it clearer.
we Jost sight of Ceylon on the 19 of must have taken. What an ocean of sand!
to
thrive best apd accomplish most good He taught the publicans and all that their
It is drifted in little ridges vcsembling the
March. Saturday, the 23, a shade of gloom
when they are started in connection with a wealth should be used so as to develop
wavy
surface
of
the
sea,
and
as
free
from
was spread over the vessel by a death on
work of grace amongst the people of the and perfect Christian character and thus
board. The second officer came hurrying vegetation.
vicinity. To start an outpost like this, on fit the soul for heaven.
There are some
It
must
have
required
faith,
in
the
leader
“Don’t
whispered,
into the cabin and
Entirely
new ground, simply as a colony, expressions in this text, that perplex not
and
led,
when
those
multitudes
went
forth
frighten the ladies, but one of the men has
is an uphill job, and entails heavy expense. a few. The mammon of unrighteousness
been shot, and is dying!” : Our first thought into this barren desert, not knowing the
was, there has been a fight—perhaps muti- source of their supplies, to believe God The nice, snug’ little Bungalow, built here all, 1 suppose, admit, means riches. But
by Bro. Cooley, when both labor and ma- why called
unrighteous? Not
because
ny.
Running forward we found a group would provide,
terial were cheaper than at present, and there is any unholiness in them, or any
SUEZ
CANAL.
gathered around thp«dying man, whom we
benevolent helpers more. numerous; - still thing wicked in=powsessing them; but to
We had taken tickets to Suez, intendjng
reached just in time to see him breathe
stands the storm, though the verandas were contrast them with spiritual bléssings that
to go by rail road through Cairo to Alexanhis last.
blown away in the late cyclone and have are called ‘‘durable riches in righteousThe carpenter had been told te clean the dria. But the captain invited us to go on
not
yet been rebuilt. Alas, alas, what a ness.” “R.W.” asksin what sense.are
captain's revoiver. He had never found it as far 4s Ismalia, half way through the
breach
is made in our ranks by the removal we to understand the everlasting habitaloaded before, and now began working the canal, and see this wonder of human skill
of
our
lamented
brother! How deeply we tions of the friends of the mammon of unIt
is
one
hundred
miles
lock and snapping it. The very first stroke and enterprise.
feel
his
loss
and
lament
his untimely death, righteousness, If I rightly interpret the
of the
hammer and oh, horrid, a ball, long, and the surface of the water about as
at every turn! When is our poor, feeble text, they were instructed to make friends
whizzing from it, struck a fireman, stand- many feet broad, though the tops of the
mission again to be strengthened by new by means of the mammon of unrighteousing not many feet distant, having just come banks are much wider, The depth is sufrecruits
? Thankful am I to read in the ness. So Mr. Barnes says ‘Mammon, a
up from tending the fires. He staggered a ficient for vessels drawing twenty-two feet
Star
of
Oct.
30th one response, and a right Sys word meaning riches.”
few steps fo where a passenger was reclin- The banks. are composed of mud or sand
The word unrighteous here stands ophearty
one
too,
to the plea for more help
ing on a ¢hair,and asked him for it. Throw- only. in a few places faced with stone
posed to the true riches in verse 11, and
ih
our
mission.
Reader,
imagine
yourself
ing himself prostrate on his face He spoke There are steamers in sight in both direcmeans ‘‘deceitful, false, not to be trusted.”
no more, in a few minutes had ceased to tions nearly all the time. One just ahead strugglingto overcome a great difficulty,
“That they may receive you into everuntil
your
strength
is
well
nigh
exhaustbreathe, and lay there pale, cold, dead!
a-ground
and
of us got across the canal
lasting habitations.” ‘‘A Hebraism for
ed,
when
you
raise
a
cry
for
help,
or
to
We had often stood round the carpenter's This made it necessary for us to stop, put
that ye shall be received into everlasting
bench; so had our children. It was with out hawsers and make fast fore and aft N have lost your way in a dense forest, just
habitations,” A. Clark.~-Some think it is
as
night
is
coming
on,
and
you
shout
for
a
gratitude and penitence and a desire to be While under weigh, the vessel steers readiguide, what would be your joy at hearing the poor, whom they have relieved, the
prepared if our end came. thus suddenly,
ly, but the moment you stop, she swings a friendly respense, with the assurange of angels and God who is well pleased with
that we walked slowly away.
round, first one end fouches, then the other
' needed help! On the other hand, to their acts, that shall réceive ‘them. I preThe bath room was turned into a dissect- on the opposite side, und she sticks fast the
lift
up
your voice and get no answer, how fer the views of Clark, ‘shall be received.”
ing room, and the doctor spent much ofthe square across the canal, A small tug kep t
heart-sickening!
Others besides Bro. (i. But it may be objected, that this view
night vainly seeking the ball. Early the on the canal for the purpose, came up
C.
W.
feel
for,
pray
for and contribute to tl makes the right use of property the only
next morning it was found lodged in the pulled off the steamer ahead of us, and al
Not so. It’ only
the mission, but the fact that he gives ex- qualification for heaven.
back bone, having passed nearly through steamed along. again at half speed, the
i
represents that the consecration. of proppression
to
his
zeal
and
sympathy
cheers
- the body.
.
fastest rate at which they are allowed to
the heart and makes one feel as though he erty to God is the truest test of fitness for
The captain always had religious services proceed through the canal.
heaven. Christ told the young man, who
on board Sunday “morning—conducting|. Suez.on“the Red sea and Port Said on would love to grasp the hand, yes, and emanxiously inquired what he must da to
brace
him
and
say,
God
bless
you,
my
dear
them himself, if there was no minister the Mediterranean are at th e extremities of
inherit eternal life, to keep the commandbrother.
J.
PHILLIPS.
|
among his passengers. This morning the the canal, and Ismalia is a th¥iving village
ments.
This he had done, and Christ said,
Dec.
20,
1872.
funeral service was to precede the other near the middle. We have Arabia. on our
_‘“sell
all
that
thou hast and give to the poor.”
exercises, and we were asked to read the right, and Egypt on our left, and a barren
This was a test he could not stand, John
A
Christian
must
possess
i'sipgle
eye
to
desert
as
far
as
the
eye
aan
reach,
i
English chu
burial service, adapting it to
In some places there are a few scattering the glory of God if he would have an ap- intimates that the love of God does not
* the
on. ‘When the officers and men
had
been mustered and reviewed, as was shrubs, one’or two feet high-—then seas o f proving conscience, heaven’s sinile, and re- dweld in the heart of him who does not use
f
* customaryon Sunday morning, the corpse, barren sands ‘without a sign of ‘vegetation ceive the divine reward which Christ be- his property for the glory of God mand the
is not a village or house in sigh t stows on his servants in this world and the good of his fellowmen. 1st John 3:17, It is
wrapped in its canvas coffin, ‘was borne There
the lasy that many consecrate to God, the
ently and solemnly to the bulwarks, and except the guard houses, "on the banks o world to come,
va

1873.

most difficult to keep on the altar. It is
one of the surest proofs that the past is
right with God.
W,

;

And stiil the tide of death rolls on with
its never ceasing roar, as incessant as the

after the decline of the Roman Empire fell,
disuse,

26,
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“John, I thought it very rude of you to
get up in the prayer-meeting and go out.
You ought not to have done so.”
+*Oh, sir,” said the boy,.**I did not mean
to be sude ; but I thought I shouldjust like
to go home and see my sister reading her
Bible for the first time.”
Thus we ought to watch,

with:

expecta-

tion for answers to our prayers. Do not
say, ‘“‘Lord, turn my darkness into light,”
and then go out with your candle as though

you expected to find it dark.
After asking
the Lord to appear for you,expect him to do
$0;

foraceording to your faith, so-be it unto

you.—C. H. Spurgeos.
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Foncher,

y

Day is advancing, life's

Ld

Ser Hox 70 Work. Teachers.whe have
quick pulse will soon cease to'beat. Night
pious
pupils can not tee:soon put them in
is approaching, the grim Tyrant may have
already selected his next victim from-your training. As some one has well putiit:
If you have a boy in your class who loves
class. The dear children not enly expect,
but desire you to speak of him whose blood the Saviour, set him to.work., He: will do
flowed en Calvary. The sorrowful tale of for a wild companion wore than. you can
Gethsemane will be listened to with heav- ' do.
ing bosoms and tearful eyes. Disappoint | The class expects you.to ‘‘talk good” and
not their expectations. You know not what be good because you are a Sunday-school
overburdened heart is waiting for Christian teacher; but when one: who has been as
counsel. Be faithful, perhaps. you
will ' wildas themselves gees to them and says,
make discoveries in the character and ex- “Boys, I have found a new friend and want
perienee of some scholar,, that will thrill you to find him too;” this is unexpected,
your soul with joy.
and it will make them: think even when they
Let me narrate an instance,
There is an do not want to think..
interesting city Sabbath-school eondutted by | Get your Christian scholar to. jpin with
a godly superintendent and assistant, with{Fyou in prayer aiiti*effort for one and then
a noble band of
teachers, where: the pastor another. Lo him: to ask others into the
Give
each Sabbath vaorn comes to loek after the Sunday school and prayer meeting.
lambs of the flock. In one of the younger him papers and cards to give away to others.’
classes of the school sits a little disciple of He may do great good.
He will be a better Christian
for the work,
Christ, whose daily walk, whose consistent
life, might be a lesson to many an older and you will be better for helping him.
Christian. The pastor, superintendent, not |
—
even the teacher know of her aught save
that a bright, intelligent child sits by her
A GRAND MisTAKE.. Noto be acquaintside, never failing in her lessons.
They
never mistrust the depth of feeling, the ed with one’s Sunday-scheol class would
growing strength of religious principle that certainly be a novel position for an earnest’
lies in that young bosom. They know not teacher.
If there are any so. situated, we
how often penitential tears are shed by her recommend to their careful study the folin secret over a wicked thought which, per-

chance, may have passed through her mind:
They know not how often in sorrow, forgiveness is asked for an occasional impatience of spirit. When the ~superintendent
has urged upon Christians to. speak of the
Saviour to those who do not love him, that
child would seem burdened, till she told her
mother, *:I feel as if I must ask some one to

love Jesus,” and referring to one in particular, whom she thought very wicked, added,
-“but I am only a little girl, it would not be
appropriate for me to speak to her, I could
not do it.” But when her mother told her
she could pray for her, the

burden

seemed

removed, she appeared peaceful and happy.
Her playmates always refer to her decision,
in their little differences,at once yielding to
her judgment, only beeause they confide in
her. Ever retiring and modest, she never

lowing suggestions
worker: |

from

a Sunday-school

That it is a grand mistake not te know
our scholars is seen in the fact that the

teacher’s ability to impress them is the sum
of all his nn fl Tne ‘and that the
mutual acquaintance of teacher and scholar
is the natural basis of any effective and permanent influence of the: former over the
latter, Dr. Wayland’s wonderful influence
over his students was based on his personal
interest in them.

He called on them, invit-

ed them to see him, and encouraged at all
times a respectful and confidential intimacy.
By this personal acquaintance we are enabled to adapt our teachings to each one’s
particular need. By learning their personal characteristics,

their

daily

lives,

their

obtrudes her r8ligion: she only lives it.

joys, or-troubles, at home or at their employment in their workshop, the office or
store, the teacher is not only working 'his

with satisfaction, and she gave

but is finding out all the effective methods
of illustrating and enforcing the lessons that
he teaches, and of so driving them home to
the heart and the conscience that thoy shall
prove, by the blessing of the Spirit of’ God,
to be the words of the wise which will be
{astened like nails in a sure place.

A few nights, since soon after retiring, she
rose, whispered to her mother, ‘I know
God forgives sin, but
please repeat to me
some verse in the Bible that directly says
80.” = After repeating one her eye lighted
her

second

good night kiss, Another night she rose,
and as a member of the family was present
whispered, “Tell me & passage from the
Bible that speaks of-- heaven,” evidently
wishing to dwell upon it while going to
sleep, for she ever loves to think upon the
heavenly mansions,

:

Teacher, is that child in your
she is not, her counterpart

may

class?
be.

If
Lose

not the passing opportunity. At once, as
far ad possible, know every child’s heart
committed to your care; thus will you be
prepared to sow beside all waters, and to
ring home
your sheaves with rejoicing.
-|
—8. 8. Teacher.

way imto

their,

confidence

and

affections,

RR

Teachers,

“DieLE tr IN.”

as

preachers, may apply to themselves
words of an eminent clergyman :

well

as

these

Do not sow the Word broadcast, but,

as

the Scotch would say, ‘“dibble it in !” Make

a hole in the ground with your sharpened
stick, push the seed into the earth with
your heel. Let eyery sentence tell. - Shoot
with an aim. Take your arrqw from the
v
quiver, put it on the bow with your eye. on
HIE
the soul and on the throne, then let it go
PomtiNGg our Tur Sing, Ifa teacher home. Do not pull it out. Let it be a
finds it difficult to make his scholars under- distinct and felt impression. Do not talk to
stand faith, repentance and regeneration,
human beings who are asleep. I have no
let him deal with the special sins of those in faith in somnambulism in the church, Let
his class. One scholar may have fallen into every eye be engaged as though he would
the habit of lying. Apply the Sabbath les- look you through. = Give the children someson to the correction of

this

may be guilty of profanity,

sin.

Turn

Another

the

thing worthy receiving, and send the truth

pre- | home, -

/
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Selections.

each he
time and
his mess
cles, his
Hull, D.

Nott, in his solitude at Franklin, was medi-

tating

life. during the very

the missionary

time when the young brethren at Williamstown were forming their secret missionar
league. The first Jin petitioners at Brad-

Is This All?

to be sent to the

heathen, were

‘no

concert of men,

but amoving of God.

differentecolleges.

ates ofMfour

tr

Sometimes I catch sweet glim ig of His face,
But that is a
Sometimes He looks on me and seems to smile,
But that is all.
Sometimes He speaks a passing word of peace,
:
But that is all.
‘

gradu-

ford

And how signally"in all those . opening
events do we read a higher wisdom overriding the maxims of men. Without funds
favor, in the

or popular

—

come,

and

the

surer

and a snare.)

Mag-

A Valuable Dairy Farm.

the Chro-

ITUATED in Great Valley, Catt. Co., N. Y., 4
1) miles from N.Y. & Erie
R, 1 mile from the
Rochester & ~tate Line R. R., containing
110 acres;
about half improved, balance well timbered,
sugar bush, about 20 acres of valuable chestnut
timber, 2 houses, barn 86 p4 48, work-shop, tool-house,
&c., and can make two good farms. Soil fertile, being nearly half bottom land, From its location it is
rapidiy increasing in value. Will be sold low on easy
terms. Inquire of C. DODGE, Great Valley, Catt. Co.,

tian, at Work. wish them mounted and ready
| for framing, they

will

need to send 40 cts.

in addition to the sums specified above.
In making payments

and

ordering the

N.Y.

————

premiums, care should be taken

to

mera
SALE

FOR

mos mentioned in connection with the Chris-

Success.

with so much company. : It is a shame
that ministers
. should be so imposed up-

bargo and financial distress, against the
great commercial sovereignty of India, , except as God's promises were sure, that enmen
terprise was a chimera.» The young
were plainly told. by Christian ministers
that their project «* savored of infatuation.”

are to others.
Should any persong; ordering

the

x

to a

clergyman’s wife, *‘they make your house
such
a hotel ‘that you must be worn out

midst of war, em-

and

Trust me,"—Sunday

azine,

neighbor

investment,

unbroken
tranquillity. The ‘still small
voice” might bave said, ‘Leave it alone;
‘they that will be rich fal) into temptation

Gnnnn

“Madam,” said a pitying

offered to all these new subscribers as they

‘tures, and thelloveof it for its own sake
80 easily fostered by any temporary
success, do not counterbalance the smaller in-

speaks and nature speaks. Life, |
death speak. God speaks by all
engers, by his own uierring oraown and our eternity .—Rev, Z. B.
D.
:

Hospitable Homes.

Here was

26, 1878.
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A true and noble success ‘is within the
AGENTS and all Men WANTING
THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
reach of every human being who rightly
100
K
fii will furnish a ¢ nance with
just
what
is
wanted,
and
to
write
the
names
apprehends
and
will
diligently
seek
it.
but
little Capital to clear
“I don’t quite view it so,” replied she ;
And is this all He meant when thusHg spoke,
“ Come unto me”?
“for, although our household cares have: It may very well be quite other than the and orders plainly, so that there need be no from $100 to $200. per month. REMEMBER
1s there no deeper, more SRquing rest
and do not fail to send for our Circulars
givalways been great, for the reason you men- aspirant ‘meditates—it may even seem de- mistakes, misdirection, or losses by the THIS,
ing full description of the busimess, before eng
'y
In Him for thee
feat to the superficial observer—but God
we
lve
been
abundantly
repaid
in
\tion,
elsewhere. AGENTS and PEDDLERS willfind it to
The young women were assured by friends
Is there no steadier light for thee in Him?
still
reigns,
and
no
heroic
and
unselfish
their
interest
to
do
so,
and
will
be
honestly
dealt
with
the
pleasure
we’
have
received
from
so
Oh, come and see!
mails,
{
that their scheme was *‘ wild.” The PruAddress at once for terms
. L.
GUERNSEY
aim can ever be really defeated. If five
dential Committee of this Board at first ad- many intelligent guests, and especially in thousand aspire to fill the
Ohgcome and see!
Oh, look, and look again!
Of course, no percentage is allowed and Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12mé
presidential
the
unconscious
education
which
our
chil
es
their
without
**
go
to
missionari
the
vised
Sin
All shall be right;
‘
chair, it is very certain that all ean nof
Oh, taste His love, and see that-it;is good,
wives.” After they were ordained, your dren have received by the table-talk. No have precisely that outward and visible no credit given when premiums are order- TO PASTORS
OF CHURCHES
possible
education
of
ours,
either
through
T'hou child of night!
ReerlestaDiyigh expressed his ¢* decided
AND TO
stamp
of
success
they
covet;
but
were
they
Oh,trust thou,trust thou in His grace and power! |
books
or
our
family
conversation
alone,
d.
~disapprébation” of the Committee's action
Pe
Then all is bright.
Superintendents ot BS. S.
fifty thousand,
and their
aspiration—
them forth, But there remain could ever have given them this valuable rather essential than
in sending
We need say nothing in the way of comcircumstantial—to
‘
;
Nay, do not wro ng Him by hy heavy thoughts,
on record precious memorials from every culture.”
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
pub
But love His love.
Here was én intelligent woman’s insight enlighten and bless their countrymen rath- mending these offers. The statement of lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishmember of that little band and from the Secerthan
rule
them,
there
is
umple
scope
ment.
These
Books
are
now
ready
for
sale
and
deDo thou full justice to His tenderness,
and
good
sense.
What
is
the
use
of
monretary who gave them their commission that
His mercy prove;
work for them all. One may be priv- them suffices, That the remittances and livery.
Prize Series,
they “went forth in the strength of a simple ey, pictures, furniture, spare rooms, dark- and
Take Him for w hat He is; Oh, take Him all,
jleged to teach thousands to loathe indo- orders should come in promptly and abun$150
faith in the promises of God ; a faith as clear ened. parlors, serving their highest. use Jence,
And look above!
Andy Luttrell,
frivolity, display and vice, and love
1 50
or
Shining Hours,
and bold as that of the father of the faithful when visitors and flies are excl
dantly, is. what may be expectegd-as a mat156
industry,
sobriety,
modesty
and
virtue,
Then shall thy tossing soul find anchorage
Master and Pupily
whith- when made mere occasional’ red®¥ion- while another inculcates the same lesson ter of course.
when he went forth ¢ not knowing
150
Bell,
And steadfast peace;
May
That our, readers will
rooms
for
stiffly
ceremonious
calls
of
eti150
er he went.” And the God of infinite reSabrina Hackett,
Thy love shall rest on His; thy weary doubts
in a narrow, secluded neighborhood,
150
promptly take pains to show these offers
Aunt Mattie,
sources converted their seeming impruden- quette ? Let us live all over the house, and only
3
Forever cease.
150
unsung, unchronicled, save in
Light from the Cross,
Thy heart shall ind Him, and in His grace
ces into fertile devices. The young wives have something cheerful and inviting in unpraised,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
1080
Its rest and bliss!
Why ndt have the table al- the books of the recording angel. The to their friends, may be safely assumed.
of every room.
became a tower
in their weakness
Rainy Day Series.
strength. And never were more prolific ways neatly spread, and ready enough for scope of influence in these two cases is But we shall seek to fill all orders with.
Christ and His love shall be thy blessed all
5
different,
but
the
measure
of
essential
sucat School,
an
extra
plate,
without
any
question
or
Day
Rainy
A
.
Forevermore |
hissionary seeds planted on earth than
despatch.
3
J5
Birthday Present,
Christ and His light shall shine on all thy ways |
J5
girlish form of Mrs. Newell was: fuss, cake or no cake. Let us Pring up cess is the same. Whoever has learned to:
hen the
PA
Year,
New
orevermore |
find
delight
in
doing
good,
and
in
nothing
5
to rest in the Ise of France and the worn our children, not with one set of everyFireside Angel,
Christ and His peace shall keep thy troubled soul
5
inconsistent
therewith—to
do
whatever
Rainy, Day at Home,
It is a long time since any
day
manners
and
another
for
company,
of
banks
the
on
Judson
Mrs.
of
frame
out
Forevermore
good is within reach, and not repine "that
ng has appearyedandin 80religbut in a daily atmosphere of hospitality.
a
Mrs. Child’s Series,
Nthi
A
SBE
—Horatius Bonar. thejMartaban.
exious art so lovel,
75
One of our *‘self-made” men, who occu- his opportunities are such as Heaven only Cl
The Christ-Child,
:
ACES.
quisite in design and execuIn the same process we have learned by
Ji5
has
been
pleased
to
vouchsafe
him—can
Good Little Mitty,
tion
as
this
large
and
elegant
line
and
stipple
steel
pied
an
eminent
position
in
social
and
po| experiment that the greater includes the
75
ing,
A Glorious Work.
g
Someth
Makin
engraving, which is sent free to every subscriber to
J5
less. Christianity is the'shortest path to civ- litical life, revealed his good judgment and never esteem his life a failure. Should
Jamie and Jeannie,
tl)
@ ee
5
Boy’s Heaven.
Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine,
ilization.
Wu have long ceased to send the at the same time one secret of success, in sickness or casualty confine him for years
and dependence, he go long a favorite with the people. Price of magaOften there have been times when to the farmer and the blacksmith to tha I¥awaiian the remark that he never permitted any to a bed of suffering
Bright Day Series.
a glow of heart- zine, with picture, $2 50 a year, or for 6 months with
eye of man all seemed lost, but to God's
and the Indian. They come uncalled. The respectable and intelligent stranger to come will thenceforth wv
125
picture $150. In clubs, 8 co ies one year for $6, 7
Bright Days,
eye all was safe. Some Elijah, roaming Dakota wigwam has ‘grown into a frame into town, whose conversation might add felt resignation, of benign bumility, of copies $12. Sample numbers 15 cents. Agents want125
Sunny Skies,
125
rge commissions .
m,
laneu
in the wilderness, mournfully exelaims, *‘ 1, or brick house, and the hunting ground in- to his own stock of knowledge, or sharpen grateful piety, whereof the influence will ed everywhere.
Hercu
i
and
Pompei
1.25
;
T.S. ARTHUR & SON, Phila., Pa.
4theow
Archibald Hamilton,
even I only am lett,” tq whoiii God can say, to well
tilled farms, Many an African any of his faculties, or give pleasure and be diffused more widely and enduringly
ight
s.
Starl
Serie
than
he
could
have
imagined.
In
the
ever“ Yet have I left seven
Thousand.” Or, the kraal, where Christ has entered, has chang- information to his family, whom he did
5
roceeding warfare of Good against Evil,
eye looks back over the dreary course of ed to a Neatly furnished home.
Starlight Stories,
Five hun- not, if possible, invite to his house. He
5
Brother and Sister,
those Dark Ages when the whole church dred plows were sold in one year to the well understands that such hospitality is a Right against Wrong, Truth against Error,
Miscellaneous.
there can be no real defeat, no absolute
seemed sunk in formalism and falsehood; natives of Port Natal alone. One mission- good investment, while he undoubted]
Brother Harmon’s supply of Musical Instruments
150
Anecdotes of Animals,
but "oh
it seés a city set on a hill, a ary has ordered a hundred fanning mills for makes his guests feel themselves his grate- discomfiture—only postponement, repulse all over the United States is a steadily increasing
150
Bloomfield,
100
and
the
ill
success
of
a
misdirected
attack—
pure church all safely nestled in the high Turkey.
°*
¢
business.
Glencoe Parsonage.«-"
And Hagoop Effendi, aftera tour ful debtors.
17
Early Choice,
Alps, where the snows are crimsoved with of inspection through his native country,
Organs and’ Melodeons of the best quality, and
“But this man is rich—he has the means. an unwisely planned manceuyer.
150
Hill,
erry
Strawb
on the most liberal terms, are supplied at short noIn
that
great
contest,
whoever
plants
the slaughters of three hundred years, and
125
He
has
the
cake
always
ready.”
Yes,
and
boldly avowed that * the most zealous adOvercoming,
100
watches her colporters winding their way vocate of American civilization could not so have we all the means, cake or no cake, himself firmly on the side of Good is al- tice, and he sustains all losses of money (if sent as
Perfect Man,
55
\d
Willie Maitland,
through . Europe, with knapsack on baek, have done half so much to Americanize The
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loneliness, Time,like space, can not be ap| preciated by merely looking into it.”
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| And how shall we appreciate it ? By
All to leave and follow thee.”
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ressive movement of the chureh,how man-

itestly it is a divine moving which guides
and molds all to the central purpose. So
was 16 in what we may call the great mis-

sion of Puritanism to America.
At a dozen different points and. stages, it was. clear
defeat.
But at all those points—even when
Robert Cushman wrote, ¢ All thinos promiscuously forerun our
ruin "—God was

he
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Yet why do we think ‘these
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faces fell the strange glare of the fire, stood
a little way from the
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iron in ladles and carry it off to be
the molds.
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run
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worst destroyers? They
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instantly
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than

to

five on and on in pampered flesh ,in unrepented sin, in unending delay, in the
waste and perversion of years and souls.
We immortals ! Cuamberers of the ground,
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to God or man, or even self! What means
it ? Oh, what says this great heart of life,
human,
endless life? Listen to its low

up to meet in a central crown.
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ous parishes ‘around

Those weve | churches,
;

when

the

on seventy contiguthis center; palmy

days in Yale College when Jeremiah Evarts
and fifty-seven other young men in one
- year joined its church.
Thoughts of foreign missions were stivring in the hearts
‘of Spring at Newburyport, Spalding at Salem, and Worcester at. Fitchburg. Prayer
" meetings for the world’s conversion, like

scattered watch-fires;

were held at Hollis

and elsewhere;
and a Christian mother at
Torringford was talking® to her son of
Eliot and

Brainerd.
"

A little

later,
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Feel

its fluttering

pulse.

is immortal.
Would you think
aught that you see? Other life is

compared

be, is a palsy
may revive.

with

what

its

smart,

its

agony ! But in just this way is character
sometimes nade over, its qualities shaped
into

the

strong,

stately

pillars sustaining

the interests of the Redeemer’s kingdom.
May grace be given to all who stand in
the furnace, and above the voar of its fires
may they hear a voice saying,‘‘I have chos-

en thee in the furnace of affliction.”
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It is certain that if good men were more
careful to ask for counsel on the propriety
of any particular enterprise before making
up their minds to it, instead of first decid.
ing, and then asking for succéss, many
mistakes would be avoided, and much distress saved.
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by side with our capacities and
affections
of soul, in the broad light of infinite day.
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Protest.
anxious to see the enterprise succeed, and
its privilege of so would be likely to help it by their votes.
when the mem- This he acknowledges in his testimony, and
quintal of bag- thisis the chief consideration that led to
they must pay the recommendation of his expulsion. The

have

Patent

postal-

to.

Congres-

Office reports,

case of Mr. Brooks
he seemipg to be

wassslightly different,
aware of the full ras-

The

Miunn., church, Rev.

A. G. Brant,

“The circulars With our apportionment

dispatches were dated the last. week in for H. and F. Missions are received, and I
August, from the éastern coast of “Wran-- will do all in my power to raise the
amounts, My heart is deeply anxious for
gel's Land.
The expedition, after sailing our mission work, and~may God bless all
up the North Pacifi®, through Behring's the laborers and interests connected with
Strait, reached the coust of Wrangel's | it. Please send me some Mission cards, as
Land, ‘within the Arctic Ocean,
at the 1 think this is the most successful way of
©
mouth of a great river flowing from the raising money,” T°
north-west, and not laid down on any map.

This, in the opinion of M. Pavy, indicates
the existence of a polar continent striking
to the uorth, This river has bee
followed
up for a distance of 230 miles,” and along
the banks were found numerous vestiges of
mastodons, and one completé “body of a
representative of that race in a state of
good: presetryation, The tusks measured
nearly twelve feet. M
vy intends to

The following gratefal words

the pastor of a chureh
received aid from the H.
‘The money came at
my wife had been sick

are from

in N. Y., that has
M.:
the right time, as
for three meonths,

and I have been sick’ half of that time.

A

salary of $400.00 doesn’t go far in siekness.
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sends

the following encouraging words:

repaired

We
our

is good, the S.

S. interesting, and
the. prospect goed for
calit,
he proceedings, but at the same
building
up
a
church
in this city.
e will
time getting all the stock he could and winter in the 75th degreé of latitude, about. forward
"We ask: &itention to them. They have
our apportionment in a few days.”
were some rustic John writing to Weth- using all his influence, both as a Represenone thousand miles from the North Pole.
Rev.
A.
L. Houghton,
pastor of.
an interést for all our present subscribers.
ersfield for a package of turnip seeds.
tative and a private citizen, in favor of the He lacks.at. present five hundred miles of
own
integrity,
seeking
help
from
God
and
the
church
in
Lawrence,
Mass.,
writes but
who
Our ministers and others
'N. B.
It is a graceful act enough, but it. ‘doesn’t road.
)
giving help to those around you, trusting
reaching the highest latitude gained by a few words, yet they express a spirit of
The report of the Committee is variously
.are disposed to undertake special service in him and loving vour fellow-men, you seem to have been done very gracefully.
Dr. Kane.
He hopes to reach a polar sea work and interest in the good cause :
The
repeal
has
been
clamored
for
this
long
commented
upon. It would be only matur- at the northern extremity of the continent,
inare
rs,
subscribe
procure
to
And we know of no other
&8 agents
may be kept.
“Your circular is received, and we hope to
time. An attempt to enact it, two years al that the Massachusetts papers should obsafe way,
and
expects to get into the Atlantic raise our full proportion ($70.00) this year
wited to write us at this office, and we
ago wiscarried. But for the last Presiden- ject to the expulsion of their member, es- through Melville Strait, Baffin’s Bay, and for the H. M. Please send -me a supply of
«mill endeavor to make such arrangements
tial campaign, we might not have got it pecially when it is claimed that he has tried
Davis’s Strait.
This would solve the prob- Mission cards immediately.”
with them.as shall encourage them to take
yet. The country must be promised some- to conceal nothing from the public, whereCheap Postage.
We hope that the churches that do not
lem of the north-west p
ge.
—
—
We hope to hear from
thing in return for votes. This repeal was as the members.
to whom he sold, dnd who
hold of this work.
raise a dollar for our Missions will read the
Now that Congressmen have consented one of those things, and when
people are held to be equally guilty, have assidu- ——A WoRTHY PROJECT.
following extract from a letter, from Rev. .
here is a movea good number of them at once.
to help us .sustain the postal “service, let showed such an appreciation of the prom- ously tried to cover up all their transactions ment beginning in Boston, independent of J. W. Hallack, of Sparta, Mich. :
us see if the tax might not be made still ise, Congress knew better than to disap- in the business.
So the most of them de- any purely philanthropic or religious organ“We paid the apportionments to both IT.
The Insidiotisness of Sin.
lighter for each individual. Not that we pdint them. So it has come.
. nounce the expulsive clause.
But it is gen- ization, to keep and redeem and save the and ¥. Missions, last year, twice over, and
——§
are going to get much revenue from SenBut it barely came. The Senate passed eraily approved by the country. The evi- great army of clerks and other employes, of I pledg. at least as much this year.”
It is a characteristic of sin that it is so ators and Representatives. They will stop the bill in such a stringent form it evident- dence of bribery was too clear, even if Mr,
Bro. J. W. Akens, of Morgan Co., Ala.,
both sexes, who are exposed to many tempas an sending those car-loads of documents now
dnsidious. . It can be as pansy
writes
:
;
ly looked for the House to non-concur, and Ames had been *‘ childlike and bland” about tations to theft, and who are so constantly
Wicked as that postage is demanded.
angel, and at the same time as
“Yours came to hand, and I was glad to
But even that so kill it. But the House knew the tem- it; too many Congressmen had soiled their turning out badly. Daily witnessing pleashear from you.
There has never been a
the Devil. Itcan dress itself up in- broad- will be an indirect benefit, for those docper of its constituents too well to take such hands with the stuff’; and corruption ggn- ure in which they wish to indulge, their eyes. Freewill Baptist church in this county, but
cloth and 2 white cravat, and actually uments only increase the rates for mail- a responsibility. The
bill passed, the erally was getting too firm a hold of the caught by the dazzle and glitter of the there are niany Christians here of that faith. ake you believe for a while that itis the carrying. The whole - question of cheap
I ‘think there. could be a church organized
street and the saloon, solicited in numerous
President signed it, and after next July 1st body politic, to allow this chance of adminReverend Mr. So-and-so, and no mistake.
postage seems to be open, and it will- de- the people will be relieved of a great tax. istering a rebuke to go by unimproved.
The people
ways just to taste the forbidden fruit, ere of thirty or forty members.
Ask for its credentials, and it is so grieved pend upon the people whether it becomes So say the advocates of the bill. But will Some punishment was deserved, und per- they are aware they have begun a career are anxious for information on Free Will;
please send me some tracts.”
that you should question its honesty, that a fact or remains only a question.
haps ne better could be found. But this is that involves great expense, as well as loss
they ?
Our church in Chicago is prospering unalmost before you are aware of it you have
it doesn’t need to be said that we pay
Look at the case. Congressmen send a only one stall in the stable of Augeus. of honor. "To meet the expense, they steal ; der the labors of its pastor, Bro. Noyes.
-apbraided yourself for want of charity, three cents on every letter, while the Engreat amount of mail-matter. The people Would that the whole establishment might to supplement their honor,—well, they soon We attended a very interesting social meetand have asked it home
to a dinner of lamb glish pay only oné. Nor that the English
The House is to act ou ex- despair of doing that, and that is just what
have to pay the postage. If Congress- be cleansed.
ing with them Jately. The members are
and plum pudding.
postal service pays, while ours doesn’t. To men pay it tH®mselyes, the people will save pulsion Feb. 25.
It means to
this movement contemplates.
working with their pastor to save precious
When the sower went forth to sow, it be sure, the English mails are not carried
it.
But Congressmen deem their correbring this great body of clerks together, rsouls.
Two persons arose for prayers.
was good seed that he took in his sack. so far as ours, neither is there the full dif——A ScBooL oF HoMOEOPATHY. The Bos- show them that there are still. hands and
spondence
essential.
Their
constituents
We
Lope
that our brethren wiil remember
He scattered it over the mellow ground ference of two cents between
the En- must be tickled with frequent letters, and ton University has voted to estajflish a hearts open to help them, to arrest those
this chureh, that is sacrificing and trying to
with reasonable
anticipations of a rich glish penny and the American three cent
frequent Agricultural reports, and nobody school of medicine to be under the control
who are just entering these gay ways, and live, in their prayers. Our ehurch in Jackharvest. Then he slept, and perhaps saw scrip. But our mails, according to the
Steps have to keep all, so far as may we, in honorable
knows how many Patent Office reports. of Homeopathic practitioners.
son, Mich., though destitute of a pastor, is
in his dreams waving fields of golden tariff of compensation, can be carried a
Every State campaign
must be helped been taken to give it a firm basis, and there and virtuous paths. The plan is only de- making vigorous efforts to live. A good
grain. But if he had awoke, and looked thousand miles for only a trifle more than along by documents from the Capitol. seems to be no reasonable doubt but it will
veloping now, but we hope soon to see it in spirit of union prevails among the memoul upon his land, he would have seen a it costs to carry them a hundred.
And a The personal friends and most of the ac- suceeed. The indorsement of this practice | practical and successful eperation...
"bers, and the congregation and 8. S. are
sneaking form
creeping about in the hundred letters could be carried for almost
quaintances of Congressmen must be kept by an institution which wields so wide an
on the increase. Two have united with the
shadows,
‘scattering tares broadcast, and the same that we pay to carry ten.
influence as the Boston University, is quite ——A RESULT OF THE
INVESTIGATION . church by letter. Two have, we trust, resupplied with franked envelopes.
cursing the good work of the previous day.
Now the advocates of the present postOne can easily see what a great lever of significant. Homceopathy bas elready won One of the results of the Credit Mobilier in- cently found the Saviour. The prospects are
. Approach him, and he would have stood age rates point with delight to the fact influence Congressmen
have let go of. itself a position. It is yearly strengthening vestigation is ghe offering of a dirty resolu- good that they will build them a good brick
up like a veritable Agricola, hid his seed, that our postal revenue is almost twenty- Moreover, there are already ciamors for that position, and this new movement will
tion to see if articles of impeachment can house the ensuing year.
The church has
and declared that he was only charitably two million dollars annyally.
Thatis very postal appropriations, to. enable them to only help it along. It is useless to attempt not be preferred against
Vice-President
paid its apportionment, $20.00.
putting in a little more wheat where .the pleasing. But why isn’t it fifty millions ? still wield that influence at the national to crush it. It has passed safely by too
Colfax. But then, it was Toffered by FerAfter my return from New
Orleans I
good farmer had scattered it thinly.
And Partly, we think, because there are not so expense. More than one correspondent many flings and protests in the past,
the redoubtable, the same
nando Wood,
gave
a
talk
to
the
church
in
"Hillsdalé,
and
moreover, when it came to harvest time,
many three cent bits in the country as there is thus early subsidized to write against while it was young and weak, to be easily who has been trying his gest to attach stigreceived
a
collection,
of
nearly
$100.00,
he would as likely as not claim the wheat are pennies.
Of course, a good many peo- the law. The people will find in a year or toppled over now that it is old and strong.
name, and we
ma to General Howards
which they promised: to make a full hunfor the fruits of his own sowing, and pity ple would not send three letters where
of him. Mr. dred,—a very liberal collection,as they bave
better
two that they haven’t saved anything,” say
nothing
expect
would
‘the husbandman because he had so unfor- they now send one, if the postage on each
they. And then there are frequent asser- ——THE BosTON THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. Colfax has been indisereet, but it doesn’t been making vigorous efforts to pay the
faonately mistaken tares for wheat in select- was only one cent instead of three. But tions that the Postmaster-General is un- We learn that the General Theological
appear yet that he has committed thigh debt on their church.
ing his.seed.
then again a good many others would.
popular with Congress, and that body, Library of Boston, though less than eleven crimes and misdemeanors ;” he has at the
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
The process is being daily repeated. A We sent more letters with the postage at
havipg passed the bill that he has so years old, numbers about 600 members and longest only a few days more of official
. State looks about for a trustworthy person five cents than. we did with it at ten. We
strenuously recommended, will now di- annual subscribers. Its increase of books life ; he has conducted himself irreproacha40 represent it at Washington.
It sup-’ send more with it at three cents than we
Pike Seminary, New. York.
has bees on an average 1000 a year, and bly heretofore ; and.it is no way likely that
poses it has found him. It takes him per- did when it was five. To be sure, the in- rect legislation so as to ‘disprove his esti- they are mow circulatingin 42 towns and
last
the House will be found connecting his
mates, and thus snub him. And then tnany
It may be interesting to the readers of the
haps from some orthedox institution
of crease of population, and of business, and
villages of Massachusetts and New Hamp- days with a needless disgrace. The vote
of
those
who
voted
for
the
repeal
will
soon
Star to have a word from Pike. When we
learning, where he has already achieved a of postal facilities has something to do
retire from Congress, and they don’t care shire. Books are taken to any distance. on the resolution doesn’t afford much reason came to this Institution a year ago, we
reputation’ as a’ brilliant scholar and an with it. But not all. Why, then, would
It was founded for the benefit of all the re- to expect that the recommendation to expel
found a small number of scholars and only
honest man. It puts him in the -Senate. ‘we not send more letters with postage at particularly how much postage their suc- ligious denominations, is managed, suppostAmes and Brooks will be sustained in the one teacher giving instruction.
cessors have to pay. On the whole, there
3t observes his subsequent career, and is one cent than we do with it at three?
seems to be a patient biding of the timeby ed and used by all. About half of the per- House. .
~
of the Trustees was called,.to consider the
proud of it. By and by, damaging charges
Moreover, if the increase of population those especially interested, till the sub- sons using
the Library and Reading Room
denie¢
He
man.
are made against the
and of business warranted a reduction of stance at least of the privilege is regained. are clergymen; while the other half are ——NEW
Some of
the interests of the school, and after several
INDICTMENTS.
meetings of the Board it was decided to
not
are
they
thinks
State
The
them.
postage from tweaty to ten and to five and
Manifestly, a law thus passed, and de- laymen and females. The Rooms’are open ffeq ts that almost ceased to beat when
sworth noticing. The charges are repeated. to three cents, why should not the present priving these who control it of so gmeat a ten hours every secular day, and. all relig- Tweed was recently acquitted of charges of raise an Endowment Fund of $25,000 to start
will do well to fraud, now begin to leap hopefully in view with, and then put the Institution wpon a
“_%MHe State deplores the course of politics, increase in the same departments warrant privilege, with so many hints as to the jous readers and students.
sheuld
people
office
for
thirst
a still further reduction? The postal sys- means which brought it about, and so many visit them, and learn how valuable is the of new indictments against him. It may good financial basis. Provision was after. thatin the
wards made for raising the Endowment
so maliciously slander an honest Senator,
tem has improved with every reduction. hard things being already, said against it, sacred literatare there to be found. The indeed be doubtful if any action can be susOur churches in Western New
position.
his
of
The last census shows an increase of pop- must have a sort of precarious existence. advantages of such an institution are appar- taived against him, but the disposition to
rirying by lies to rob him
York
are
not
wealthy,
and so.the undertakorderis
investigation
an
ulation during the last decade of over six It is like the birth of an unwelcome child. ent, and it ought to be sustained.
“Bat pretty soon
‘keep hacking away at him is a hopeful ing has been the greater.
n—
.2d. The books are opened. It is the millions. Is n't this a safe basis for another But then, the parties have nobody but
sign.
-~
The Seminary building too needed atten——NO0 INTEMPERATE ARMY OFFICERS, v
‘judgment day !—for our honoéred Senator, reduction ?
themselves to blame.
Many of the recitation rooms were
page.
the
on
blots
are
Again, business %s better in the South
DELAYED ArTICEES. Our eorvespoudat least. There
The question arises, will Congress dare Among the bills passed by the ¥..8. House
repairing. We
dilapidated and wanted
robe.
Senatorial
That
is,
it
the
on
week,
of
Representatives
last
Wednesday,
is
one
this
than
it
has
ever
been
before.
spots
once
at
us
are
favored
all
There
ents have
to restore to itself this privilege, or to
immediately
set
about
the
task of raising
.
ded for everybody to and we are obliged to let several eommauniis a more intelligent and destined to be a make a subsitute for it, that shall virtually that Dught to be ret
Depart, and stand on the left hand.
funds
for
this
object.
Dollar
by dollar the
once.
at
made
e
promotion
of
any
Education
is
also
not
‘‘Rambetter paying business.
cations lie over. Another chapter of
"Now these blots were
give them free postage? Not at presest read. It prohibits
money bas come in, and now we feel happy
law,
this
the
keep
people
oa
the
if
But
perhaps.
spots
«officers
addicted
to
the
intgmperate
Fil
no
inhabitants
The
found
jihete..
bles,”
an
interesting
account
of
a
visit
to
the
inerensing
have
would
You
to say that we have pleasant and inviting
Congressmen are use of intoxicating liquors or drugs.. Think Portuguese Mission school, by our Boston
(years they must fight for'it.
.qobe at firsty There were years of uncor- write more letters in the next twenty
rooms. We have expended in all nearly
The
investigaclosest
evAlmpst
The
of
the
disgraceful
seenes
on
our
own
bittlebefore.
a
have
and
ever
they
than
zupted public life.
correspondent, our Brussels fetter
not afraid to do almost anything.
$700.00 upon the building.” The Hall has
tien would only have sent him higher up ery colored person will sdon be able ‘to disclosures of the last year or two have fields and the calamities that have befallen, “Special” from Washington must exercise
not been refitted, but we trust some noble,
- among the little but glorious throng on the write. Dinah will send letters to Caesar, proved that. The sooner the people ree- to say nothing of foreign countries; also of the grace of waiting, at least one week.
generous persons may be found who shall
day,
ote
called
and
Hannibal
to
the
fair
Chloe.
Here
will
Satan
But
“right hand.
ognizé it, and resolve to look a trifle clos- the reeling army officers that were consay to us,*‘Let the good work begun,go on.”
genius
n
guardia
be
a
gréat
increase
of
letter
carrying.
Of
's
Senator
the
stantly
disgracimg
the
service.
during
the
found
and
er after their interests, the better it will
Is there not such an one in Western New
dozen
a
in
course, there is. great expense to the Post- be all around.
not at home,—the figst absence
So unless there is “eternal late war, and to-day as well; then of the
York?
Let us put our Institution in good
The
nity.
opportu
the
was
office
Department
in
establishing
the
routes
gears, This
vigilance” on the people's part, and a live great demoralization that must inevitably
order,
that
the youth may enjoy the privile
It was a plausib
and renewing the facilities broken up by protest kept standing with its fists doub~ follow such coaduct; and be grateful for
scheme wasunfolded.
Home Mission Chit Chat.
leges
offered
them in other Seminaries.
a
crown
the war. But that is no reason why Han- led up by every seat in the Capitol, we the country 's.sake that the House has pass‘project. Here was a fortune, to
While
we
have
foiled. in the recitationWith
the
permission
of
the
Editor
we
service.
nibal
should
be
obliged
to
pay
three
cents
ed
such
a
bill.
But
cease
not
to:pray
that.
public
the
in.
Bfe of denying toil
shall be confronted by another full-grown
room, witnessing a steady increase of our
There could be no. harm in it. If there on one letter, when he would likely im- franking privilege before we know it. it become a law, and then, most essential will give some items of ‘the Home Mission
work, that the denomination may know band of pupils, we have labored no less upas, nobody would know it. Small invest- prove the opportunity to send three for That may not be the name of it. And it of all, that the law be enforced.
what is being doneto advance its interests. on the Endowment. There is now wanting
BR
chiland
Wife
ds.
dividen
the
same
money.
ments, large
may not be enacted by "daylight. But it
but a few thousand dellars.
Phineas
)
Now, the more letters we send, the will be smuggled in, if there is any human
~——WiLL Stokes HANG?
Judge Board- A pastor writes =
2dren no longer limitedto so much a month.
“Wi.
have
received
the
apportionment
|
Ford,
Esq.,
of
Batavia,
has
recently
pledg- .
watch
and
sit
cheaper they ought to be carried. Not, nature left in Congress—and we know there man gave an opinion in extenso, denying
‘A home among the hills, to
for our church, for both the Home and For- ed us 8500.
Would
that
another
with
soul
sky.
golden
a
beneath
down
perhaps,
cheaper
in
the
aggregate,
but
go
_%ife's sun
is. Just so sure as we go to sleep hugging Stokes’s application for a new trial. The eign Missions, and shall raise the ameunt.
“The difficult part in such a case is to cheaper a-piece. It seems to be safe enough, the delusion that there is no franking priv- Press pronounced the opinion an ‘‘exhaust- Iam glad to see the union that exists be- as large and noble might be found to give
Our
sister
church—at
tions, to reckon ilege, just so sare some Congressional ive
argument.” Kvery objection raised tween the two Societies, and think itis a the next $500.
suppose that the Devil made the argument. from the above consi
Dale
has
given
us
$3,000,
and
the
Bethany
It
seems
fair
wise
movement
to
send-the
apportionment
one.
ble
prop
plausi
on
an
increase
of
letter-wiiting
in
the
near
" %¥tis a very
Benjamin will be stealing it away, and we was pronounced trifling, and every
church has just added gmother- $3,000.
All
2
swept away. The
very next day together.”
A man might easily imagine he future, whatever the rate of pestage may shall awake to find Congressional Globes was
spough.
We
believe
every
true
Freewill
Baptist
honor
to
these
noble
churches.
God
shall
such
with
mwas doing no -very bad thing,
be. But there will be a still greater in- flying thick as snowflakes over the land,— Judge Davis—shid to be the better lawyer of
You, who
the two,—reviewed the whole matter, and rejoices to see each and every one of our yet repagf‘the cheerful giver.”
. - . «considerations : in its fayor. “He that: pro- crease if the letters can be carried for 4 | with no postage stamps on them.
-—
while he regarded many of the objections benevolent societies prosper. It certainly have given for the Endowment; of Pike Semswides not for his own house has denied the third of the present rates. Or, if radical
cheers our hearts to see the receipts of inary, have built a monument more endur#aith and is worse that an infidel.” With changes should be avoided, why caf’t we
as frivolous, he admitted that some of the
Current Topics.
both Mission. enterprises increasing.
es
ing than marble. When the marble that
fortifi
he
re
Scriptu
such
other
and
objections
were
very
grave,
and
that
a
Jghis
—
have a two-penny letter postage to begin
- Another writes:
!
of
d
marks the rich. man’s grave shall have
instea
“himself, and thinks it is a friend
with ? Which would probably give usa one- ——THE Poraxp CoMMITTEE’S REPORT. portion of the Judge's charge at the trial
“I
have
received
a
copy
of
the
Annual
Recrumbled
into dust, yowr mames shall be
stock.
the
him
an enemy that is selling
penny postage to end with. That is, if it The House Committee, appointed to inves- was clearly contrary to justice and con- port of the H. M. Society. Am
greatly
‘But that is just the tactics of sin. It didn’t serve as a bridge across to a no-pen- tigate accusations against Oakes Ames and traryto law. Judge Davis's opinions over- obliged, but let me ask why you print three written in letters of living light. You have.
built for posterity.
-_g
«ereeps into most of its positions. it uses ny postage, when a grand and universal other Congressmen charged with illegal ride those of Boardman, and the case goes or four pages of advertisements?”
;
i
compl
But;
the
Fund
is
not
secured.
To whom
and
flatters
It
gy.
“art and strate
franking privilege would be extended to transactions in Credit Mobilier stock, and up, with .a stay of proceedings, till the
For the money. There are two pages o
shall
we
go?
The
last.
three
thousand
the
in
foot
cloven
its
Court
of
Xppeals
is
heard
from,
‘and
on
ls
concea
It
ments.
the whole country.
has
advertisements, besides the cover, and we
of which Judge Poland was chairman,
must be found.
Shall we look to the East .
these
points:
1.
Absence
of
the
Judge
durnicest of Paris pumps, and if you happen
the
receive for the same sufficient to pay the
What is needed, is for the people to presented its report. It recommends
to detect the hobble that this unnatural raise a general clamor for cheaper postage. expulsion of Oakes Ames of Massachu- ing the trial; 2. Absence of the prisoner; whole expense of printing the report, and or the West? No; for Bates and Hillsdale
the
must receive more help. . We ean not touch
. wonfinement causes, it will say it got
Uncle Sam is a discreet party, and usually: setts and Brooks of New York, and se- 3. Allowing the jury to read newspapers also to pay the postage on them. It is our
_shenmatism while serving as a missionary gives his children what they refuse to do verely censures several other members. during the trial; 4. The jury seeking evi- object to economize in every possible man- a dollar these two Colleges should have.
we
in India. Iv never appears undisguised, without, Our foreign postage might also The Report is long and exhaustive.
It dence outside the Court ; 5. Ruling out testi- ner, so that the money given for H. M. But here in Western New York must
_mmless it is sure of its position. And then bear reducing. We sent twenty-four mil- finds that the Credit Mobilier was a com- mony admitted on a former, trial; 6. Re- shall'be expended in building up our feeble secure the needed sum. The call is urgent,
and will not enough respond that the en-.
&t approaches by gradual stages. If it lion letters abroad last year. They ought pany incorporated by the Penasylvania leg- fusing to allow Fisk’s threats; 7. Ruling churches.
Se
it
h,
Sabbat
ian
Christ
that
malice
could
be
implied,
and
not
proythe
rn
overtu
“ould
The following is an extract from a letter tire sum may be raised, and the Institution
10 have brought in a revenue that would islature in 1864, -and- that its charter and
away on the frontiers’of civilization, warrant a reduction of rates. Especially’| franchises were soon obtained by certain ed,—with a hest - of minor exceptions. from the worthy pastor of our church in placed upona surd foundation ? The $25,- .
oins
000, when raised, is to be invested and no
4nd keeps open a grocery to sell crackers if three or four !otters would then be sent persons interested in the construction ef Stokes's friends are confident now that he Minneapolis, Minn., Rev. C. Payne:
a new trial, and they add that
_ and ‘cheese to such 1s would remain to across where only one. now is. ‘The mass the Union Pacific R. R. Then’ contracts will have
been part of the principal ever to be expended,
have
always
“Your circulars
litthose who packed the last’ jury are not in a
The
tly
brought before the church, and but to constitute a permanent fund.
* ®oth Sunday services; then it comes a
of our foreign population is poor. They were made to build certain portions of the
rear
the
to
situation to do it again.
‘
ery
.
cause
has
been
earnestly
comgrovg
interest
alone
wil)
be
used
in
the
payment
+ fle nearer, and adds a
Credit
the
would likeiy send more letters if ft cost road, which were assigned to
mended to the people, Two or three solic. of teachers’ kalary,
_<end of ts grocery ; nearer still, and opens
seud them.
2K
Mobilier Company, who were also chief
iting committees have been appointed, and
anothes;
lectur
y
We have already a working Faculty of
Sunda
give
to
——THe
OPEN
PorAr
SeA.
It
is
report
r
theate
_ ghe
appeals have been made (rom time to time
These are only the surface arguments stockholders in the Union Pacific Company,
to
five
teachers, and other teachers will be aded
that
the
French
Geographical
Society
jer advance, and engages hall in which
from
the
desk.
Bro.
Herrick
has
united
cheaper
mucli
hold in favor of reduced postage. But they are and who were able to build
ded ns the wants of the school demand.
with
me
in
this
work.”
have
received
dispatches
from
M.
Octave
_giflicule the Christian religion, and tor,”
conthe
making
in
estimated
been
had
than
a suchas everybody will be quick to comPavy, the acventurous explorer, who start-|
The faithful pastor of the Money Creek, Our first graduation will occur in June.
amp Christ as “an ignorant youngste or. prehend,
and which we believe, the event tracts. Therefore, in selling Mobilier stock,
:
vsgelostial
truant,” until , finally Boston
1

For the exhortation is, to shun the very appéarance of evil. And so watching, with
one eye on Christ and the other on your

1

fm

ag-

with by the people, and our

Trust only
Confer often with conseience.
Take no stock in Credit Mobiliers,
truth,

are

the

cards, which by the way seem to he a good
while getting abroad, will be followed by
rates more in keeping with the postal requirements of the country.
»

enemy has entered'at some loophole, and
to the end.
began the assault. Watch

.

Bul

There is no u=w nor secret charm against
It js as
the wiles of this stealthy enemy.
old
as the
incarnate Christ, and has
been published ¢ s widely as his message.
Watch: That iit. It is an. everyday mat-

forces must be constantly

“New Subsecribers.—Premiums.

through the’ hypothetical Polar Sea.

over.

to the delusion of a future life.

No guard™eqn be set, with any asthe citadel while],
surance that it will ke
the garrison sleeps. The whole moral

Aressed to the Publisher.

matter to be disturbed

more for one hundred. Oakes Ames had
great quantities of this stock to sell, and he

place.

ad-

be

ed from San Francisco some months ago
to search for the north-western passage

gregate is at least large - enough’ to ‘think
about, Let the matter be properly dealt

ter.

on

+ should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

would show to be sound. A change of to raise money to do the building, the Comonly a penny
or two is .indeed a trifling pany was able to promise immense divi-

iT.

a

¥

4
{

ow

“TILE MORNING STAR. FEBRUARY 2 8 18
gh

Buffalo,

The

She was followed by Dr. Day,
od authors.
famous
of Dover, N. H., who delivered his

whether to look for words of cheer

scolding from some much wiser. than ourselves
we hardly knew. Butthe words of cheer eame.
The current sets in toward prosperity and = success. Both brother Bryant and myself ure rcceiving returns from Circulars,
A brother from Ohio writes, “I hand you
”
herewith five dollars for your noble work.

season to lecture. W. H. Merrill, Editor of
the
the Western New Yorker, is to give
:

We ask our people to encourage us in
our work at Pike, by their prayers as well

Revivals, &c.
N.

work of grace is enjoyed in East
A band of fuithful
ton, N. H.
g a series of
holdin
been
have
every evening, for some weeks,

WashingChristians
meetings,
with very,

little ministerial aid, and as a result, about

twenty souls have professed faith in Jesus.
_ A majority of these are anxious to be or-

Rev.

ganized into a Free Baptist church.

Bro. Tewksbury has been laboring in this
a parl of the time during the past
place
year, and is much loved by his people.

G. W. Ki

Martox, O.
recently

been

pastor,

in Marion, O., by the

by Rev,

assisted

rum

Ten have received the hand of fellowship,
nine of whom were heads of families.
S. D. Bates.

in
church
Our
Mass.
CHARLESTOWN,
Charlestown, Mass.is moving steadily on towards
the completion of its church edifice. The vestry
is already done, and is now used as an audience
room, while the audience room is being finished.
.
’

~

God is blessing the cfiurch

HARVARD

CHICAGO

&

Foor,*ILn.

BiG

in

interest

The

CHURCH.

Quarterly

g
cates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to any one requestin
Liniit. One bottle of the yellow wrapper Centaur

with the Davison

The

_

this

Griffin

pleasant to take.

term
were

sey is pastor, has built and dedicated a beautiful

and commodious meeting house, with a fine
stone
basement, at an expense of some five
thousand dollars.
The house was dedicated on
the 18th of December last. Rev. G. H, Ball
preached an appropriate sermon, and brethren
Crandall,
Langworthy
and Moulton, and
a
Methodist brother whose Iname
I ‘miss, took
other parts in the services.
In the evening Bro.

oc-

casion was one of pleasant interest to all and the
whole enterprise one of great credit to the church
and citizens of Poland. The work of furnishing
the house with exquisite beauty and taste was
done by the ladies of the church and village, and
too much praise can not be given to sister . Ram-

sey for her unwearied work with brains and
hands to furnish the means, and fit the materials

Cases,” &c., &c.

#0 beautifully in place, at a.cost of about $500.00,
besides the work expended on it. The people,
we are glad to learn, have shown their apprecia-

tion of the severe extra labor of their pastor and
his wife, by putting them on

the

side

to

the music of’a two

dollar donation

to

him, and a present of fifty dollars

to

the Lord send them all great spiritual

iy.

9

her.

May

prosperi-

i

The Oneonta church has also built a beautiful

We

Sey

summer, re-

Evangelization Committee about $60,000.
The Boston Theological Seminary, Methodist,
has a class in Spanish, organized for the benefit

forenoon ' and

afternoon,

on

missionary

:

engaged to sing,

Sunday, at Bar<

tholomew’s church, New York, at $8,000 a year.

parsonage next door fo the meeting house, which,
for convenience, is not excelled by any in the

In the evening she is to sing in Christ church
for another $1,000, thus, realizing about.$80 a

«denomination,
endowment of
means of grace
pastor who may

The summing up of the religious press :by the
Chicago Pulpit is as follows: * The most secta-

To the church it is as good as an
three thousand dollars, and a
and wider usefulness to every
occupy it. It has cost them a

Sunday.

rian and controversial religious journalsiare

from

write

sulted in bringing into the treasury of the Italian

Mrs. Imogen Brown has been

just what we say.

mean

.
Drs. Wilson

Dr. ‘Burt, writing from Rome, says that Father,

labor in Mexico and South America.

Hone

public a
LUNG

the

Very

Yours,

Toul

HURT & TANNER.
physicians and druggists

& Ward,

Tenn.:

Centreville,

¢ We

purchased

Balsam, and it sells rapidly. ‘We are
Allen’s Lung
practicing physicians, as well as druggists, and take
pleasure in recommending a great remedy, such as
we know this to be.
Aa Physicians donot recommend a medicine which
has no. merit. What they say about ALLEN’S
all
LUNG BALSAM can be taken as a fact. Let real
afiiiczed test it at once, and be vonvinced of its
meriis.

ALLENS LUNG BALSAM is the remedy
“to cure all lung and throat difficulties. It should be
thoroughly tested before using any other Balsam. K

KILLER

the PAIN

EEP
\

1

OOK

ams, Mr. Henry J. Peck and Miss
of East Haven, Vt.

Ad
Fad

Rev.
In Catlin, N. Y., Jan. 1, by

per W B Foss,

BOThy

deceased,
¥stute of Hanson Cook. late of Lewiston,
for Shenandozh Mission, per O G Douglass,
Ex,

Byesy

SAILOR

Rue

BER, the Pain Killer is for both

;

h

should carry a bottle of

Pain Killer with him,

Internal and External Use.

136 High Street, Providence, R. I.

a

Wyman,

to

2.97
25.00
23.97
14.52

108.94
Treas.

DEERING,

2.20

$101.19
Treas.

PHYSICIAN,”
one.

This

book

is

1

make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. 8. FIT CH & SON,
Broadway, New york.
ly 18

“Delapierre’s White Soap

T

V4

it send

to

| Orders promptly filled.

X L—CAN

the

ALE

DE

NOT STUDY FROM A MORE

JAMES

,

itseow

ed

EDITION

quaint Religious
Race, and

Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere.
To get good territory. exclusively assigned, send
early for circulars and terms! J.B.FORD
& CO,,
New York;

Depot.

OPTIC

Boston, Mass.;

3tf

Fran-

CANVASSERS.
made sufficiently acquainted with the

New Hampshire Register
— AND—

Business

of the
It

is

Of

course

shop

an

annual

Directory.

which

no

amis,

should be without, and good
it will

be

office, store or

al the year round.

a very easy matter

to

sell

hundred in any town, and the question is, will you Lo
the one to do it?

Companion.

Monday,

Chicago, Ill.; San

The southern counties of the State have never been

York Fireside

Out

Chromos,

Good Agents Wanted {

Chicago.

A BRAVE BOY'S
FORTUNE.
New
sp

Oil

per day. This year our offers are even more pro
THE SUBSCRIBER GETS THE PICTURE PREable.
MIUM WHEN HE PAYS THE AGENT.

STORY

281

French

mn 35 days; anotner $94.40 in one week; one $37.60
day, and many others from $5 and $10 to $40
in one

CENTS.

ENTITLED

In No.

BEECHER’S

superb $10 pair of Genuine

& MAIN, Publishers,

OLIVER

WARD

«
Wide Awake” and * Fast Asleep,” subjects
LIFE-SIZE—charming fac siniilies of Sriginai Oil
Painting. This paper has the largest cir
in
the world. It will this year be made better than ever.
ALM.
L.
Serial tales by world-famous authors.
coTT, EDWARD EGGLESTON, HARKIET BEECHER
STOWE, etc. New and brilliant contributors. Ilustrated Holiday Number and back Nos. of Miss Alpaid !
The largest commis
cott’s story FREE.
One Agent made $900 in three months; another $337

¢4 labge Pages; 61 Songs, Paper Covers.

and

BEST BUSINESS

French Oleograph

SINGERS

York

is to be

{f8

New York.

called “Littlc Runawav and her Pets.” (Oleographs are the choicest class of French Art-printing
in o1ls—the perfection uf chromo).—We also
give the

Of FISK UNIVERSITY, Nashville, Tenn,

New

& CO., Boston.

and the most taking combination
offer)
found in an Agency for taking subscrip-

HENRY

“ JUBILEE SONGS,”

BIGLOW

DITSON

$3.75.

GREAT LITERARY FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
which is given away the largest and best Premium
Picture ever offered, the new and exquisite $12 00

Marblehead, Mass.

PRICE, TWENTY+«FIVE

Price

| tions for

’
:
J. H. GREGORY

ENLARGED

R—CAN NOT KEEP IN STOCK A
BOOK FOR WHICH THERE I8
SURER
ANI GREATER
DEMAND,

Everywhere.

cisco, Cal.

Miksion,

any

true to name.

A NEW

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,
by

growers.

3d: That my seeds shall be JSresh and

the purchaser.

:

4

free

P

THE

4.00

'
C. 0.LIBBY,

pages,

PP U

opportunit

A fine selection of

is sold under three warrants, 1st: That all
sent shall reach me. 24: That all seed ordered shall reac

2teowd

Spafford Q M, NY, per J Tyler,

“FAMELY

THE

OF

TEACHER-CAN NOT USE A MORE THOROUGH OR EFFECTIVE METHOD.
;

0.

ALL THOSE SUNG BY THE

5.00
Rochester village, N H, per E True,
Wash. St, Dover, N H, per W B Foss,
2.50
1.00
NY,
Miss E Webster, Wheatville,
90
8 8, Charleston, W Va, per A H Morrell,
3.00
2d Buxton, Me,per.B P Parker,
10,00
Georgiaville, RT, per M W Burlingame,
9.50
Prairie City Q M, Il, per H Blackmarr,
D McDonald, Montpelier, Vt, for support of a boy, 20.00
11.50
a
Strafford, Vt, per M Atwood,
Rev L B Tasker, $2.00; Mrs B Hoit, A W Mason,
Martha Pierce, F' E Burleigh, Mrs T Burleigh.
Miss Lagson, $1 each; Mrs A R Kimball, Anelia N
h, 8 Dorr, J Marston, C M Marston,
LE Smith. Mrs D Atwood. E H Sanborn. 50
each; Geo Dorr, Mrs BS
e. I T Hawkins,
25 cts. each, Centre Sand
,N H,per LB
"Tasker,
12.75
West Campton, N H, per L B Tasker,
8.07
3.42
hiss
*
M,
Q
Sandwich

his

BY

ADMITTED

COUNTRY, AND ITS ANNUAL SALE OF
25,000 COPIES ABUNDANTLY
TESTIFIES TO THE FACT.

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 Broadway,

ower seed, home-grown and imported, will also be
found ia my Catalogue, which will be sent free to all
applicants. As stated in my Catalogues, all my seed

JUBILEE

Portland, ¥eb. 19, 1873.

sends

European

rieties from

—

Keene, 1.25
S Limington ch, $10; Sebago ch, $15,
« umberland Q M. 10.65; Parsonsfield Q M, 13.32,
York CoQ M, 9.52; Rev B F Pritchard, $5,

Foreign

80

TEACHERS

PIANOFORTE

LEADING

Sold

farmer

My business is to supply, what every good

8.00
1.00
50
10.00

Rev P Smith,Rev S Pendexter, Lyford Weeks,
$1 each,
Anna Cole, Asenath Clay, J J Brown, Harriet Stevens, .50 each,
Dexter Sh $5; Sarah Burley, $3; 2d Buxton ch.

R.

THE

PIANO!

is anxious to get, the very best of vegetable seed. I
grow a hundred and fifty kinds on my four seed
ng new vegetafarms, right under my own eye,
bles a specialty, besides importing their choicest va-

as.

Walter Boardman, Mrs J Malvern, $2 each,

\
.

* FOR

This season I have a new and exceedingly valuable squash, new varieties of corn, three fine melons,
and other choice new vegetables for my customers.

For the Maine ¥. 1B. H. M. Society.

your Grocer don’t keep
44)

NEW METHOD

]
Russell, Mr.

. New and Valuable Vegetables.

“The Pain Killer is sold by all the Druggists and | is the Best and Cheapest for all Family uses.
Dealers in Family Medicines.
Jt is perfectly pure, fragrance and very duraPERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
blé. Depot,
286 Pearl Street, New York,” If
877 8t. Paul Street, Montreal, Canada.
17 Southampton Row, London, Eng.

' RICHARDSON’S

The

$14.50
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.
Concord, N. H.
The $24 credited in the last Star from the churchin
Sabattus, Me., constitutes Rev. Lewis Dexter, L. M. of
Treas.
Ed. Soc.

A

themselves of

or 80 & 82 Adams St, Chicago. iy

Mary I Root, both

Comprising the most effective of the
Songs peculiar to the African

Angelia Smith, Satdwich, N H, per L B Tasker,
Silas Curtis, Concord,N H,

John

bd

23 Union Square, New York;

154 Tremont St., Boston;

I was the first to introduce to the public the Hulbard Squash, American Turban Squash, Marblehead
Mammoth Cabbage, Mexican Sweet Corn, Phinney’s
Water-melon, and many other
;

r—

Wyman,

been able to avail

ABLE!
LED
— INCOMPAR
UNEQUA

$312.70

Tre

SILAS CURTIS,

N. H.
Concord,
.

if

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

Rev. D, H. Ad~

Wm.

vdHy

CONCISE OR ATTRACTIVE SYSTEM.

3d ch. Strafford, N H, perC C Foster,
A friend, Bernardstown, Mass, (for freedmen),

mail,

Ann Chag-

Sabins,
John Herrick, of Veteran, and Mjss Maryin F, Veteran,
of C. Jan. 17, at the F. B. parsonage, A. Calkins,
Mr. Andrew Nichols and Miss Marion
both of V. Feb. 5, at the house of the bride’s father,
May
in Veteran, Mr. Alferd P, Allen and Miss Julia
Crandall, both of V.

Moultonbore & Tuftonboro chy N H, per ORichard-

y

OUT and not get caught without a
Bottle of Pain Killer in the house. .
EVERYBODY nse fhe PAIN KILLER
or Sprains and Bruises.

1, br

#
@

opinions of
“TKSTIMONIAL CIRCULARS, with
ILLUSTRATED

of B.
In Charlestown. 13th inst.. by Rev. W.F. Eaton,
Mr. Mayhew C. Allam, of Eaton, N, H., and Miss
Eva L. Smith, of Madison, N, H.
In Northwood, Feb, 15, by Rev, I. P, Bickford,
Mr. George A. Pender and Miss Nellie A. Card, both
of N.
In Lyndon Center, Vt, Feb.

i
i

more than 1,000 musicians, and
CATALOGUE, free. - Address,

Sept.

Mich.

N

t

facili- /
extensive machinery, and other extraord
ties, by which they are enabled to produce not only
best work, but this at joan cost.

The

Otsego Q M, N Y, per O T Moulton,
.Scipio & Bloom ch, O, per A K Moulton,
Lukins ch, O,
ty
Int. on legacy of Rev A Avery, Haverhill, Mass,
Unity ch, Me,
per B Fogg,

Use the Pain Killer.

Mary

i

"

other makers, have

Miss

8 is too

While the JuperioHy of the Mason & Hamlin Or
it is not so well knewn that
ans is hardly disputed,
higher than those of many infetheir prices are not
rior organs. This is because the Company, having
occasion to manufacture more extensively than any

Mission.

Washington 8t ch, Dover, N H,

and the quality of their

cheap labor.

13. Tohas and” Miss Jennie Kirkland,

Mr. Sylvester

WORK,

well known to be questioned. They are declared by
musicians almost universally to. be unequaled, and
premiums at Inhave always been awarded highest
medal at the PARIS
dustrial Exhibitions, including a
EXPOSIIION. Of hundreds of such comparigons
there have not been half .a dozen altogether as which °
any other instruments have obta‘ned a preference
ns
over them. The Mason & Hamlin Cabinet
are the ONLY American musical instruments of any
Europe,
in
sale
large
a
class which have obtained
notwithstanding the difficult competition there with

The

Dover, N. H.

or COLD,

you have a COUGH

i

BEST

Wednes-

Mondays,

Laconia

i»

A Cabinet Organ, or any mstrument of the class,
without obtaining
the new ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, and TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR of the
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO., acts without reasonable prudence and care. These pamphlets are sent
free, and post paid, and contain a vast amount of inoh
i.
formation about such instru
1
vent disappointment in the iss of infer er
rices.
Jig
of
payment
worthless instruments, or the
The MASON & HAMLIN CO. make ©:
Y THE

THE

church,

always at hand.

2.00

4.05
4.08
415
429
4.42
447
5,05
146

Miss Frankie May, of B. Dec. 19, Mr. John Stuter
Jan. 13,
of B
Ann Kinsey, both
and Miss Mary

5.45
his
Virgil & L yyden, NY,
1.40
Albany, Vt, per C W Griffin, ~
6.36
Foster,
C
C
H,per
N
Strafford,
3d
fail.
will cure when all others
5.75
Otsego Q M, N Y, per OT Moulton,
It contains
1t i8 harmless to the most delicate child.
8.00
per J Spooner,
H.
N
M,
Q
Lisbon
‘
no opium in any form.
Mrs J § Osborn, Pittsfield, N H, to con Jeremiah W
:
20,00
Call for Allen’s Lung Balsam.
per E L Carr,
Sanborn L M,
J. N. HARRIS & CO., Prop’s, Cincinnati, O.
.
Mrs J W Sanborn and Mrs E L Carr, $5 each to con
00
Carr,
L
ga For sale by all medicine dealers.
E
4t9
per
M,
L.
Carr
Mrs Betsey F
Mrs A Wentworth & Mrs D Cram, $1 each, Brown2.00
;
field, Me, per A G Hill,
10,00
Mary P Root, DeKalb Center, 111,
4.00
KILLER—-Cures Sore Throat.
Grand Prairie, Wis, per L D Felt,
Pp
5.00
Smith,
D
J
2d Woodhull, N Y, per
1.00
mrs Sally Colby, Reading, Mass,
A FAVORITE MEDICINE with all classes
‘West Topsham, Vt, per O Shipman,
4.00
Is Davis’ Pain Killer,
J Goud, Danville, Vt,
2.50
5.00
Cameron, N Y, per J Stuart,
1.10
i id you have PAINTER’S COLIC
Mrs Mary P Halloway, Aspen, Mo,
Use the Pain Killer.
1.00
Mass,
Mrs R 8 Hyde, Chicopee,
H0
Vt,
Starksboro,
Tucker.
Joshua
N° MEDICINE is so popular
| F R For. Miss, Soc, Nova Scotia, per T H Crowell,
y thé Pain Killer.
Treas,
3 39

K

PMY

10:15
10.18
10.25
10.38
10.55
11.40
11.13
10.45

Whoever Purchases

Nov. 26, Mr. James
Mich.
man, both of Bedford
township, Ohio, and
Vanwormer, of Washington

M E Smith, Mts D Atwood, Mary J F Webster, Mrs B Chase, Mrs 1ithletela. Ys S Dinsmove, .5) each; Ella Smith, Geo Dorr, Mrs J
Burley. Mrs White, Benj Burleigh, 25 eachiJ
L. Marston .10 ; Frank Webster. Mary Webster. 06 each: J A Marston's S 8 Class, 33, per
23.30
L B Tasker,
|
842
Sandwich Q M. Ea L B Tasker,
11.50
Vt, per M Atwood. (for freedmen),
S Strafford ch,
Shefiandoal
for
Me.
Estate of Hosea Barrett, Weld.
Mission, per A E Houghton, exec, .
NH '
W Loud,
110 %0.|
New Hampton yilage ch,
L W Axthony, Providence, R I, 10r Roger Williams

;

A.M.

Prather and

7, Mr. Richard

ba'l, MrsAR Kiwball.H Ham,A Smith, Alonz6
Dorr, 1 Marston, M P Moulton. C M Marston,’

Ralph

a

Miss Eliza A. Smith, both of Ridgeway,

10.00
2d ch, Smithdeld, R I, per M W Burlingame,
Col in 2d ch in Sandwich, N H.
E
Lewis.$3
each;
L
B
Tasker,
N
BlanC Blanchard
chard, $2 each; Mrs B B Hoit, Mrs D H Bill,
Mai tha Plerce,F E Burleigh,$1 each; ARKim-

Susan Boardman,

Dover.

|

715

Co,

Woolwich eh, 11.72, Main St, Lewiston, $10, Rev J

BALSAM.
Read what well known Druggists say
about Allen’s Lung Balsam.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Sept. 13, 1872.
:
Allen’s Lung
Gentlemen,—Please ship us six dozen
not a bottle in the store. It has
have
We
Balsam.
more yepyaLon than any cough medicine we have
Havé beén in the drug business 27 years,
ever sold.

y

of those who are leoking forward.to

Palmyra, N. Y.

A CHALLENGE

Mr. Kodama,the Japanese gentleman who wai
baptized in Washington, last year, by Dr. Newman, and commenced to study law, is now. preparing for the Methodist ministry.
It is his in-

Gavazzi’s visit to this country\Jast

PURDY,

A. M.

Address,

:

:

Price, post-paid, only 25 cents.

Is extended to the world to place betore the
better Cough or Lung remedy than ALLEN’

May it be full.

tention to labor in Japan.

¢ Size of Ship-

* Plan of a
¢ Fig Culture.”
‘Fruit Boxes.” “ Packing

Currants and Grapes.”
Fruit Drying House.”

One whose business leads him from place to
place, says he heard the same sermon-in three
towns, delivered by three different ministers.
It
had been printed, they copied it and passed it as
their own.
>
There is a religious sect at Bristol, Vt., who
;
wash each other’s feet.
his
reeovered
has
Andover,
of
Prof. Park,
heulth sufficiently to preach, which he has not

done for the last fouT years.

“What we would do with Ten Acres.” ;

ping Crates.” *‘A plan for Laying out a Fruit and
Vegetable Garden of 20 Acres.” ‘“ A plan for Laymg
out a Small Family Garden.” ¢ Stands for Gathering
«protection from Wind.” ‘Raising New
go
ores.” Manuves.” * Liquid Manures.” * Preparation of Soil for Strawberries, and Different Methods
of Growing—Same for ‘Raspberries, Blackberries,

church building now being erected for the
congregation of Rev. Mr. Hepworth, in
York city, will have the largest avdience
of any church in*the place.
It will seat

2,200 persons.

RS

A

A

ping Fruit that Perishes Quickly.”

due to friends in Lawrence, Boston and Swamp- ¢
Jan,, raised for the American Heme Mission
scot, and other places, for kind words of sympaSociety three thousand five hundred dollars.
A
thy and generous remembrance.
good offering to the Lord.
t
A

church, of which our worthy brother ¢. P. Ram-

10!

+
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In this city, 18th inst., % Rev. A. Caverno, Mr.
Me., and Miss Addie M.
John H. Shepard, of Bath,
French, of this city. *
:
Mr. Eli Courtney and
l,
.Jilvernai
J
April 15, by Rey’

MAIL.

Hawk

1701}

MARRIED

Boyd—

«he Homes of the Farmer.” * Profits of Small
Education Society.
Fruits.” “Secret in making Small Fruits Profitable.” 1 8d ch fn Strafford, N H.
per (! C Foster,
ShipFruit.”
the
Rev L B Tasker. Sandwich, N H,
« Marketing Fruits.” ¢ Gathering

General.

Central New York.
From some parts of this Yearly Meeting come
encouraging
omens
for
Zion.
The
Poland

Children need not cry and mothers

The value of Purdy’s Small Fruit Instructor, heretofore advertised in our columns, may be judged
from the following subjects which it contains
«Small Fruit for the Family.” ¢ Advice to NeW

for their 21st annual donation on the evening of
Plymouth church and congregation, Brooklyn,
Feb. 11, amounting to $2556.89. Many thanks aré”’ Rev. H. W. Beecher pastor, on a Sabbath in

The
new
New
room

It con-

A Neglected Cough; Cold, or Sore Throat,
which might be checked by a simple remedy, like
« Brown's Bronchial Troches,” if allowed to progress
may terminate seriously.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

>

the bowels,

Sleep.

natural

may rest.
BA

Erisaa KINSMAN, Clerk.

REV. J. RUNNELLS and wife hereby extend
hearty thanks to their friends and parishioners

in

neither Thinerals, morphine nor alcohol, and 18

tains

the occasion by Elders Williams, McElroy,
Hotward, Mills, and Elder Jones, from the Grand
Rapids Q. M., and also Elder Doyle as messgénger from the Oxford Q. M.
All the
preaching
seemed
to be
spiritual and right to the mark.
On Saturday afternoon 113 witnessed for God,
and although some of the churches have died,
yet it is evident that God is reviving his work,
and blessing the Genesee Q. M.
Next session with the Richfield and Genesee
church,
commencing Friday, the 18th day of
April next, at 2, P, M.

in East Albany, Vt., met at the church in that
place and left them $93.11 in cash, and two pyramid cakes, for which they have sincére thanks.

or

screw-worm

food, regulate

cure wind-colic and produce

seem 10 us that the Great Head of fhe church
was present, our souls to
et. Préaching on

donation of $58.00, in money and useful articles,
from friends in West Corinth, Vt., where he
has lately supplied.

the

certain to assimilate

present compared Javorabiy with the attendance
of delegates.
It was a cold, stormy time, yet a
good time. We were in God’sywew Freewill
Baptist meeting house, just dedicated, and it did

ing a gift of $17.00 from the young people.
. , A.J. EASTMAN, a student of Bates College
Theological School, gratefully acknowledges a

ahd

for spavined

for

Castoria is more than a substitute for Castor
Oil. It is the only safe article in existence which is

Beginners.”

churches

mules, or

sheep. Stock-owners—this liniment is worth your
attention. No family should be without Centaur
Liniment. J.B. Rose & Co., New York.

very well represented, and the ratio of ministers

public

horses

sweenied

Meetings.

church.

dollars

ment is worth one hundred

A. H. H.

GENESEE, MICH., Q. M.~=Held its Jan.

been

We will send a circular containing certifi-

received.

We
the prospect of nearly double that sum.
may have occasion hereafter to mention more in

detail the plan of operations.

chronic-

limbs,

running tumors, &c., have

gout,

rheumatism,

frozen

including

cures,

markable

G.

H.

Rev.

More than 1000 certificates of re-

Liniment.

Centaur

ever before

as no article

bottle:sIt is selling

T09

8.52

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily for Gilmafton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
WM. MERRITT. Supt.

Addresses,

Rev D Jackson, Pike, N Y.
J D Waldron, Warren, Vt.
W H Bowen. Lewiston, Me,
.“ § Curtiy, Concord, N H.
J C Ward, Islesborough. Me.
J L Lesher, LaPorte City, Black
lIowa.
“
John Cook, Lebanon, Ill.
“
N W Bixby, York, Iowa.
E R Littlefield, N Shoreham, R 1.
A Parsons, Eustis, Me, via FlagstafT.
H M Andrew, Lincoln, Wayne Co, NY.
T N Huntington, Bath, Me,
Auren Peasley, Bast Washington, N H.
8 W Curtis, Coos, N H. (2)
A Palmer. Masonville, Iowa.
Lydia 8 Sabens, Jonesville, Vt.
L Decker. Pishon’s Ferry, Me.
Seymour H Gilson, Oil Creek, Penn.
G A Copp, Glliford Village, N H.

3.59

11.30

days and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
Leave Gunic
Boston and Portland.
with trains for

Ferwarded,

. By

around

is published

recipe

The

It is no humbug.

annual pledges, payable in monthly installments,

thanks for a donation of $112.00, from their
* friends in Bedford, Mich.,~the amount’ includ-

hundred

Books

are healed without a scar.

harmless and the wounded

gions reported. A Missionary Society in connection with the church has recently been formed and

:

sunny

frame,

human

the

all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their
crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

church is quite encouraging, and prospects under
the labors of Rev. W. L. Noyes are good for the
future. The congregation is steadily increasing,
the meetings full of interest, and some conver-

in
Q.

J. M. Crangall, from Ames, preached. «The

burns,

is a counter-irritant, an

It

began.

world

the

since

tems,

recently of a new church in Howard Co., Kansas,

to the front seats for prayers..
The revival
spirit seems to be in all the churches in the
town—white and colored. .A minister stated in
.the pulpit:Sunday evening that 303 souls had
professed conversion during the last six or seven

THE FRIENDS of Rev. and Mrs. C. W.

palsy,

scalds,

and of strains, spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in
one year than have all other pretended remedies

already secured amounting to over $100.00, with

return

upon

&c.,

ear-ache,

salt-rheum,

lock-jaw,

caked-breasts,

spraiiis; swellings,

and calls for some devoted brother to come that
way and occupy this very promising missionary
field.

M., which met at Winchester,
Feb. 15 & 16,
says that bad weather made the attendance
small from out of town, Sabbath night six went

REV. & MRS. YJ. SILVERNAIL

neuralgia,

rheumatism,

cures of

Woodworthgs laboring to great acceptance at
these points, and, assisted. by Rev. W. Joy, is
now holding a series of meetings at the latter
place with cheering prospects.
reports the organization
REV. J.D. HULING

truly
on to

HARPER'S FERRY, W. VA.
Bro. Morrell,
reporting the last session of the Winchester

aveeks.

Jameness which it will not cure. This is strong language, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,
its “efredts are marvelous. It has produced more

Friday

sold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends
to do. Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use

several other
are
go

the Centaur Liniment will

There is no pain which

not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, and no

for this church near Dwight
in holding a series of meetBro. T. is an
indications.
worker.
We learn that quite a reEVANSVILLE, WIS.
vival interest is in progress at this place, in
which many of the students of the Seminary are
participants.

help of kind friends it has been able to meet its
.current expenses the past year, pay the interest
members
The
events.
unforeseen
grateful for all favors, and mean to
achieve a still larger success.

Liniment.

Cetaur

the past few months
and is now engaged
ings with revival
earnest and devoted

TAUNTON, MASS. The’Wier St. F. B. church
in this city has no thought of failing. By the
to live through

R. POPE.

11.37

6.45
50
BHT
7.J2
7.80
7.30
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RETURNING,— Leave

Mrs RW Barnum—E Briggs
Mary A Bratt—W M Baker—
OH Bragg—D R Buzzell—
—8 Burnham—E M BenedictUnion—T Y Cotton—8
aptist
Bates—B
DD
S8
8 Bowden—
Curtis—8 Carson —A Cleveland—H B Coe—H A Carmon
Fannie
~R M Crpulkshan) k—A D Chandler—D Calley—
A I Davis—E Durgin—
Day—W J Dudley—J M Davis—Fullon
ton—K Folsom—H
Downer—T E Evans—J
C Gifford— G W
Getchell-J
W Grifin—A
a
_L Houghton—C HaGould—D L Guernsey—C R Hili—A
G Hil —N Jordan—
tt—A
Hacke
C
rd—J
Hanafo
zen—1>
Hallowell
Mrs J E Hoyt-C B Hart -E H Highee—Mrs G C Jones~
—Miss E
—8 M S Hanson—I 8 Jones—0C Jordan
L Mar—A
Morse
L
—E
Libby
A
E Knowlton—J Libby—
K Messer—H
~ J W Martin—J Mann—Manchester—1
ee &
—Peasl
Pouley
Niles—8
R
n—8
Paorel—C McLare
W R Port—T Payne
Co—J Pike—J Pinkham—W C Peck—y—M
uimby-8
A
Quimb
H
Pike—J
ps—R
—A Philli
Record—ED Ro! berts
Russell-G B Rowell & Co—P 8 M
M *mith--J Spooner
~Nrs A R Smith—M A Shepard—J
Smith—J 8 Sax nborn
on—TL
Slaws
- . Stockmyer -- Minnie
John Terry—J T
—G 8 Thorne—R Turner—O8 Tobey—
Co--J Westlake—dJ
&
e
Wingat
R
E'
Wight—
eb Md
Weller—W
n—J.A
:
Whittemore—C Whipple—J D Waldro
Worth—S D Wiggin—C J Wheeler.

each

after another weigh their responsibility and the
results attending a life of sin, and embrace the
The spirit of God appears to
offers of mercy.
be laying a deep and strong foundation for a perOur prayer is that we may be
manent church,
The church
willing instruments in his hands.
and parish were much surprised recently to see
in a Maine paper a statement that a call had been
extended to Rev. C. H. Webber, of Saco, to beNo such
.come their pastor, at a salary of $1800.
«call had been extended or contemplated by the
W. F. EATON.
church or parish.

on its debt, and

SUSAN

of the

Allis—=8N Benchley—J

3.15
6,08
"6.26
631
645

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.

All meetings

Letters iteceived.
Allen—D

J J Allen—I

12.30
3.00
8.17
322
3.36

for

Leave Alton Bay,
“Alton,
+
New Durham,
“
Farmington,
*
Rochester,
“
Gonice,
Dover,
An.
¢
Boston,

;

8.30
10.45
11.00
11.05
11.17

140

Trains

Rev. E. G. Knowles, Dover, N. H.
“A. Griffith, Panama, N.Y

graduate of Hillsdale, has been supplying during

One

spiritually.

Yours, very truly,

Office

Poss

-

Arr. Alton Bay,

days will be in the evening. Collections
for wee
assage of missionaries,
will be taken for outfit and
t.
and will be independent of the apportionmen
C. 0. LIBBY.

in three or four days the redness and tender-

remedy.

Rev. W. Joy has recently
McHENRY, ILL.
accepted a call from this church, and enters on
his labors with good prospects of success.
Rev. D. D. Tibbetts, a
BROUGHTON, ILL.

Ministers and Churches.

New Durham,

“Alton

owe

notice

arrangements.

make

and

give

to

are requested

The pastors

meetings,

similariy afflicted, will be induced to try the same

Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 13.

‘om

4

aunton ;
March 12, Pawtucket; March 13, Blackstone; March
14, Pascoag; March 15, Providence, Park St.; March
16, A. M., Roger Williams ; P. M., Olneyville; evening,
‘
Greenwich St., March 17, Pond St.

ness disappeared—the hair ceased to fall, and I have
now a thick growth of new hair. I trust that others

traffic seems deep, determined and growing

Western

Haverhill; March 7, 1

allayed the itching and irri-

first application

The
tation;

with much of promise for permanent good.
:
0. C. HILLS.

Whitacre.

W.

4, Hampton; March 5, Amesbury ;
Lawrence; March 3
March 1¢, Taunton, Weir St. ; March 11, 1st

March

til I was fearful of losing it entirely.

y
in March, though ‘some counties have alread
Bradford county gives 2246
polled their vote,
The opposition to the
majority against license.

A series of iheetings has
held

not received
Send i the

vote generally will be taken on the third

Leave Boston,
4
'Dovery
“
@Gonie,
¢
Rochester,
“Farmington,

Appointments
“Fort Rev. 0. R. Bacheler on special a zency M.,: N orth
Sab., March2, A. M, Charlestown; ».
Lynn;
Bennett St.; evening, 8. Boston; March 3,March
6,

The following is concluBurnett's Cocoaine.
sive of its efficacy in the case of the loss of hair :
Messrs. JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.:
I can pot refuse to state the salutary effect, in my
own dggravated case, of your excellent Hair Oil—
Cocoaine.
For many months my hair had been falling off, un-

or
offerings ; direct either to Rev. A. F. Bryant
the writer, Harrisburg, Pa.
Our meetings have been kept up constantly,
evenings, for more than a month, and for ought
Husbands and
T.know may be as much longer.
wives are coming to Christ and are identifying
themselves with our cause, in church relation.
Just now there is much more than usual interest throughout the entire state in the cause of
ago our Legislature
year
One
temperance.
passed a © Local Option” bill submitting to the
or
vote of the people the qustion of * License”
on
questi
the
decides
vote
The
.”
license
No
‘s
pars. The
in the respective counties for three

precious

A

H.

is not a more potent agent for removing or

THERE

Some send us less than the sums named above.
l
Any amount is thankfully received and faithfu

Jy accounted. Brethren who have
our circular neéd not wait for it.

Com,

RARE

Liver,
counteracting Dyspepsia, Inactivity of the
Vertigo, Lowness of Spirits, Disturbed Sleep, and
the
for renewing and inyigorating to a healthy state
shattered nerves or enfeebled frame, than Atwood’s
them.
QUININE TONIC BITTERS. Apothecaries have

do but little,~five dollars,~but that will help.”
A brother from western N. Y. writes, ‘8It is
very good news you send us concerning Harrisburg. May the Lord bless you all who have
g
undertaken so noble a work.”

isnot done\ for ourselves. We desire to
labor for the church and the cause of our
W.P. M.
Redeemer.

TREWORTHY,

a

Another from Bradford Co. writes, ** [ can now

day
as thelr means, and success shall one
we do
labor
The
.
effort
every
our
crown

WasHINGTON,

good

a

or

JOSEPH

ROCHESTER, N. Yq M. will hold its next session
March l4—16, Ope nin;
u
with the Fairport church,
morbus,
this season of the year, when colic, cholera
| sermon Eriday, at 2 o’clock, P. M., by the clerk.
large atténdance is solicited.
dysentery, diarrhoea, &c., may disable your hands—
WM. WALKER, Clerk.
if
use it in every case of the kind, and my cars for it,
you
that
sure
be
cure—but
speedy
a
vkbet
not
does
it
.M. will hold its next session with
MONTCALM
trust to no other remedy but the old, long tried Perry
the church at rystal Lake, commencing Friday befailed.
never
has
which
Davis’ Pain Killer
fore the first Sabbath in March.
HOMER J, SuirH, Clerk.

undertaken,

was

debt

(rom

here

property

We intend to invite the Doctor again next

East

brother also,

When the present effortto free all'of our church

lecture, ‘‘Anglo-Saxon—The old and the
New," to a charmed and delighted audience.

next lecture.

&c.

church,

Pa.

Harrisburg,

<3

of

opened the course with a rare entertainratment, consisting of recitations from eeleb

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.
A.M.
P.M.

Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Orland and Dedham church, at the Genn schoolhouse, March 14-16.
ELLSWORTH

>

|
I have sometimes felt a little curious to know
feel
FARMERS,
how the seventy thousand Freewill Baptists
at
in relation to our interest heres in Harrisburg.
Provide yourself with ‘Perry Davis’ Pain Killer

Miss Hattie Manchester,

whi

TE

ures.

Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.00 10,50 A. M., and 6,10 P.M,

Lacks one of the most useful, attractive, and valuable articles with which it is
possible to furnish it;
which- would be an attrae Sion
dome) juself, furnishpleas
and e
ch
.
‘ing amusement of a
ter; and which might, be tT ‘the means Br
wi
ing a most useful and lucrative accomplishment, as
well as a source of health and happiness.
|
Since the vast improvements in these
ns in
the last twenty years they have become the
MOST
POPULAR
OF
LARGE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS. It is estimated that 40,000 of them are sold
yearly in the United Ftates. "he widely vary in
size, capaciiys elegance, and
e. having from one
to twenty stops; price $50 to
and upwards, each.
durable, do not require tuning, are
They are very
adapted to all varieties of music. and are Bo packed
that they can be sent anywhere by ordinary freight
routes, all ready for use,

i
Fs

0.T. M.,

name of our God.

Treins leave Doyer for Portlan t
AM, AM,
PM, PM,
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,p, M,

Ee
La

truth, that there is a God who is seeking after
man, and that hé who loves God will love his

Lectbutwe are now sustaining a course of

ey

1%a

aiding them to again set up their

one

giomary, he thinks, should be to holdup the

the

in

banner

Notices and Appo intments.

A

Cabinet Organ

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

AM. AM AM, PM. PM,
5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.08 5.14, 8.43; P, M. and on Mondays
days and Fridays at 7.40, = 5.

A Rare Bargain,
REV. A. CAVERNO, of this city, has a complete and
Baptist
unsoiled set of the 17 vols. of the Freewl
in muslin, which he will sell
Quarterly, well boun
for the very small sum 0 $20. It is a rare opportu© an
nity for some young minister who wishes to m
excellent investment. Whoever gets the set of books
promptly.
owner
the
to
write
will probably need to

Eastern nations, preparing the way for great
In response to their attitude of
changes.
inquiry, the great effort of the. misng
awakeni

Q. M. were present, and the old church, once 80
blessed of God,seems inclined to come back from
w is
her long years of captivity. Bro. 8. Darro

Tralnsleave

WITHOUT

1873,

Rh 00 So

success
action, is due a large part of the
We
Pike.
in
s
labor
our
ded
that has atten
ses
expen
the
have not only met and payed
l,
schoo
the
of
ents
attevding the improvem

and Japan, expresses the belief that an under=
current of unrest is beginning to agitate the

All the ‘ministers in the

cheer for that body.

.

in China

time

RAILROAD.

30

itaFund. To his untiring effort and indom
noble
and
ble will, to his generous deeds

now

Prof. Seelye, -of Afherst ‘College, who is

in India, having first spent some

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

hm

to the
to the work of securing subscriptions

satisfibd

AND

WINTER

A

Vail and his wife are
tions of better times
Otsego Q. M. held
Exeter ‘church, It

BOSTON

Honey of Horehound and Tar, an absolute specific
for all the ailments wiiich produce them.
Crittenton’s, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Drugg ists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

ma

but has devoted a large portion of his time

bearing fruit, and indicai
appear,
its last 4 session with the:
was a season of unusual

the least

Baptist

the least- alike, the
with themselves,”

The labors of Bro..C. L.

Special Notices.

BBRE3R3

next summer.

sonage

these destructive disorders at the outset with Hale's

the Presbyterian
the most radical,

th Unitarian

pat-

its

on

work

needed

more

contemplates

year,

past

¢

Next, (March

:

See ‘“ notice ” in this

paper, a few weeks since.

For

by mail, send

a, single

copy,

25

cents;

for a

dozen, $1.75; and for wholesale price apply to
Claremont Manufacturing Co.,
3t7
.
CLAREMONT, N. H.

3d.)

For Sale by all News Dealers.
TERMS--One Copy, One Year, = = $3.00
wo Copies, One Year, = 500
..
Address
GEORGE MUNRO, New York Fireside Companion,
84

BEEKMAN

STREET,

1%)

YORK.

NEW

—.—

A
U.S
RI

A Ra50cr. e WeOfwillfesendr.the

$4.50 for

LADIES’ OWN

NE

MAGAZINE

(Price #2 a year), three months on trial, and a pair of

pictures

(a superb chromo

and a steel engraving),

worth #4, all for 50c. Object, to introduce our popular Magazine and get agents for it. The Magazine is

go Large

and

its premium

Fine, and

pictures

so

beautiful, agents make $5 to $20 a day.

19

M. C. BLAND & CO,
Publishers, Chicago, Ill,

UREA

Uy

ni

\

VEGETINE is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected barks, roots and herbs, and
| so8 strongly concentrated that it wilj effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Scrofula,
Scrofulous
Humor, Tumors, Cancer, Cancerous Humor,
Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic Diseases, Canker, Faintness at

the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from impure blood. Sciatica, Inflammatory
and Chronic
heumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, and Spinal Complaints,
|
blood.
the
through
can only be effectually cured
For

Ulcers,

and

Eruptive

Diseases

of. the

ils,
Skin. Pustules, Pimples, Blotches,
Netter, Scaldhead, and Ringworm, VEGETINE has never failed to effect a
anent cure.
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK, Kidney Complaints,
‘paid. Address, BOSTON CULDropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhea, arising from
TIVATOR, Boston, Mags. 4t9 mternal ulceration, and uterine diseases and
General
Debility, VEGE 'INE acts directly upon the causes
of thege.complaints. It invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, alFOR SALE
lays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates
the bewels.
'
For Catarrh, Byspepsia,
Habitual Cos© Hears, Headtiveness, Palpitation of
ache, Piles,
Nervousness, and General prostration of thy Nervous System, ro medicine has ever
HREE miles from Havana, near the head of
T
Jerfect
satisfaction as the VEGETINE, ~
given such
110 acres, good bulsSeneca Lake, containing
t purifies the e blood cleanses all the organs, and °
ings,consistin of house with 10 rooms, besides clod08308808 0 controll ng power over the nervous syscarriageets, good cellar, wood-house, 8 barns,
em.
o
house, and necessary out-buildings. Watered by
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINEha
well and cistern, at house; living springs, and a never failing stream with good water power. About 1-2 induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
know to prescribe and use it in their own families. *
post-office, stores, mills, mechanics, F. W,
mile fiom
In fact, VEGETINE is the best remedy
yet
ov
Baptist and Methodist churches; 4 churches within 1
ered tor the above diseases, and is the only
reliable
terms
low;
price
fertile;
mile; land nearly level; soil
BLOG PURIFIER yet placed
ore the
easy. For particulars address G .W.SPAULDING. (on
publie.
the premises) Odessa, Sclfuyler Co, N. Y.. or REV,
Prepared by HII. STRVENS, Boston Mase.
CALVIN DODGE, Great Valley, Catt. Co,, N.Y,
Price $1.25, Fold by all Druggists.
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fied the interior of its house the
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and Jewish she most dignified and
the Congregational the most broad
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has
He
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Board
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,
$1000
given
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not

Episcopalian

the

earnest,

and

practical

most

when permitted to run on unchecked, are consump&o. Forestall
tion, bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia,

eB

But while teachers ave laboring zealously,

THE TRAGIC CONSEQUENCES of coughs ani colds,

axe
Qatholi¢ and the Universalist; the Methodist

merit great
severe sacrifice to build it, and they
~
made.
have
they
praise for the effort
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STAR, FEBRUARY

ward the east, , The farmer took the ring,
put it on his finger, and started homeward.

.

along the sea Towards evening he reached a town. At
coast, in which the city lies, enjoys a ~deli- the door of his shop a goldsmith stood who
re

G—

I gazed down life’s dim labyrinth,
A ’wildering maze to see,
Crossed o'er by many a tangled clew,
And wild as wild could be;
And as I gazed, in doubt and dread,

I knew him for a heavenly guide—
I knew him even then,

Though meekly as a child he stood
Among the sons of men—
By his deep spirit loveliness
I knew him even then.
And as I leaned my weary head
Upoi his proffered breast,
Aud scanned the peril-haunted wild
From out my place of rest,
I wondered if the shining ones
Of Eden were more blest.
For there was light within my soul,
Light on my peaceful way,
>
And all around the blue above
The clustering starlight lay;
,

And easterly I saw upreared
The pearly gates of day.
So band in hand we trod the wild,
My angel love and I—
His lifted wing all quivering
With tokens from the sky.
Strange, my dull thoughts could not divine
Twas lifted but to fly!
Again down life’s dim labyrinth
I grope my way alone,
‘While wildly through the midnight sky
Black hurrying clouds are blown,
And thickly in my tangled path,
The sharp, bare thorns are sown.

ajar!

Mrs. Emily Judson.

Housewife.

r——
O little housewife, clean and spruce,
Thy use one heart divines;

"A rosy apple full of juice,
And polished—till it shines!
A tiny, tripping, tender thing,
A foe to lazy litters;
A household angel, tidying
Till all around thee gliters.
®

.

‘‘ I never thought before of St. Paul
a child,” said Henry; “ but now I seem
a

little

boy,

¢“ We read

their garments at the feet of a young

nine

man

_—can you tellme his name ?”

« I know now,” cried Laura. * You mean

Saul, or Paul as we usually call him.
it so, papa ?
'

Isn't

We find his ifn men-

tioned here for the first time,
ahd if we
were not familiar with his subsequent his-

tory, it would be difficult to believe that
this cruel persecutor was a chosen vessel to

the

Gen-

tiles, and kings, and the children of Israel.
* The world owes to this man so great
a (ebt, that every thing connected with

his

history becomes very interesting. It would
be pleasant to know all ‘about his family,
and the circumstances of his childhood and

youth, but we have only a few facts on
which we can rely. By studying these
carefully we may gain many valuable ideas,
“and make the history of this great man
seem familiar to us. We know he was a

to know something about that

ace. Look on this map of Bible-land.

sre, nearly north of the island of Cyprus,
the river Cydnus empties into the

Examine

in,

mained unspoken,

and,

:
were

the

thousand

words

spoken,

the

head

and

shoulders

sil

when

and

arms.

Calling piteously for help, he tried

to rush

to the door, but before he could reach it
and unbolt it, he fell
bleeding to the

his cellar,

him.

father by the river, or in the gardens,
listening to his teachers, as we listen

or
to

him

too,” remarked

he ‘was a

good

my

“Let us wish ourselves some more land,”

it closely, “but

to express

the

years went by,
grew old, and
still the wish re-

At last it pleased God

While in

Rochester I met

Mr.

Hubbard,

an old resident of Genesee county, who saw
Sam Patch make his famous jump off Genesee Falls, thirty or forty years ago. He
says
jump-day was a great day in
Roéhester.
~The people gathered for miles
around to see this intermittent American
jumper, as he performed his Jast feat.
Sam Patch had previously jumped over
Niagara.

be

Then, saying

done

around

as well

as

*‘ some things can

others,”

like Sergeant

he

Bates

Loved to Pray.
:

,

are

A clergyman, visiting among the “cot
tages of the poor, met a little boy who had
been taught at school the duty as well as
the privilege of prayer. He said, “Do you
love to pray, my little fellow P»
“Oh! yes, sir.”
“But in so small a house, with so large a
family, when and where do you pray?”
The boy answered, “I go to bed with

ethics

however, in

his

idea of

“You see,” said the husband,

‘I

“Wife,”

to

him

towering

over

all the other trees of the forest. If you can
but fell it, your fortune is made,”
:
The farmer did not wait to be told twi ze,
his shoulder,

started

on his way. After walking two days, he
came to the fir-tree, and immediately set to
work to fell it. Soon it toppled and crashed to the earth, when from the top

branch-

es dropped a nest containing two eggs.
The eggs roll on t he ground and broke; as
they broke, forth came a young eaglet from

one,and a small golden ring from the other.
The eaglet grew visibly, till it reached

the hight of a

man,

shook

its wings,

half

as

if to try them, raised itself from the ground,

A staging

the water,

and

the boiling caldron be-

had

been

Sam appeared

ing dressed in a sailors
friends

built out over

now took

on the stag-

fancy jacket.

up a collection

His

on shore,

while Sam swung his hat and said after
jumping himself he would return and throw
the bear over. Then, amid a death-like
stillness, he ran a few steps and gave one
leap into the air and fell, cutting the mist
like

a

lead

sinker,

two

hundred

the seething whirlpool.

feet into

As he left the stag-

ing his body assumed an oblique position,
his head foremost, but above his feet.
As

he

struck

silence,

the water

while

the

there was a dreadful

populace

awaited

with

the

husband,

and

below Rochester drifted upon the rocks.

He could have lived to a better purpose
and died in a better cause.

A Hindu

again

still,

the

wiles

Story.

———

«fA, tiger, prowling in a forest, was attracted by a bleating calf. It proved to bea
bait, and the tiger found himself trapped
in a spring cage. There he lay for two
days, when a Brahmin happened to pass
that way.
“O Brahmin!” piteously cried
the

beast,

‘‘have

mercy

out of this cage.”

on

me;

let

me

‘‘Ah! but you will eat

me.” ‘Eat you! devour my, benefactor ?
Never could I be guilty of such a deed,”
responded the tiger. The Brahmin, being
The wife, however, began to be very impatient, and tried sériously to indugg her, benevolently inclined, was moved by these
entreaties and opened the door of the cage.
husband to wish for something.
The tiger walked up to him, wagged his
‘You are not like your old self,” she said tail, and said: “Brahmin, prepare to die;
crossly ; ‘‘formerly you were always grum- I shall now eat you.” ¢ Oh, how nugratebling, and complaining, and wishing for all ful! how wicked! am I not your savior ?”
sorts of things; and now, when you might protested the trembling priest. ¢‘ True,”
have whatever you want, you toil and work said the tiger, *‘ very true; but it is the
like a slave, are pleased with everything, custom of my race to eat a man when we
and let your best years slip by.. You might get a chance, and I can not afford to let
be king, emperor, duke, a great rich. farmer you go.” *‘Let us submit the case to an
with loads of money, but no—you can't arbitrator,” said the Brahmin.
¢ Here
make up your mind what to choose.”
comes a fox. The fox is wise; let us abide
|. “Pray do cease continually worrying and by his decision.” ‘‘ Very well,” replied
teasing me,” cried the farmer; “we are the tiger. The fox, assuming a judicial asboth of us young, and life is long. The pect, sat on his haunches with all the digniring contains but one wish,

and

that

must

not be squandered. “Who knows what may
happen to us, when we might really need
the-ring ? ~"Do you want for anything now ?
Since the ring has been ours have we not so
risen in the world that all men marvel at
us? So do be: sensible, and amuse yourself, if you like, by thinking what we shall
wish for.”
And so the matter was allowed to rest
for the present. It really seemed as if the
ring brought blessings on the house, for
barns and granaries grew fuller and fuller,
from year to year; and, in the course of

time, the poor farmer became

a rich and

ty he could muster, and

looking at

the dis-

putants, he said: *‘ Good friends, I am
somewhat confused at the different accounts
which you give of this matter; my mind is
not clear enough to render equitable judgment, but if you will be kind enough to act

the whole transaction

before my eyes, I

shall attain unto a more definite conception
of the-case. Do you, Mr. Tiger, show me
just how you approached and entered the
cage,

and

then

you,

Mr.

Brahmin,

show

me how you liberated him, and I shall be
able to render a proper decision.” They
assented, for the fox was solemn and oracu-

lar.

The

tiger walked into the cage, and

and then eried:—
:
Iii prosperous one. He worked all day with ‘the spring door fell and shut him in. He
* You have released me! as token of his men as if the whole world depended on was a prisoner. The Judigjal expression
my gratitude, take the ring the other “5 it; but in the evening, when the vesper bell faded from the fox's countenance, and turn-

contained—it is a wishing-ring. Turn “it
on vour finger, speak your wish aloud, and
it will immediately be granted. But the
ring has only one wish; when that is ac| complished, it will lose all power, and
become no more. than any other ring.
Therefore, reflect well on what you wish

have

to repent

sounded, he was always to be seen sitting,
contented and well-to-do, at his threshold,

to be wished ‘good evening” by the passers-by.. Now and then, when fhey were
alone, and no one near to hear, the

woman

still reminded
her husband of the ring, and
made all sorts of propositions to him. Ile
always answered theve was time enough to

think about it, and ial the best ideas al«
ways occurred to ou. 'ast, So she gradually |
into the air, swept,
for some time, in wide fell into the wayof mentioning it less often,
circles over the farmer's head, and then, and at last it rarely happened that (he ring
like an arrow from a bow, shot swiftly to- was ever alluded to at all, The farmer, it

afterwards.”
Having so spoken,

é

#

the

eagle

rose

high

in fature, from doing
tigers. Good-morning,

favors to rascally
Brahmin: good-

morning, tiger.”

My

poor,

i

feeble

heart

droops when

think, write or talk of anything but Jesus.
Oh, that I could

believingly

on

and sit, and

rest

my heart

always

get.

him!

near

him,

I wonld

with him.

and

live

walk,

talk,

I would

have

leaning on him, and find

itself ever present with him.

I

so far as may is an

object for God;

God is an aimed-at object for
is related to ethics, as psy-

motion,”
a
t
t
The second extract is taken from the chapter °
which discusses The Moral Motive, and sets
forth the relation of happiness-seeking to love.
On this much debated point our author says:

* The question as to the morality of happinessseeking as a moral motive, can not be answered

without a more

definite

characterization,

Hea-

then ethics could oppese to this self-secking happiness-prineiple nothing other. than the notion

that virtue

should be

sake,

thoughit

The

sought

after for its own

of*love as

the

true

moral

motive was entirely wanting to heathen ethics,
—is peculiar to Christianity.
The Christian
idea of ‘love harmonizes the legitimate selflove with submission to the moral
law. In
loving God, min also loves himself as a child of
God, and in fulfilling his duty he at the same
time realizes his happiness.
The love to God
and to his creatures is, on the one hahd, a feeling
of happiness, and, on the other, a motive to moral activity. The old controversy about the hap
piness-prineiple; which has in recent times been
revived, especially by the school of Kant, re~
ceives its proper solution only im the Christian
view, namely, in that, while Christianity recognizes in the proper
seeking for happiness a
strictly moral motive, it also exalts the character
of this seeking by the love in which alone it bases

it.

It is therefore a very one-sided illiberality in

Rationalists to reproach Old Testament ethics
with ¢ Budemonism,”
It is true, the Old Testament recognizes the seeking after happiness as a
proper motive in the fulfilling of the law :* That
it may go well with thee and with 0 children
after thee,and that thou mayest prolong thy
days upon the earth.”
But neither the Old nor
the New Testament separate this striving for
happiness from the love to God and our neighbor in which, in fact, both Covenants find the
true motive to moral action.
There is, 10 realistriving after happiness; but the latter is directly

izmplied in the former, and is, in the nature of the
case, inseparable from it. Christianity knows
no other happiness than love to God in the conseiousness of being loved by him.
All moral activity has necessarily a permanent
resait in the person himself; . it makes the moral
his possession and property, ~forms more and
more his moral character, and hence creates a
tendéncy to, and a readiness in, moral acting.
The moral devglops itself into a constantly increasing power,—~renews
itself ong?
progressively larger scale in the organic circulation of
life. The good becomes to the moral man, as
it were, a second nature, which, in turn, works
out of itself by virtue of its owe power; itis
no longer ¥imply something objective to him,
nor merely a natural quality
conferred upon
him, but it is a vital possession,ind hence an actuating power within him.”
These extracts do but very little in the way of
setting forth the vigor and the thoroughness with
which the several topics are treated in these volumes,
There is in. them a donstant recognition

ods of discussion are such as are peculiar to
German scholars.
Sometimes there is a little
obscurity in the language ; sometimes the thought
takes a shape that suggests at once the peculiar
ities of the Kuropean mind.
There is now and
then a subtilty that proclaims a long and patient
study of metaphysics, a habit of careful diserimination, a rare power of analysis,
and a tendency
to make discussion at once philosophical and exhaustive.
Nothing carries a hint of hurry and a
loss of patience.
Reading involves lubor that
can not be performed on the gallop.
But the reward offered ‘to careful and reflective study is
very ample and very peculiar.
The author has
traversed the whole field covered by his theme,
itis done in an orderly way, su that every step
taken marks progress and opens the way more
clearly to the portions of the territory that are
yet untraversed. His acquaintance with the whole
realm of ethical literature, as it is spread out on
the pages of the great thinkers who have given
direction to the thought of nations and then risen
to be stars in the firmament of the succeeding
centuries, seems wondrously full, and be is very
happy in sketching for Gis its salient points and
its great central principles.
I'he first volume is
devoted to the presentation of these’ numerous
and diverse ethical systems, showing their excéllencies and pointing out their defects. - And here
is where he especially exhibits the fruit of his
broad scholarship.
In the second volume, he
deals more directly with prineiples, and here
comes out the power of his comprehensive and
analytical intellect.
It is a work to be read with
deliberation, meditated with patience, and digest~
ed by the steady work of a vitdlized brain.
We
have no space in which to give anything like an

of the tendencies

ally discriminating and clear.
where

both

sciences

Pablishers,

ics to. volition,

Dogmatics

the movement

of the divine

divine middle-point toward

With an

goes

from the

ery; in ethics, on'the contrary, it goes back from

the periphery” toward God as the middle-point,
In dogmaties God is conceived as of the ground,
as the point of departure;

in ethics as the goal of

by

D.

Loth-

by

Rev. Theo. Cuyler.

of the Bible

at the

head, and

two or three passages from the sam? book in the
form of fitting answers underneath; while each

opposite

page is reserved for the autographs of-

spective

connection with

birth-days.

experience of

the date

of their re-

Skill of brain and a deep

the heart have

combined to make

the little volume excellent aud serviceable.
FroM

ATHEISM

TO CHRISTIANITY.

ueorge P. Porter. New York:
lips. 1873. 16mo. pp. 121. ~

By

Rev.

(Nelson & Phil:

MARTYRS TO THE TRACT CAUSE.
A contribution to the history of the Reformation.
Tract

Writers—Tract Distributors—Tract Readers.
By J. ¥. Hurst, D. D. Same Publishers, 1872.
16mo.

pp. 164.

WILLIAM THE

TACITURN.

Translated by J. P.

Lacroix, from the French of L. Abelons,
Publishers. 16mo. pp. 269.

Same

HAND-BOOK FOR SUNDAY-8CHOOL TEACHERS,
By Joseph Alden,D.D.,LL. D. Samg Publishers 1872, 16mo. pp. 222.
Four good books.
The first develops an actu
al and profound personal experience us well as

urges a forcible argument, and so will touch the
reader’s spul while it seeks to convince his understanding.—The seqond is a collection of in-

teresting facts in religious biography, that illustrates the methods in whieh the gospel works its
way lo victory.—The third offers us a fine biog-

raphy of one of the noted names in Duteh history, and which are intimately associated with the
political life of natious and centuries.—Prof, Alden could not write anything save
intgresting
and valuable books, touching a department of

Christian effort in which

his interest

is so deep

and in which bis service has been so large. Every page of itis instructive and full of suggest~
iveness.
:
BOOKS FOR THE CHILDREN’S HOUR.
1. The
Wood Carvers.
2. Alice Leéigh’s Mission.
38.
Real Robinson Crusoes.
4, A Home Tour
with Aunt Bessie,
0, Little
Grig
and the
Tinker’s Letter. 18mo,
New York: Nelson

& Phillips.
Five excellent juvenile

.
volumes for the home

or the 8, 8. Library, full of suggestive incident,
well drawn portraits and wholesome counsel.
They may be bought and put into’ circulation

“without any mental or moral misgiving.
AUNTIE LEE LIBRARY.
1. Traps to Catch Foxes, 2, Chanty’s Birthday
Text.
8. Helen
and her Sisters. 4, Little Bessie wnd how she

that man ac-

out

Introduction

cal questiorfout

(ree ag-

the created periph-

Sold

Boston: Shepard & Gill. 1872.
A little volume of arranged Scripture texts,
for each day of the year, with a vital and p racti-

treat of ‘the

In the sphere of dogmatics there is a revelation
of the divine for man; in that of ethics a revelation of the divine through man, who has received this element into himself. Tn dogmatics

224.

SOUL'S INQUIRIES ANSWERED, IN THE
WORDS
OF
SCRIPTURE.
A Year-Book of
Scripture texts.
Arranged by G. Washipgton
Moon, author of * The Dean's English,”
&c.

dogmas relate
faith ; those of eth-

wills

1873. pp.

A collection of
Same author and

“THE

friends in

cept the truth ; ethics wills that he do it. Hence
man’s relation to dogmatics is rather passive—
womanly; and to ethics rather active—manly.

of

New

very quintessence of what is excellent and beau-

if it were

the

A collection

tiful. They can do only good wherever they are
read and where their sacred influence is welcomed.
:
.

presents that which is, or was, or will be; ethics
presents that that-which should be or should nol
be; hence dogmatics presents always an unco
ditionally-secured result, either of an accondplished or of
a destined
movement;
ethic s
however, presents
a
task,
the
aceomplish-

on

HEAVEN.

rop & Co.
Two charming little volumes, as beautiful in
their exterioras they are choice in their contents, The selections cover a wide field, and
they are elevated in sentiment, pure in tone,
and make their appeal at once to all that is truest
and tenderest in the heart.
In their tinted paper, gilt edges and green muslin, they are the

ment upon the free uetivity of min. ~Dogatics”

is ecenditiongd

HOME,

Edited by Mrs. J. 2. Newman.

pp. 224.

Both of them present a life of the
same topies.
spirit—of God or of man—but dogmatics views
this life as an objective fact, while ethics views it
as a task for the free acuvity of the rational subject; hence dogmatics has essentially an object:
ive and real character, while ethics has a subDogmatics has constantly
jective and ideal one.
to do with anobject transcending the individual,
with God, with Christ, with man in general;
ethics has to do primarily always with the indi
vidual moral person, and with the totality only
in 80 far as, it rests upon the morul action of the
What dogmatics teaches
individual personality.
relates not to me as this single person, but as a
buman being (in general; what ethics teaches
concerns me . preciselyas a person.
Dogmatics
treats of sin per se, as an objective something and
as ao historical fact ; ethics treats of the same us a
personal malady and as guilt. Dogmatics treats
of the kingdom of God as an objective organism
ethics treats of the same inso far as tue moral
subject is an organic member thereof. . Logmatics treats of sanctification as a manifestationform ot the kingdom of God; ethics treats of the
same us a subjective life-manifestation of the
person,
The object of dogmatics is absolutely
independent of the freedom of the individual
subject—is either eternal or an historical fact—s
In nowise within the power of man; the object
of eshics is, in its reality, absolutely dependent
on the free resolution of the subject—is per se a
pure idea, the realization of which is a require-

sent of man.
‘Phe conta
essentiallyto know ledge andl

YTHER,
Poems.

DEWDROPS AND SUNSHINE.
Poems ubout little children.

He says:

must

scientific thought,

fork : Nelson & Phillips. 1873. small quarto.

“ The difficulty in definiug the difference lies
less in the general antithesis than rather in those

points

of modern

but the fundamental principle
g
evangelical
theology find a constant and emphatic assertion
and a skillful and valiant defense.

otherwise, it would be much more proper to
send the reader to the books themselves.
But
we make an extract from each of the volumes, as
specimens of the author’s method of treating topics that require accuracy in order to be valuable,
und vivacity in order to relieve the discussions
Inthe first ‘instance; the author
from dryness.
is showing the relation of ethics to systematic
theology, and exhibiting the differences between
The analysis seems to us
ethics and didactics.
wondrously subtile, and the-statements unusu-

ing of which

ing to the Brahmin; he said:
I advise youn
to go home as fast as you- can, and abstain,

Beth sci-

activity—dogmatics,

ty, no essential antagonism between love and the

epitome of such a work as this, and

wish-is ours, and yet we have all we want;
what’ good luck we have !”

about

and said :—
“ Why do you toil so hard, and all for
nothing ? Walk straight before you for
two days, and you will come to a large

answered

“*Another year has passed,

labor

A young farmer, whose farming did not
prosper particularly well, was sitting on
his plow for a moment‘as he wiped his

land

clinking the surplus mouey ‘in his pocket,
““it would be folly to sacrifice our wish ‘for
such a trumpery thing. We can get the
cow and the horse without that.”
.And, sure enough, in Another year’s time
the horse and the cow had been well-earned. So the man rubbed his hands cheerfully, and said: —

my

The idol-

talk

‘the

is ours, and the wish too.”
:
Then the good woman thought it. swould
be a capital thing to wish themselves a cow
and a horse.
.

This,

to

the terrible fall into

low.

teleological,

chology to pedagogy, as physiology to diatetics
as botany to horticulture, as. animal sensation to

Literary Review.

the

is predominantly

ethics, in so far as
man, Dogmatics

narrows and narrows before our eyes, and
we land safe on the opposite shore.— Miss
Mulock.

Western part of the States to back up his
proverb,
Before his last jump he bought

— ————

the life-movement; in dogmaties man’s relatio
n
is more epic; in ethies more dramatic. Dogmat
.
icsis predominantly ontological and historical;

ences tréat of ‘man and his

The only way to meet affliction is to pass
through it solemnly, slowly, with humanity
and faith, as the Israelites passed through
the sea, Then its very waves of misery
will divide, and become to us a wall on the
right side and on the left, until the gulf

slashed

through

choking breath his re-appearance. One
minute—two minutes—three minutes—and
| Let us wish for that.”
no signs of the daring jumper.
Then the
“That would never be worth while,” repeople set up a loud wail—a long murmur
plied the husband ; ‘‘we have only to work
of sprrow.
well for a year, and have a moderate share
This was the end of Sam Patch.
of good luck, and we can buy it for ourThey say he had been drinking during
selves.”
’
|
the mprring, and failed to keep his feet
And the man and his wife: worked harde
together and his body perpendicular, as
for a whole year, and the harvest had never
on previous occasions. So when he struck
been so plentiful as that autumn, so they
the water the breath left his body and he
were not only able to buy the strip of land,
was knocked senseless. A monthor so
but had money to spare.
afterward they found his body away down

|

but, taking his ax on

the

said she, ‘““we have so little. There is just
a nice strip which stretches into our field.

Wishing Ring.

fir-tree, which stands alone,

noise,

The wife had a bright idea ready at hand.

From

up

the

upon

who

brethren,

brow, when an old witch crept

by

money

Meantime the farmer went happily home,

“ I hope that you have formed some idea
of the childhood of this great man, and in

The

last

of

Laura,

people.

will

Attracted at

mass

and showed the ring to his wife,

and to die for them.

our next conversation we
his youth.”

the

‘“We shall now never want for anything,
dear wife,” he said; ‘“‘our fortune is made.
But we must consider well what we must
wish for.”

boy,

him

with

neighbors rushed to the spot, and, on finding the goldsmith dead, under his money,
exclaimed: *‘It is really a great misfortune
when blessings rain down like cudgels.”
Then the heirs came and divided the spoil.

as
to
his

mativeof Tarsus, a city of Cilicia, and now for, so that you may mot

nean, we find this city.

about

of his superior knowledge, and of his privileges as one of God’s chosen people, he
would regard the heathen around him with
contempt, unmingled with that pitying
the

himself

of the'room, amd
on his “finger, ex-

at last they began to beat him unmereifully

atry among which he lived would have
nothing to tempt him to imitation. Proud

- chapters instead of eight. At scemed more
. interesting to us than ev
before.”
¢ T amr delighted that yo
have done so
well, and I am sure you ¢
not have failed
to notice the name of the great missionary.
The men who stoned Stephen laid down

of Christ before

Hardly

he

with

kinsmen according to the flesh.”

children put their books away. Mr. White
also laid aside the volume he had been.
perusing, and smiled as they drew their
chairs near him.
* Now, papa,” said Laura, ‘is nt ita
good iime te ‘resume our conversation ?
You promised to tell us something about
the greatest missionary that has ever lived.
I am impatient to know who you mean,
and to hear about him.”
‘¢ Have you read the history in the Acts,
as I desired you ?” he replied,

we want

walking

love that afterwards moved
and

geld-

bright five-shilling pieces began to rain
down
from the ceiling; _shining
silver
crowns poured down so fast and hard that

is more indebted than she knows, to this
early culture, which helped to make the
apostle so honest, so zzalous and so wise.”

cursed from Christ, for

II.

belted

“I wish tq have a hundred
ver erowns immediately.”

have great heaviness and continual sorrow
in my heart; for I could wish myself ac-

i

The

the

| elaimed : —

history.

pression in his epistle to the Romans,

BY MRS. V. G, RAMSEY.

sale.

answered

standing in the middle
turning the ring ronad

‘| attachment continued through his whole
life, and burst out in that remarkable ex-

The Great Missionary.

for

examined

Who

‘“ It was a maxim with the Jews that at
a big black bear of acircus man, and* led CHRISTIAN ETHICS.
By Dr. Adolf Wattke,
late Professor of Theology at Halle.
five years of age a child should begin to grefind. Still the rain of silver crowns did him over the turnpike to Rochester.
With a
special
Preface
by
Dr.
Riehm, and an Introlearn the Scriptures. As we have reason not cease, and soon, under the weight of it,
The morning of the day came,, Sam had + duction to the second volume by Dr, W. F.
Warren, of the Boston University.
to believe that his parents were careful of the flooring gave way, and the unfortunate arrived in the town with the bear, and the
Trinslated by John P. Lacroix.
Vol. I.—History of
fg}l down into a
his education, we may conclude that they goldsmith and his money
crowd rushed into Rochester from miles
Ethies.”' Vol. II.—Pure Ethics. New York:
commenced at that early age, to teach him deep cellar, And still it rained on, till the around.
Twelve o'clock was the hour
to | Nelson & Phillips. 1873. 12mo. pp. 878, 348.
the great truths contained in the Law and hundred thousand silver crowns were com- Jjump—to jump a hundred feet down—down
This work is one of no common significance
and value.
The style of thought and the meth
the Prophets, and to make him familiar pleted, and then the goldsmith lay dead in

his own family and his own

.

trumpery,”

one might see, he

hifh as a child. He was impetuous and
strong-willed, carrying the zeal and determination which marked his future life into
his studies, and his sports. He was ®ardent
in his love, and terrible in his hate. He
was proud and unmerciful, but he was conscientious,
truthful
and - high-minded.
Such a child would be deeply attached to

2 ~The Family Ciel.

. bear the name

Though

subsequent character, we form an

Thou blessess all day long!
And nightly may thy sleep be sound
While o’er thee, softly, stilly,
The curtains close like leaves around
The hushed heart of the lily!

““ Yes, my dear.

subtle Jews.

not believe he suffered this loss.

Keep ever fresh from wrong;
Blestbe the house and bright the hearth

rings

times a day, and

he took good care never
slightest wish at the time,
And so thirty and forty
and the farmer and his wife
their hair snow white, and

The Boy

room, and having shat the shutters that no

wor-

“ Very true, my daughter. A misspent
childhg®¥ can never be fully regained, #nd
the character of Paul is so perfect, we can

O housewife, may thy modest werth

“¢ Yes, sir,” said Henry.

to

tried to learn, or he would never have been
so great.”

The crimson kitchen firelight dips
Thy cheeks until they glow,
The white flour makes thy finger tips
Like rosebuds dropt in snow;
‘When all thy gentle heart
Flatters in exultation
To compass, in an apple tart,
Thy noblest aspiration!

learnel,

“Mere

ship the God who gives strength and grandeur to the mountains, and beauty to the
vales.
“ The city in his time was a center of
‘commerce, as well as learning. Here the
barbarians from beyond the mountains met
and mingled in the market places, with the
proud Romans, the polished Greeks, and

* and I think

Is ever sweet and willing:
To keep one little household spot
As clean as a new shilling.

been

mother taught her son to fear and

“1 can see

Yea, all thy care and all thy lot

CHAPTER

®

ours.”

While the great markets fill,
Though public sorrow strikes us all,
Singing, thou workest still.

valuable

i§ true, turned the riug on his finger twenty

:
:
map of smith,
to show them a great mercy, and he took
The farmer laughed heartily, telling the them to himself, both in ene night. Children
the place
can’t fund man it was a wishing-ring, ‘and of mere and grandchildren stood weeping around
value than all the rings in his shop pat the coffins, and, as one .of them tried ‘to
is a place together, Nqw the goldsmith was a false, withdraw the ring from the dead man’s the others, and when they are asleep 1
rise.”
of so little importance that it is not laid designing man, so he invited the farmer to finger, the eldest son aid :
:
“But then you yourself must be sleepy ;
down on ordinary maps. Though the city stay all night at his house, saving: “‘It
“Let our father take this ring to the
how'do you keep awake?" asked the miuis so greauly changed, the natural scenery must bring one good Muck to emtertain a grave. There was some mystery about
it.
;
remains the same. If we could visit that man who is the possessor of such & precious Probably it was some love token, for our ‘ister,
;
“I wash my hands and face in the pitcher
region we might walk on the banks of jewel, so pray remain with me. He ac- mother often looked at the ring too; perCydnus, perhaps in the yery path where cordingly entertained him well, with plenty haps she gave-i& to Lim when they both where the cold water is kept, then 1 do not
feel sleepy.”
the great apostle walked. We might look of wine and civil words, but when he went were young.”
!
:
on the river, cold, and swollen from. the to sleep at night, he drew his ring stealthily
So the old farmer was buried with the
snows of Taurus, and remember that the from his finger, and put on it imstead a ring which should have been a wishingI won't say the more intellect the less
rocks which fret its waters into foam are commen ring quite. like it in appearance. ring, but was not one, and yet had brought capacity for loving,
for that would do
the same that he gazed upon. From a ter- The mext morning the goldsmith could as much good luck to the house as man wrong to the understan
ding and reason;
race roof we might see the hights of Taurus hardly wait, with any degree of patience, conld desire. For it is strange, as regards but on the other
hand, that the brain often
in the distance, and the beautiful gardens tillthe farmer had taken his departure. © He the true’and the false, but a bad thing can runs away with
the heart's best blood,
around the town from which the breeze awoke him in the early dawn saying: oot 1. turned to better account in good hands, which gives the world
a few pages of wiswould bring us the rich perfume of roses have so far to go, you had better start
lana good thing in bad.— Good Things.
dom, or sentiment, or poetry, instead of
and oleanders, and we might think that, {early.” As soon as the farmer was safe on
making one otWer heart happy, I have no
with this landscape before them, the Jewish his journey, the goldsmith went into his |
question.—0. W. Holmes,
Sam Patch’s Last Jump.”

see him,

‘While round thy door the millions call,

many

farmer showed him his ring, and asked him

for

This was a good foundation for his future
character, and perhaps the Christian church

So prudish and so chaste,
No speck upon the cotton dress
Girded around thy waist;
Thy ankle, peeping, white as snow,
Thy tuck’d up kirtle under;
‘What shining dishes, row on row,
Behind thee stare and wonder.

The lessons had

illustrious

with their own wonderful national

To see thee in thy loveliness,

it

what was about the value of it.

and

manners, costumes, and languages of many
nations.

For when my guide yent up, he left

a Little

streets, was

Syrians, and the

The goal can not be far,
And ever through the rifted clouds
Shines out one steady star,—

To

had

| was no doubt guarded with great care from
the corrupt influence of these idolaters, yet
he must have become familiar with the

Yet firm my foot, for well I know

-

cious climate, and has a soil of great fertility. The city, when Paul walked its
its learning and wealth.”
Henry was examining a moder
Eurépe.
*¢ Here,” he said, ¢* is
where Tarsus ought to be, but I
it.”
“It is now called Tarasso, and

An angel came to me.

£ he pearly gates

plain stretching

beautiful,

26, 1873.
—

its situation and impress it on your memo"« The

a

v
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Kept

the Wolf

from

thé

door.

5.

On

a

Candlestick.
6. Herbert’s
First Year
at
Bramford.
18mo. New York: Nelson & Phil.
lips.
A box of smaller but not less entertaining
books, which the younger children will hail with

enthusiasm
profit,
TENDER

Publishers.

and

pore

over

with

delight

and
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FOR
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Lips.
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064—A

collection

sweet little verses for teachable

Same

of

little people, all

of which are simple, stimulating and good.

i

whole street, and on both sides of. the way,

——

Age had not quenched the vivacity of
either of the four secretaries—Jefferson,
forty-seven ; Knox, forty ; Randolph, thirtyseven; Hamilton, thirty-three. When, in
group
the world’s history, was so young a
a task so new, so difficult, so

with

charged

:
‘ momentous?
gathSuch men were the gentlemen who
Presithe
at
-table
council
the
round
ered
dent's house in New York in 1780; at the
head of the table, General Washington,
now fifty-eight, his frame as erect as ever,

but his face showing the deep traces of the

thousand anxious hours he had passed.
Not versed in the lore of schools, but giftgreat sum of intellect, the eternal

od with a

is that he used
of Pe
he had in patient endeavors

glory
mind

ever on

way;

out the right

the

all the
to find
to

watch

keep out of his decisions everything like
bias or prejudice; never deciding till he
source of elucidation
had exhausted every
within his reach. on questions he could

not decide with his own mind, and he knew
In such cases he bent all
he could not.

to ascertaining how the subject

his powers

and playing a similar kind of jig, surpassed
anything of that kind of humor in action it
had ever been my fortune to witness. If
that is not merry fun, show me what is.
The elbows all played so true a time that,

if you had not heard a note, you would
have known that it was an Irish jig by the
motion of all these jaunty and *¢ knowing”
;
elbows!

A last word on Dontiybrook shall be de-

the kindliness as well as the humor of the
nation, which was manifested in a way
never seen elsewhere. Once every hour or
go a large, close-covered police van was
driven through the fair to pick up all the
very drunken men who were rolling about,
They
unable to govern their motions.
van, and here
were at once lifted into

many. of them again found their legs, and

dull
philMag-

you heard thé muffled singing and
thunder of their dancing inside as the
anthropic van passed along.-—Harper's
azine.

—

breathes some unknown, spicy fragrance of
a new-found clime.
The transition period,

perience. .
~
Opposite him, on the President's left, was
the place of Hamilton, secretary of the

doubtless, will be prolonged by the ceaseless progress of the scientific revolution,
occupying men’s imaginations and constantly readjusting the basis of language

treasury, in all the alertness

and illustration.

thirty-two years.

and

vigor

If time had matured

of

his

talents, it had not lessened his self-sufficiency ; because, as yet, all his short life
had becn success, and he had associated

Ere long, some

new

Lu-

cretius may come to reinterpret the nature
of things, confirming many of the ancient
rophecies, and

substituting

for

the

sl

have

but

closely allied

kept'up.

tl)

won-

cially

authorized.

He

could not draw

his

own pittance of salary without the signatures of the four chief, officers of the department—controller, auditor, treasurer and
register.—James Parton.

Donnybrook Fair.
We must now take a tarn through DonAll those who were evam presnybrook.
ent will bear witness that an Irishman ** all
in his glory was there; but not exactly for
the reasons generally supposed.
In the
first place, the song which makes the *¢ shil-

lalah” the ail in all,belongs to a traditionary
period. A few fights and broken heads,
inseparable fron all English as well as
Irish fairs, of course always took place,
* but the erowd was too dense to allow of
much damage being done. There was not
only no room for *¢ science,”

to strike a blow

but no

of a real kind

shoulder, and ** using the toes.”
no blood flow.
Something else

dance we did

the

interior

see

or

flow—whiskey.

main

body

from

room

the

We saw
in abun-

As

of the

fog

fair, it

presented no features materially differing
from others previously Menioned; but the
outskirts certainly presented something very
different, indeed unique.
The fair, as to its great shows and booths,

was held in a large hollow or basin of green
ground, on descending into which
you
found the immediate skirtings occupied by
a

set of very little, very

like

booths,

ried on

wheéf®

in fried

a

low-roofed, tomb-

busy trade was car-

potatoes,

fried

sausages,

and oysters, cold and scalloped. Not a bad
mixture; but the cooking in some cases
seemed to be performed by individuals who

had never before seen a sausage,

certainly

not an oyster, and who fancied that smoke
and peat ashes improved the one, and sand
and sawdust the other. But cookery is by
no means the special characteristic alluded

ts, and stags,

ent kinds of
have

their

sledge

harnessed

vehicles.

horizontal

to differ-

They

also

roundabouts,

and

eigners that the very terms seem
Suffice, it,

then,

feet, he

that,

descending

in a very acute

angle to

the surface of the frozen river. This inclined plane is supported by wooden piles,
decreasing in hight, and the sides are protected by a parapet of planks. Upon the
down-sloping plane are laid square slabs of
ice, close together, and then water is poured all down the slope. This water freezes
—hu1f a minute or so of a Russian winter
is quite enough for that—and the incline
then ; presents a broad sheet of pure ice.
From tbe bottom of this incline the snow is

cleared away upon the level surface of the
frozen river for the distance of six hundred
feet, and twelve feet wide (the same width
as'the inclived plane).
he sides of this
level course ‘are ornamented with dark

green firs and pines. Fach fair-goer who
wishes to indulge in the natidnal amusement

provides

of slédge~~more

himsélf with a peciiar sort

like a butcher's

tihy than

anything else—ascends the ladder to the
landing at the top, seats himself in his tray

on the edge of the glittering incline.

Off

at

bottom, that he is not

only carried along the six hundred feet of
this icy level below, but clean up to the top
of a second ice-hill

like

other slope on

the other

he skeels with

the same

the first,

with an-

and

Iudicrous

in

the

extreme.

For,

ob-

nese, but handsomely embroidered.
Descending to these were the wide trowsers,
called hakamas in this country, made of

~

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

serve, the rooms being all crowded to the
last man and woman and child they could
hold, and the ** dancing,” especially above
stairs, being

an _absolute

condition,

there

was no room left for the fiddler. We say
there was no room left for him, and yet he
must be among them. = There was room for
him as a man, be it understood, but not as
a fiddler. His elbow required space enough

on one leg !—R. H. Horn&,

Iniguage
M.

Houzeau

among
i
maintains

Animals.
that

not only

Persons

wishing obit

uaries published in the Morning

fell.

not patronize it, must accompany them with chsh
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

a kind of amber or light chocolate color,
At his back was a kind of obi, spring-

train-bearers.

His

Brevity is specially important.

which, if it be

not elegant, has the advantage of richness
both in material and in coloring.

Pen

Pictures of Eugenie.
————

Unlike the French women—who are
short and dumpy, especially in middle life
—the on

is queen!

and stately.

whose

Unlike

complexions

in form, tall, slim

the French

are

dark,

women,

sallow, and

even dingy, the empress’ face is as white
as alabaster. Her eye is clear but piercing ;
her smile captivating; her brow gracious.
Arrayed in her regal robes she is simply
magnificent.
Everything about her is in
keeping. Her taste is unequaled. Everything is in proportion, and oae part is suited to the other. She knows‘what will agree
with her

ribbon.

complexion to the

You can suggest no

her dress.

On

state

exact shade of

alteration in

occasions,

when

she

greets the public eye, she wears everything regal and stately that becomes her
station. On ordinaty occasions her dress is
very plain, very simple, yet very taking.
Her hat seems to he the central point of
her dress.
If it is brown or blue, green or
crimson, her gloves, scarf, ornaments and

apparel correspond. Her spirits are exuberant, her disposition joyous, and she

ta

Star,

nn

obituary.

OLIver

to

son

of Arthar

do

than a

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

H.,

who

Not more

single square can well be afforded

hair,

drawn tightly back from his forehead, was
surmounted by a flat - Sen ap, placed on
the very top of his head, and from the back
rose what at first many supposed to be a
feather, but which was, in fact, a very delicate and flexible
gauze appendage nearly
two feet long and inclining rather forward.
His Majesty can by no stretch of imagination be considered good-looking. His front:
face is somewhat intelligent, bus his profile
is decidedly plain—very prominent mouth
with a retiring chin—but he bears himself
with remarkable dignity, without any excessive pride or assumption. All the officials were in court costume,

:

and

Margery

McKew, died of typhoid fever in Ridgeville,
Ind., Jan. 28, aged 21 years and 2 months.
Bro.
McKew made a profession of religion five years
ago this winter» During these five years he
kept the faith, bearing testimony in behalf of the
Christian religion and cheerfully and manfully
bearing his share of the temporal burdens of the
church.
He was for several years an officer in
the 8. School army; and for the year ending

Dec. 81, 1872, he was the

only officer

of

the soul;

its

flowersof feeling close

their

more

petals

SARAH MARIA BROWN also died in the

same

house, four days later, in the fifteenth year of
her age. She made a profession of religion some
two years ago, but did not unite with the church.
The Sabbath school in South Cornish-avill--miss
Maria, as also will the family of Bro. Haley with
which the deceased has been living,
But she has
fought her lust battle and rests the victor. Her
mother and several brothers and sisters are yet
on this side the valley as mourners.

0. 8. HASTY.

DEA. PHILIP BAILEY died in Carroll, Me.,Nov.
30, 1872, aged 59 years and 4 months.
He
professed faith in Christ 31 years ago; was baptized
by Rev. Moses Stevens, and joined the F. B.
church in Greenbush, Me., where he then resided. ‘Tn 1858, he moved to Springfield, Me.,
where he ever maintained his integrity, holding
meetings in adjacent neighborhoods, where he
witnessed much of the power of God.
This last
sickness was long and painful, being a cancer
tumor.
He took no nourishment for twenty-two

days.

But he bore all with

Christian

patience

and resignation.
He leaves a companion, two
sons and a daughter, with other friends to mourn

his departure. His remains were brought to
Springfield for interment#
S. M. HAGGETT.
MRs. PHEBE, widow of the late Reuben Morry, died in Smithfield, R. I., on the sixth inst.,
in the 89th year of her age. Mother Morry was a

woman of good character and we trust ‘a Chris-

tian. She was the motheriof Elder J. S. Morry,
of Towa, and aided him. while engaged in his
Christian work,
She rests in peace,

:

M. WV. B.

. Isaac DEERING died in Waterborough, Me.,
“Dec. 16, 1872, aged 79 years and 8 months.
Bro.
- Deering was the youngest child of Wm. Deering,
one of the first settlers of Waterborough, coming

became a forehanded farmer; but the advantages of his children, four sons and three daughters, were very poor in a new country, like this,
more especially, in school and meeting privileges; vet each of his sons acquired an education
sufficient to do town business, and Isaac, the
subject of this notice, when but a child, exhibit
ed a love for books ‘quite unusual for one so
young, Improving every opportunity in study.
Almost unaided by teachers, he by dint of effort
acquired learning sufficient to qualify him, when
Quite young, to teach town schools, making his
rst effort in Saco, giving good satisfaction as a
teacher, and studying to keep up with the progress of the times. He followed the business of
teaching about 30 winters.
He served the town
13 years as Superintending School Committee,
and represented the town three terms in the
Legislature, and served the County two terms in
the Senate.
He was an outspoken friend to
every cause which had justice and humanity for
its o ject, At the age of 28 yours he sought and
found Christ, which afforded him almost perfect
peace.
He was baptized by Elder Parcher of
Saco, and united with the Freewill Baptist
church in Waterborough, (Elder Henry Hobbs

delicate

when

manded.
The expectation has its charm,
for as long -as life has something to learn,
life is interesting; as long as a friend has
is delightful.

Those who wish to destroy all mystery in
those they love, to have everything revealed, are unconsciously killing their own happiness.
It is much to be with those who
have

many

things

to say to us

pastor,) where he remained

which

saves

love from

which we

the hour of death,

which

Remember

comes

of depth

that. in violating

much of the

beauty

of

the famil-

of character.

your own re-

character;

and

beauty of character is not.so common as
not to make it a cruel thing to spoil it.—

‘Rev. Stopford A. Brooke.

Do

Fish

Hear?

Democrat, defends his theqry by the follow=
:
..
ing anecdote:
I will tell .you how I got my opinion
that fish can not hear. IL hada pond at
about

one

hundred

feet

ship,

in

it,

weighing

from

long,

one

inviting the children to the Sunday

making snd distributing clothing
poor, and administering to the

school,

amongst the
sick. Surely

many will rise up in eternity and call her

fifteen feet wide and four feet deep, with
a gentle current running through, just
enough to keep the fish moving their tails
to retain their places, I had about 2000
large trout

As a husband and father he

Miss EMELINE E, WILLIAMS died at the residence of Wm, Mason, in Waltham, Iowa, of consumption, Jan, 19th, 1873, aged 61 years and 7
months.
She embraced the Christian religion
when about fifteen years of age, and identified
herself with the Reformed Baptist (now Freewill) church.
She led a pious, exemplary
and
useful Christian life, adorning the doctrine of
God our Saviour in all things, walking in all the
commandments
and ordinances of the Lord
blameless.
While her health and strength were
sufficient, she devoted much of her time to visiting from house to house, talking of Jesus and
his love, urging the Rronle to attend public wor-

Myr. Seth Green, who has had so much
experience in raising fish, was recently
reported to have denied that fish could
hear. Several parties took him up, and
citing authorities to prove the contrary,
Myr. Green, ina card in the Rochester

Caledonia

member

was a model of patience, love und tenderness.
At the age of 32 years he married CLARISSA,
youngest daughter of Samuel and Sarah Harper
of Limerick, living together most happily for
nearly 48 years, when death separated them for
the short term of 18 days. On
January 3, 1873,
she too died the death of the righteous, aged 80
ears and 8 months, and thus the two who had
ived together so many years in this world of
cares and temptation, without speaking even an
unkind word to each other—testing the value of
the religion which they found in Christ in early
life'and from which they never departed until
called by death, so nearly at the same time found’
the saint’s reward in Glory. - They leave to
mourn their loss, a son and daughter, and a
large cirgle of near and more distant relatives,
OM.

iarity which degrades it, is kept vivid when
we feel that there is a mystery in those we

love

a worthy

until the church lost its visibility, after which he
never unite 1 with another church, but remained
a fast friend to the religion of Christ, down to

can not bear now: It is much to live with
those who sometimes speak to us in. parables—if ‘we love them.. Love needs some
indefiniteness in order to keep its charm.
Respect,

laid

the

wife

HATTIE A., wife of Ira Grant and daughter

of

died suddenly in

bless-

ed. The minister of the charge where she lived
had her earnest prayers and hearty sympathies
in his labor of love. Much of the time during
the last two years of her life, she was confined to
her room,
but the burden of her soul to the very
last was that God would come and revive his
work in this place. When occasion served, she
was blessed with strength and divine
power to
warn and entreat -the unconverted.
for many
hard hearts were melted, into contrition under
her earnést appeals, giving promise of a better
lite. Her
afflictions were borne with patience
and resignation to the end.
Finally, when she
had suffered the righteous will of her Father in
Heaven, she *¢ fell asleep in Jesus.”
*¢ Blessed
are the dead which die in the Lord; they rest
from their labors, and their works do follow

to

three and one-half pounds. These fish
would lie for hours perfectly still unless
disturbed, except the ' gentle motion of
their fins to keep
them in place. 1 stationed my David Day about half way up

does each” group of animals possess a lanuage which is understood by other mem- the pond, had him lie flat, face down, and
bers of the same
group, but that they can with his arms extended into the water.
for another man, and this could not be at* learnto understand
the langnage of other He held a stone weighing six pounds in
forded. The problem, therefore, was solv- groups. His dogs, for instance, perfectly ‘each hand. "I then took my place on the
ed by opening the window up stairs; the understood “his poultry. Cocks and hens top of the house, the mos! convenient place

them.”

J. H. VANDEVER,

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
;
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

fluences.

partment.

His voice was always heard

:

ay
of the Music

HAMPTON

A. B. MESERVEY,

&c.

INSTITUTION.

A.

M., Principal,

associates,

Six regular courses for both sexes.

ten weeks each.

COLLEGE.

Facurry:
)

LAPHAM

Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, ApRiY to the Principal, or
E.C.
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

BATES

will

commence

Theology.
Thomas S. Rich, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses of study are prescribed; one embracing and the other omitting the ancient languages
iri
Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.
:
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

NICHOLS

on

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

The

PATI

SE

-

ers

|

THOMAS

TUTTLE,

RIDGEVILLE
The SPRING TERM
May 29, 1873,

11, and

rent, per term, from

[1]

1]

1]

2.00

der

Vocal Music for

his

4.00

1.50

Ladies,

1.00

1

Precepiress, French

Latin and Greek,
French (extra), -

-

-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship,

-

and

Nat-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

g@Clergymen’s children and students relyin
their own exertions for an education, received at
families;

mm

clubs

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution.
It.is thus
the

activities

and

temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars,

Lyndon Center,

address

and

Principal

at

or I. W., SANBORNY{ Becretary,

Lyndonville.

at

.

yndon Center. Vt., 1872.
GREEN

the

81

13 weeks.

Opens

16
1.96
08
96
28

do

History,
do
Christian
do

Baptism,
do

do

dozen, 15.36

3.26

single,
1.20
dozen, 11.52"
Bound, single,
.25
o
dozen,
2.40

20
2.40
04
48

do Paper Cov.single,
do

do

upon

Book,
do

Vol.2

Special

to take a thorough

SEMINARY.

i

under the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Principal of N. E, Masonic Institute, Center Effingham,
N. H.
Tuition from $3 00 to $6 C0.

Rooms for self-boarding may be obtained at reasonable rates.
For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK
or IVORY MAgcH.
af
Fay
DR. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec'y.
a

WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
p=
, WiLron, FIowa,
Commences its Fall Term September

2, 1872,
;

16
11.52

1.26
12.52
8
9.14
1.88

18.62

1.40
- 13.02
29
2.88

A7

28
20

1
1.20

9.60

2.40

12.00

single,
dozen,
single,

.30
2.88
.25

08
60
Of

88
3.48
129

single,

.25

04

2.40

36

2.76
29

dozen,
single,
, dozen,

2.10
1.00
9.60

56
20
2.16

2.66
1.20
' 11.76

dozen,

1.44

28

1.2

Jar
1.44

04
-.28

oH
1.72

do

The Acts,

02

Tojal,

dozen,

dozen,

Thought,

.15

dozen, 1.44
single,1.00

Butler's Commentary,’
doVol.1 TheGospels,

The SPRING TERM of this institution will commence Tuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,

Catalogues sent to inquirers,

do Emboss’d Morocce,single,
1.10
do
do
do
‘dozen, 10.58
do
32mo.
single,
.83
do
do
dozen,
8.18
Butler's Theology,
single,
1.60

do

course in
Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal.

PARSONSFIELD

16
1.92

StoryofTesus,( Ques.Book) single,

Miss

206, 1873.

omplete courges of study for both sexes.

given to those desiring

Price. Postage.

WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,

Feb.

. -

Books.

1.00
9.60

/.
40
do
do
TheBook of Worship,
¥
0

Board may be obtainedin private families at $3.50
per week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardng at reasonable rates.
!
attention

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

do

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. ‘Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
TERM,

Piisteld Maine.

Thoughts

Calendar:

‘Spring

men’s are formed.

do

C. A. Mooors, A. B., Principal.
I. D. Sinith, Principal Commercial Department.
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfleld.

the

Rooms and board in private families at-reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at

Church Member’s
do
do
Treatise,

Faculty:

E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell,

&t

e price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

do
do
Life of Marks,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Po

account of sickness.
Half terms commence
beginning and middle of the term.

wo

of the country, and

from

‘De-

of Music.

Pgalmody,18mo.in
Sheep, single,
do
do
dozen,

of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyn-

removed

Le

Single and by the dozen; also Postage om the same

LOCATION :

time

Teacher

Prices of Freewill Baptist

at

The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements,
recently
erected
for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

at the same

Nov. 7, 1872.

Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commercial College,®
fiugusiah Teacher of Penmanship and Bookeeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

re-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

easily accessible from all Jest

INSTITUTE.

-

MRS. J. F. STEERE.

-

-

duced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in

con-’

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

11, 1873,

-

.

CENTRAL

partment.

-

Ye

K

15 Lessons,

Center,

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal

of 13 weeks, begins March

-

recently

A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal Depart.
ment.
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher of French and
Mathematics.
Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.

Music.

-

Jr.,

Institute, Cumberland

REV.

CALENDAR:

Higher English

of I. P. Quimby,

GEORGE. B. FILES, A.M. Principal.

Mathematics
and Rhetoric.

TUITION :
.
-

of Greely

Winter term commences

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Angust 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins december 3. 1872.

Primary Studies,
Common English,

instruction

Fall term commences Aug. 22, 1872.

M158 ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Spring Term

ACADEMY,

Furnishes College,
Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full ceurse of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
4
.
Hi

Faculty :
J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

Miss IDA E. MORRILL,

of a higherr

PITTSFIELD, ME.

5, 1372.

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD,

the

MAINE

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Se

Miss Lizzie CALLEY,
ural Science.

students

The location of a permanent teacher, and the

fifteen lessons

- Ridgeville, Ind.,- Feb.

with

#

adyfp-

tinued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, combine to offer the best inducements to those
desiring
a thorough academical education that the school
has presented for yearsFor particular information address the Principal;
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.
>
WARREN Foss, Sec.

$10.00
1.60

Rooms for self-boarding ma be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.
:
A course of Lectures on teaching will be delivered
during the term. For Ostslogus a ply to
:
WM.
RE ED, fy & Treas.

LYNDON

p

so ndar

Schoql, affords

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms {57 self-bearding may be obtained at rea.
Sonate rates. Board in private families from $2.50
0
$3.00.

3.00

Gentlemen,

$

Penmanshid,

in

Me

2.00

EXTRA CHARGES,
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons;
Use of Instrument
for practice,

Latin

The location of the school

AUSTIN

close

to

found

STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H.
The Fall Term of this Institution will commenc
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, un

$7.00

clubs,

ordinarily

and culture. The public Jectures ot these institution
are invaluable.
A/M. JONES, Sec.

Principal

Board, per week, in private families,

not

declamafion, composition, Greek and

tages of association

COLLEGE.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

is

Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
pecial attention is given to reading,
Geometry.

M, D., President,

will open March

which

the College and Theological

EXPENSES.
Room

pupils,

seanning, &c.

3

For farther particulars address the Principal, or
*

and

schools where so many kinds of wark are done, The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek

".
'. 600
be obtained at reaspnable
;

Northwood, N, H., Aug. 12, 1872.

13 and

being composed of only one department, a thorough:
ness mm doing their work is secured from both teach-

WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, - $100
Common English,
i,
gt
T5.00
Higher English,

begin Jan,

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes.
The school

Dec. 4, 1872.

Classical,
Board and Roows can
ates

TERMS

L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
ants.

Prin.

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence

on WEDNESDAY,

LATIN SCHOOL.

SPRING AND SUMMER
April 7, 1873.
.

Monday,

G. H. RICKER,
Scituate, R. I., Jan. 1, 1873.

SCHOOL.

1]

Jan. 27, 1873.
North

THEOLOGICAL

The next Term of this school will commence Aug.
2, 1872. The Faculty for the next year is organized
as follows :
3
Bev. O. B. CHENEY, D. D., President.
Rev. J. Fullonton, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiastical
History and Pastoral Theology.
Rev. J.J. Butler, D. D., Presson of New Testament,
Greek and Homiletics,

v

TERM

.

Summer Term begins April 28; 1873.

INSTITUTE.

LS

with eight

Four terms of

——
CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
* Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18,
1872.
Winter Term “loses January 24 187 e
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.

v

March 19—Spring Term begins.
June 19—Commencement,
September 3—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term
begins.
For College Catalogue a; By, to
L. P.
REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

The SPRING

:
De-

CALENDAR:

NEW

HILLSDALE

re

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,~continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
.
WINTER TERM opens Dee: 10;<<continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
’
.
For particulars, address,
v
Rev. G. 8S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal,

51. Tn

single, 2.00

Romans,

& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
-do
dozen,

Communionist,
do

single,
dozen,

Choralist,

single,’

19

24

2.24

do

do

do do

.18
2.00

04
KY

22
244

.76

J2

87

.08
.77

02
20

JA0
oN

0
dozen, 720
1.44
8.64
Minutes of General Connay
ence,
single,
.75
20
H5
& #9 There is no discount on the Minutes by the
ozen.

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical accountof Man’s Creation
tested by Sclontile Theories of his Origin and Anti
qnity,
Josepn P. THOMPSON,
D. D.,;, LLD,

one vol., 12mo, Price, $1.

Post, on receipt of price,
vy

Will be sent prepaid by

R. BUPLINGAME

Job
Work «Bill
li Heads
hess
"BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,
done in the best manner, at this Office.

[i
.

'

Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge

in prayer and ‘praise in the social meetings.
We
miss him in the sanctuary which. he loved so
well, and, as usher, served so faithfully. But
the curtain has fallen and we can only say,
Farewell,
*“ So he giveth his beloved sleep.”

Academies,

information,

x

This institution 18 under the control ef the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operasion
for three years. The coming. year proms
ises more enlarged usefulness.
The
of
Evansville is finely located, and few
places
the
West surpass it in point of moraland religious in-

brother

Sandwich, Sept. 29, aged 27 years. This dear
brother, though death stole upon him as a thief
in the night, was found watching.
He seemed
for months to be faithfully
finishing up bis work
on earth.
In his religious duties he was re-

markably uniform.

particular

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY,

and sister, with a large circle of friends, have
been left to mourn,
GEO. WHEELER.

F CHARLES HENRY GILMAN

. For
+

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
AGRICULTURAL,
:
’
SCIENTIFIC and
ale
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarianb
thoroughly Christian.
.
ug
Location can not be surpassed in_healthfulness
beauty, and freedom from ating influences.
Expenses only $175 for Coll
r of 40 weeks
including Tuition Boardin,
Was
Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture
i
hy
.
For Catalogueor further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D,, or the 4 Tecepi ess,
Miss JANE W. HOYT,A, A., Agricultural
P, O,, Center Co., Pa,
These

as not having been absent a single Sabbath in
REV. DANIEL M.GRAHAM, D. D., President, and
the year.
s bereaved wife, to whom he was
Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
married little more than a year ago, is not alone
RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
His deeply afflicted parents, an | REV.
in her anguish.
and Pastoral Theology.
.
affectionate brother and sister and a wide circle REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Matheof relatives and friends find consolation only- in
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
the Christian’s hope.
Blessed hope!
GRORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. of the Greek
and Latin Langs es,
I. D. ADKINSON.
*
DANIEL M. FISK,
B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.
WILLIE LINWOOD, youngest son of Cephas F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M,, Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles
Lettres.
*
and Rebecca Norton, died in Limington, Oct, 5
H. LAURA ROWE, A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’
aged 1 year. As the weeping parents looked Miss
Peparunont.
:
i
their farewell into the little casket containing ALEXANDERC, RIDEOUT, Prin. Com.
Department.
their child, their hearts were comforted with the WARREN A. DRAKE, Asg’t Prin, and Instructor in
thought that
little Willie’s gone to heaven.”
Penmanship.
oa
GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Painting and
.
o
LYDIA. A., daughter of Jesse and Caroline
Drawing.
Wedgwood, died in Cornish, at the residence of MELVILLE W. CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
and Vocal Music.
her
sister, Mary Haley, Dec. 9, aged 37 years and
Rav.
JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological De3 montis. Sister Lydia chose the one thing needpartment,
ful*at the age of seventeen, and united with the MRS.
ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and German.
church at South Parsonsfield where she remainMiss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
ed a worthy member until the Master called her
Department.
up higher.
Her faith in the Saviour was firm to
CALENDAR, 1873.
the end. She leaves a father, two brothers and
two sisters to mourn their loss.

they are touched too rudely.
Wait with
curious love—with eager interest—for the
time when, all bejng harmonious, the revelation will come of its own accord, unde-

something to give, friendship

|

Lorwin and Almira Pratt, died Feb, 7, in the
24th year of her age. In this death a kind hus-

reported

Do mot be too anxious to give away
yourself, to wear yous
heart upon your. into town June 14th, 1770, in company with
sleeve. It is not onl
wise, it is wrong. seven other settlers, to engage in lumbering.
Deering selected as a homestead 800 acres
to make your secret soul common property. Mr.
of land, and his industry caused the dense forests
For you bring the delicate things of the to give place to fruitful fields, so that he soon

al modesty

now

Tn this death a kind father-and mother,

rich white silk, and from his neck to a little
below the knee, a tunic, of rich brocade of

hands of

bereaved husband, who has

to

Rev. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

band and two small children have been bereft
of a kind wife and loving mother. Hattie experienced religion three months ago and died in
the triumphs of faith, Her last words were,
“ How sweet the name of Jesus sounds,” &c.

Obituaries.

wore shoes much resembling Chi-

rapidityas before,

bright inclined plane, balancing themselves

fired it repeatedly as

~~

side, down which

to, It is this, and I will defy the world to and away again to an equal distance on the
A succession of thesp fairproduce anything like it. Donnybrook is-a level below.
village a few miles only from Dublin. The goers, fur-mantled, seated in their sliding
houses were all very small, the largest gen- trays, balancing themselves as they cut
erally rising no higher than pre above
along, one close upon the other,
yet no
thé ground-floor rooms, and every house chance of overtaking each other (unless by
being entively appropriated to the use of some very unlucky and very unusual upset),
presents a most peculiar and extraordinary
the fair-coming people.
The rooms below
were devoted to whiskey-drinking, songs, scene, Whenever the balance does happen
to be lost by a man, down he goes all the
jokes, politeness, and courtship, with a f
in the middle; and very much the same, same, to the continual peril of his limbs or
but with more elaborate. dancing, in the his neck, and it is impossible to predict
rooms above. Every house presented the whereabouts his headlong career will be
Boys sometimes—boys will do
same scene—yes, every house along the stopped.
“whole village ; and. .when you came to the anything—by way of a delightful increase
narrower © streets the effect was
peculiar of the danger, skate like a flash down the

some

peculiar advan
send for a Circular

the pond as I could and not have the of his youth by the side of lis only child, and
see the flash. Not
one stirred. feels how cold, and desolate, and barren is every
source of onjoymeat to. one who can never
I took a long plank, and standin
more, in this life, have the companionship of
away from the pond, I slapped it hod
ose whom hig heart has most loved and cherupon the ground, and the tish would|j

his

he goes!—and away he, skeels down the serve, or that of another, you destroy that
slope of ice. Such velocity does he attain .sensitiveness of character which makes so
before arriving at the

when

Wahting.

commencing

their perpendicular highfliers, like sedan- heart into contempt by exposing them to
chairs going up in the air and down again. those who can mot understand them. If
But the grand amusement of all is that of you throw pearls before swiné, they will
Nor, again,
the ‘‘ice-hills.” They are thus constructed : turn again and rend you.
A strong scaffolding is raised to the hight should you claim too much openness, as a
‘of thirty feet, .with a landing at the top; duty due to you, from your child, your
ascended by a ladder. From the top of the friend, your wife, or your husband. Much
landing a sloping plane of boards 1s laid, of the charm of life is ruined by exacting
about twelve feet in width and ninety feet demands of confidence. Respect the naturlong,

continually

few of

It is difficult to give an explanation of make a quick start. That was because
of the jar, and'that is the only way fish
ferent from any costume known to any for- hear.
:

The Charm of Reserve.

dogs,

mischiev-

large family, over whom they looked with parental pride, only two remain to cheer their declinlng years.
The others are all safe on the

motion,

the Mikado's attire, as it was so totally dif-

mand all the resources of the United States,,

The principal of them is the fair on the
ice of the river Neva. There you see races
with sledges and skates, and with horses,

water,

I took my gun and

}

of the remainder, the still more wonchiefly with men who
possessed nothing drous testimony of the lens; the laboratory, seems disposed to enjoy her position. On
either of his fluency or his arithmetic.
A and the milliennial rocks. The old men of her last visit to England she was the guest
positive, vehement little gentleman, with- the Jewish captivity wept with a loud voice of the queen. A review was held in St.
as firm a faith in the apparatus of finance when they saw the foundations of the new James’ Park in her honor, which she beas General Knox had in
great. guns. He temple, because its glory in their eyes, in held from the balcony of Buckingham Palwas now in tha full tide of activity, lobby- comparison of that builded by Solomon, ace, in company with Victoria and Napoleing measures through Congress, and organShe was joyous as a school-girl.
ras as nothing; but the prophet assured on.
izing the treasury department—the most them that the desire of all nations should She clasped her hands and shouted in her
conspicuous man in the administration, ex- come, and that the glory of the latter house French style, like a little girl, at the grand
cept the President. As usual, his unseen should be greater than of the former. But display. Her buoyancy and gleefulness of
work was his best. In organizing a sys- 1 do nou endeavor to anticipate the future manner, Bot to say frivolity, shocked the
tem of collecting, keeping
and dibursing of English song. It may be lowlier or lof- dignified and sober queen of England; and
the revenpe, he employed
so much tact, tier than now, but certainly it will show a more than once Victoria laid her hand on
forethought, and fertility that his successors
change, and my faith in the reality of prog- the shoulder of her fair visitor, and remindhave each, in turn,
admired and retained
ress is broad enough. to include the field of ed her that while such outbursts of feeling
his most important devices. He arranged poetic art.—Seribner's.
were perfectly natural, they were not regal !
the system so that the secretary of the treas— English Letter.
ury, at any moment, could survey the
whole working of it; and he held at comWinter Fairs in Russia.
subject to lawful use, without being able
to divert one dollar to a purpose not spe-

There are but very

while under

of Japan.
ps

your

during a long and painful illness found the grace
of God sufficient to enable her to bear all her
sufferings with Christ-like patience. Bro. and
sister
Dow have been sorely afflicted. Of a

made a

‘ other side,” where their feet will never more
ous boy knocked two stones together un- be
empied to stray in sinful paths. Let,this
der water. After the above experiment, thought cheer their hearts, as well as that of the

"near
The personal appearance of the Mikado trout
of Japan is thus described in the Japan Then
back,
Gazelle:
#
down
i:

a fish

male readers who do not know what a
sharp sound has gone through their heads

ideas,

and dogs can learn to understand these differences.—Seribner’s for February.

The Emperor

not

except the slightest movement

the power of expressing

different

the

For that the years of transition are near
and getting them to view iv without prej“ on
a
d, and that, in England and America,
udice.
cfeative poetic literature, adapted to the
I am delighted to learn that Mr. Carlyle a
ahr the name of Washington new order of thought and the new aspira~
can a
pronounced without breaking forth with an tions of huraanity, will speedily grow into
explosion of eontempt, especially, it is form, I believe to be evident wherever
said, if there is an American within hear- our common tongue is the language of iming. Washington is the exact opposite of aginative expression. The idyillic philosois that he phy in which Wordsworth took refuge from
a full Carlylean hero, His glory
was not richly endowed, not sufficient unto the cant and melo-drama of his predeceshimself, not indifferent to human rights, sors, has fulfilled its immediate mission ; the
opinions and preferences ; but, feeling deep- art which was born with Keats, and fognd,
ly his need of help, sought it, where alone its perfect work in Tennyson, already seems
it was to be found, in minds fitted by a- faultily faultless and over-refined. A cravture and training to supply his lack. It is ing for more dramatic, spontaneous utterthat heart-felt desire to be right which ance is prevalent with the new generation.
shines so affectingly from the plain words There is an instinct that to interpret the
of Washington, and gives him rank so far hearts and souls of men and women is the
above the gorgeous bandits whom hero- poet's liighest function; a disposition to
throw aside precedents—to study life, diaworshipers adore.
On the right of the President, in the place lect, and feeling, as our painters study
of honor, sat Jefferson, now forty-seven,
landscape, out of doors and at first hand.
the senior of all his colleagues; older in Considered as the floating land-drift of a
public service, too, than any of them; tall, new possession, even oareless and faulty
erect, ruddy ; noticeably quiet and unobtru- work after this method is eagerly received ;
sive in his address and demeanor; the least although in England, so surfeited of the
pagnacious of men. Not a fanatig, not an past and filled with vague desire, the faculenthusiast ; but an old-fashioned Whig, nur- ty to discriminate between the richer and
tured upon * old Coke,” enlightened by poorer fabric seems blunted and- sensationtwenty-five years’ intense discussion—wit
al; experimental novelties are set above
pen, tongue and sword—of Cokean princi- the most admirable compositions in a manples. Fresh from the latest commentary ner already familiar; just as an uncouth
upon Coke—the ruins of the Bastile—and carving or piece of foreign lacker-work is
wearing still his red Paris waist-coat and more prized than an exquisite specimen of
breeches, he was an object of particular in- domestic art, because it is strange and
terest to all -men, and doubtless often relieved the severity of business by some
thrilling relation out of his late foreign ex-

that fowls

knocked, and

ing overa light frame at his waist, and
flowing in’ two long red silken trains into

Transition Period in Poetry.

it,

‘appeared to minds fitted to grapple with

of

voted to one more custorfi, characteristic

bark, while to the former they paid no attention whatever.
He therefore concludes

Smoann

of every upper floor, sometimes out of both
upper and ground floorsof every house in a

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institation offers to students important and

to see, and lying down, waited until the «MRS, JULIA A., wife of Geo. B. Libby and
of Oliver and Harriet C, Dow, died at
fish took their accustomed places. After daughter
the residence of her father, in West Buxton Me,
that I calledto David to knock the stones Jun. 16, aged 27 years. Mrs. L. experienced
together. David knocked and knocked and religion several years previous to ber death, and

have one danger signal for the approach of
a bird of prey, another for that of a terrestrial animal or for a man. ‘When the latter
was sounded the dogs would rush out and

to

this ** elbow” playing outside the window

‘Washington's First Cabinet.
a

The

outside.

worked

of

effect

52383883388

Miscellany,

his elbow

the window-sill, and

upon

fiddler sat out
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News

Dufaure’s propesal to erpate a second

Summary.

Hur al any Domestic

ehamber

isregarded as a victory for Thiers,
A remarkable disaster at Smyrna is reported.
| The water had undermined a cafe located on the

On Monday, in the Senate, the committee on
elections reported.a resolution declaring that Mr.
Caldwell of Kansas is not duly and legally elected to a seat in the Senate.
Senator Logan dis-

guif shore," and suddenly the establishment sunk,
with between one and
mostly Groeks. bus
|,

two

hundred

Care of Domestic

persons,

The careful preparation made for winter tells
now.
Now the well-banked cellars, well-pits,
Land warm buildings stand the test of severe cold
and winds.
Now the grain, roots, and steamed

food liberally fed during

exemptions under fhe bankrupt law was passed.

The report of the French Assembly’s commitA resolution was adopted enlarging the scope of tee of thirty was presented Friday.
It strongly
the inquiry concerning Senator Pomeroy.
The
supports the constitutional project and argues at
business of chief interest in the House of Reprelength in favor of a second legislative chamber.
sentatives was the reading of the report of the ' The Assembly appointed Thursday next for the
_ Poland Credit Mobilier committee.
consideration of the report.
The quarrel between the legitimists and the Orleanists has
On Wednesday, in the Semate, the Indiana,
broken out afresh, and there is a complete rupHlinois and Ohio two per cent. bill was debated
but ne action was taken. Mr, Wilson introduc- ture between the right and right center over the
ed a bill, which was referred to the judiciary
question of a second chamber.
committee, for the appointment by the president
of a commission to revise the bankrupt law.
The
House of Representatives was occapied
Paragraphs.
mainly with business from the military commitThey
burn
¥ime
with corn fuel in Towa.
tee, several of whose bills were passed, includThe Sutro Tunnel has penetrated 8568 feet.
ing one prohibiting the promotion of any army
officer addicted to the intemperate use of intoxOshkosh people find little fishes in their milk.
icating liquor or drugs.
Hannah Moore wrote eleven hooks after she
On Thursday, in the Senate, three reports were
was sixty years old.
received on the Louisiana election case. Mr.
Palace cars ave run on street railways in SacWilson introduced a bill to remit the duties on
ramento.
goods destroyed by the Boston
fire. A bill
was reported to carry into effect the fisheries
Snow-bird
shooting matches are popular in
provisions of the treaty of Washington.
In the
Wisconsin.
House of Representatives, Mr. Wood of New
Foxes are hunted throuzh the streets of AmeYork offeredda resolution looking to the impeachnia, N.Y.
ment of Vice-President Colfax, which the House
refused to entertain. The bill to reopen State
The eight wealthiest men in New Orleans are
war claims of 1812 was rejected. The report’ of retired butchers.
the Wilson special committee on the transactions
{ Black Hawk’s powder-horn has been dug .up
betwéen thé Union Pacific Railroad
and the
in [linois.
Credit Mobilier was received.
A mouse with white feathers in place of tur
On Friday, in the Senate, the post-office appropriation bill was discussed with special reference is on exhibition in St. Louis.
to the railroad postal service. The Ohio,Indiana
and Illinois two per cent. bill was rejected. The

The Atlantic Monthly is published in London
simultaneously with its appearance in this country. Both editions are printed in this country.

House further considered the sundry civil approing $500,000 for the extension
site in Boston.

An

provid-

As the Philadelphia

of the post-office

steam whistles

evening session of the House

corporation

was held, at which General Banks made a speech
attacking the government's policy respecting
Cuba.
:

railway

service.

Several

done

with a diamond

diameter.

sunk

flood

workshops

are

heard two miles,

A

miniature

to the depth

shaft has

of 400

armed body of citizens broke in the doors,

took

At a recent meeting of the Congressional tem-

possession of the prisoner
sign post.

to

Intelligence has been received from Arizona to
the 11th of February, which states that a band of

Indians

was

raiding

extensively

in

Sonora, killing men and stealing horses.
A Salt Lake City despatch states that

Benson,

the Cache county murderer, was arrested
day and lodged

in

the

court

house,

and

Tues

where

hung

him

a

The Connecticut democratic State convention
met at Hartford, Wednesday, and nominated a
ticket with Charles R. Ingersoll of New Huven
at its head.
Four colored men intend sueing the proprietor
of the Academy of Music at Cleveland, Ohio,
claiming $15,000 damages for being ejected’ from.
the dress circle last week.
Wednesday morning a passenger ear of a train
on the Fort Smith Railroad, Arkansas, was
thrown from the track while the train was moving at full speed, dragged several hundred yards,
and then thrown down
an embankment.
The
car was occupied by 32 persons, of whom
one
was killed and 24 wounded, some of them
mortally.

intemperance

obtaining a living.

nese indemnity

December, 1874.

The

Opposition was made

Journal’s

New

York

by

Mr.

ge & Co., and says there
wrong-doing attaching to

the head of the firm.”
Sneak-thieves in New
numerous than now.
The

Senate

;
York were

committee

on

agreed to report against the

:

never

has

to re-

~duce letter postage to two eents.

The Houston, Texas,

Union

says

that

more

A dredger at San FrancistoFriday brought up

of an unknown

respectubly dressed, his throat

cut

from

ear and fifty pounds of pig iron attached

man,
ear

to

to the

body.
A report from Fort Benton says that the fa"mous Sioux chief, Sitting Bull, was killed recently at Fort Peck Mountain

by

a hulf-bred

inter-

preter named Brenor.
Henry Ford, a pattern maker in Jersey City,
coolly said to his wife Thursday, “I am going
up stairs to shoot myself,” and he did so. Cause,
mentul depression.
FOREIGN.

It

is announced that the Spanish ministry has

under consideration questions, thé settlement

made

named

Mr.

of

an

a

in Italy

poems is an-

tained in writing a history. of his life.

The Milan journals announce that 80,000 francs
have been already subseribed in that city for the
erection of a monument to the:memory of Napo-

,

In the year 1872 upwards of 558,000,000 eggs
“were imported into the United Kingdom from
abroad,
The average exceeds a million anda
half a day; and more than £5000 a day was paid
by these foreign eggs imported.
dictionary, which

was begun

nearlg one

The common council of Antwerp bas voted
49,000,000 francs to enlarge the docks and conHtruet piers,
Great alarm is represented to exist in London

‘of Sciences, has now brought down its information to the letter C. Senhor Domingos Viera is
now the editor of tIthe work.

Twenty-four hours was time enough for an
‘eonl of two dollars a ton in England.
tersburg

correspondent

of

the

rman (azétte says that the expedition

Yo Khiva wil not exceed 7000 men.
ad that the special

“orx

tet of Baga

court-martial

wil i 1 Bios, /

: he adoption,by the committee of thirty, of M.

all horses sharp shod, so that they will be in no
danger of slipping upon the ice. Give regular
exercise in a sunny yard or on the road.
Cows, giving milk or dry, should be -well fed
and kept gaining.
Ifthe cow isin good gondi=
tion, she may be milked to within
four or

without

injury either to

milk springs,

but

feed in the

no

boxes

protect

should be
with

the

the pipes now against

housed
rams,

by
for

this time
April

Allowirg the ram to run

and

and
May

that number.

ways with

Obtain

a

circumstances that we

can not give particular
directions, but every
farmer must judge for himself. Springs, waterpipes, brooks, wells, and roof-cisterns are some
of the ways usually adopted to obtain the supply.

Railroads

and

Farmers.

The objection, which
\many economists have
raised against railroads ps monopolies is somewhat mitigated when we consider some of the
benefits which they have
couferred upon the
farming community.
Here is an instance which
furnishes a good illustration :

hin currency, which is less than the former cost
before railroads for but 100 or 200 miles. Railroads widen the market of the producer for his
crops, and bring back his merchandise and luxuries of civilization in a still cheaper ratio than by
the old, primitive means of transportation. Railroads, too, open new countries, and are the
means of their settlement, which
otherwise
might remain a tong time unopened.
The only
curse railroads can be to a country arises from
|
the * watered stock ” process, whereby a road

is saddled with debt twice as

much as it should

carry, and rates of freight or passage are kept
up to a tigure twice as high as they need be, in

order to pay

dividends

upon

more

stock than

the road cost. Every Legislature inevery State
should rigidly forbid by a statue law the issue of
more stock or bonds than the railroads in its
borders have actually cost.
The rates of transportation could then be very safely kept at a
reasonable figure. The freight charges now are

‘mainly taken out-of the profits of the producer
or the business public. In theory, railroads are
a benefit; in practice, they charge more than
they

need

to.

years ago by

the Academy

Of all swindling

at the present

time the ** watered stock »? dividends is the most
injurious to the welfare of the community,

nothing, except

through the natives who

have traded with these inhabitants of the interior.

ming

ples “would be a cold

Before cooking, the bird should always be well
washed in tepid water and lemon juice; and
to insure whiteness, delicacy and succulence,

place the frost

Frozen

Apples.

Itis not an unusual thing for apples to be
frozen after they are gathered, especially when
they are for a time kept in an out-building, as

is the custom of many before storing them
the cellar, But it is not generally known that

cellar,

could be

drawn

removing them

with

straw.

tected they may be kept frozen all winter if desired, and will, when they come to thaw out,
be fresh and sound.
We have even known apples headed up mm barrels and kept deeply cov-

ered in straw, but not so deep but that they were
several times frozen and thawed,during the winter, and the following spring they were sound,

being

thawed

fast

turn

the trunks of old trees while boiling hot.
Use
a swab or large paint-brush.
Go over the trunk
and all the large branches.
It will kill the eggs
and larvae of insects, as well as the moss, and
will greatly improve the appearance of the trees.
Try it.

Sure

Test

———

of Death.

To learn with, absolute “certainty whether a
person is dead or not,
Dr. Hugo Magnus suggests the following simple method:
Tie a strong
ligature tightly around a finger or toe of the
supposed corpse, and if life is still present a reddening, which grows gradually darker until it
becomes a bluish red, will occur in that portion

of the member

beyond

the

constricted

point.

‘Where trom exposure or toil the skin of the
finger has become very much thickened,
a toe
may be selected. On the other hand, if life is

extinct, no change in the color will ensue.

The

bluish coloration of the nails so often seen on
the dead body, and also in certain cases of blood
disease, need not be regarded as any source of
fallacy ; for after the application of the ligature,
as long as life remains in the body, the whole of
the limb, from the place of constriction to the
extremity will be uniformly blue-red; but if the
coloration do not take place or only occurs ata
circumscribed spot, it can with certainty be concluded that the spark of life has vanished.
The deep-seated arteries carry blood to the
extremities; the veins, which are more superficial, return the blood toward the heart.
By the
ligature the backward flow of blood is arrested,
when,
if still circulating, it continues to pass
into the constricted extremity through the arteries, and there accumulating gives rise to the
peculiar color described.
The
object of the
above proceeding is simply to ascertain whether
the blood still circulates, as the complete stoppage of this function, according to Dr. Magnus,
is positive proof of death.
It is recommended in the application of this
method, that the large limbs, such as the arms
or thigh, be not chosen, because the necessary
amount of constriction can not be so readily
obtained,
the numerous large, deep-lying veins
of the muscles not being sufficiently compressed
by the ligature. ‘In case the fingers and toes
are not available, the lobe of the eur may be

employ ed.—Gaat,
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much bet.

Time
FOR

Sabbath

School

semi-monthlies

are

“ Oh, no! I can’t take it as a gift.”
¢ Well, then, let's see how

we can fix it.

You

raise chickens I believe.”
“Yes; a few,
hardly.”

but

they

don’t

bring

“ Dow't they ? Neither (does

anything hardly, Now
make to you.
when you go

and

paper

cost

1 ‘bave a proposition to

I will continue
home you may

lot one chicken

my

anything

your paper, and
select from your

call her mine,

Take good

eare of her and bring me the proceeds, whether
in eggs or chickens, and we will call it square.”
** All right, Brother Moore,” and the old fel-

at what he thought a capital bar-

gain.
He kept the contract, and at the end of
the year found that he had paid about four prices for his paper.
He often tells the joke on himself, and says he never had the face to say he
wis too poor to take a paper since that day.—

Model Farmer.

milk.

Beat

over'thip
Pour

eight

eggs and a teacupful of sugar

milk has

eggs and sugar,
whole mixture

boiled, pour it

stirring all the while.
into your kettle, and

let it come to a boil, stirring it constantly. Then
take it oft the fire, and let it become cold. Flavor it with whatever essence you prefer. Then
freeze it.
A simple plan to cure beef is to dissolve eight
pounds of salt and four ounces’ of saltpeter in
about a pail of water,by heating on the stove.
When it comes to a scald, add two quarts mo.
lasses and two
a
.

pounds

of sugar.
«
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Contains music from which children will derive
both amusement and instruction.
In fact, this book is believed to teach the “true”
mode upon which children ont to be taught.
Price #5 per dozen, Single specimen copy, by
mail, post-paid, 50 cents.
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Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
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CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is roT, and NEVER has been located in
Tr Y, N. Y., said claims are intended to d
ve the
public.
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made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
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put into the hands of those ‘who would learn, by
means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—§4 per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cote. per dozen. Send orders to
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“The Little Star,”

Moore of the Rural New Yorker, was sitting
in his office, one afternoon some years ago, when
a farmer friend came in and said: * Mr. Moore,
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Drills,

ster hog which did not make the man who raised

Fron custabd is a nice dish for desert and
very easily prepared. Boil two quarts of rich

well understood, if thatved

BE

There is not one single advantage to be claimed in favor of big hogs. There never was a mon-

gallon pail of boiling lye.

has been

in plain boiling water,

——

There is nothing better than carbolic soap and
lye. We have used it on apple, pear, peach and
cherry “trees with manifest advantage.
It will
kill every particle of moss or parasitic growth
of any kind that it touches.
Apply it at any
time.
Lye alone will answer, but we_ prefer to
add carbolie¢ soap to it. The lye need not be so
strong. The poorest soft-wood ashes will answer for making the
leach. We use the lye
simply as we would water to dissolve the carbolic soap—say half a pound of soap to a three-
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less bird ‘Which

soon afterwards decay.— Prairie Farmer.
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brown, and

him pay for every pound. he weighed.
They do
not furnish an ounce of meat gratis, but charge
full price for every atom of their carcass.
When
slaughtered, it takes a long time to get one cool
to the marrow 1m the bone, and then when the
hams are put in salt, it is troublesome to finish
them to the center.
Four hundred live weight
is as large as hogs should be in order to make
good bacon. Beyond this size there is a loss
somewhere.
Either the feeder, butcher or consumer is cheated, and as a general thing, every
one who has anything to do with the big hog
will find if he observes closely, that they. are
not so profitable as the smooth, nice hog of only
350 pounds weight.
A small head, with little
upright ears, and legs, delicate to perfection,
are marks which indicate the greatest amount
of food consumed ; and it will always draw more
readily the attention of every butcher.

fowl.

> 0

juices of the fowl, and the
result is a more
toothsome and nourishing morsel than the luck.

en they are unyielding, and if rattled together
they will be covered with shallow bruises,
on

looking

rar——

Markets,

ter for being boiled in paste.

and in quality equal to some varieties kept ina
cellar, Frozen apples, however, must always
be handled with great care; for when hard froz-

which

slimy

peat

The

over the beef,

should. be boiled in a paste made of flour and
water, and after being put in the boiling water
should be ailowed to simmer slowly. This
method is very effectual in preserving all the

So pro-

apples are not much injured from being frozen,
provided they are kept in a dark place where
they will thaw gradually.
Frozen apples lying
in heaps in. outbuildings should be deeply covered to confine the air and perfectly exclude

allowed to strike them while they are thawing,
because frozen apples, from some cause not yet

apt to produce
a yellowish,

them in an outbu ilding

deeply

carefully, pour the whole

and place weights on to keep it under.
These
are the proportions to about a hundred pounds
of meat.
Let this lie from four days to two
weeks.
It is not every housewife who knows how
best to boil a chicken,
Plain, artless boiling is.

in such u

gradually

without

from the barrels to store

or shed, covering

bécause

more

out; but it will answer

low chuckled

A famous rose tree in the island of Ceylon is when it can be done, the room should be durkeighty feet in circumference andffifteen feet high, ened, or what would be bettér, remove them to a
the temperature is six
It has been known to bear two hundred roses in | dark cellar in which
orngnore degrees below freezing. We say .six
full bloom at one time.
degies,
Wecause soun 1 apples not yet matured
Livingstone has at last left Unyamyembe. He
will thaw outata te ui, ature less than this.
started August/18. for the district of Irouda and But wherever they are ..- pt the frost should not
Mamyema, to visit a people of whom Europeans be extracted too suddenly, nor must the light be
knew

remain plump and sound; while if thawed in
the light, even though the sun should not shine
on them, they will afterwards be soft and spoil
ed. Again, it often occurs
that apples get frozen in barrels on the way to market; keep such
barrels headed up, and if holes have been bored
in them close ‘them wup, to confine the air and
exclude the light. The best place for these ap-

with the sheep

—a —

which involve a ministerial crisis.

at the prospect ‘of an impending coal famine,

them and

full 2,000 miles, the charge is but $9.35 per bale

General Trochu, who has just left the French
army, is about to employ, the leisure thus ob-

hundred

Have

it cost $10 per bale to ship cotton every 100 or

The Pope plays a very goed game of billiards
and smokes eigarettes like a Spanish bull-fighter,

The Portuguese

at will.

200 miles; and on one cargo of 75 hales shipped
|Jess than 200 miles, the charge was $750. Since
the advent of.railroads into that country, freights
have become comparatively cheap, and to-day
a car-load of 75 bales can be shipped over the
Texas Central Railroad from the interior of the
State, through Galveston to New Orleans, not
less than 500+miles, for only $5.25 per-bale, insurance included; while through to New York,

A new book of parodies on Bret Harte’s po-

leon II.

may lie at ease. and

In Texas,where for many years the only means
of transportation was by stage, ox-team, or boat,

ems has been published in London.

A complete edition of Lowell’s
nounced by Macmillan in London.

their position

many different

Froude his

The Prussian government ig investigating
case of alleged official corruption.

If there are

full-blooded ram of the breed you desire to raise,
if possible.
Poor sheep are poor property; good
sheep, of either the wool or mutton breeds are
good property.
“Water should be always readily accessible to
all domestic animals; pure, fresh, clean water,
not puddles and mud-holes. The different modes
in which'this supply may be had vary in so

The population of Egypt is rising five millions.
has

they

ram may serve double

There are two million slaves in Brazil.

Thomas Carlysle
literary executor.

keep

is a miserable practice, but ifitis followed, no
ram should be allowed to run with more than
fifty sheep, but if kept apart and allowed but'a
single or once repeated service, a full grown

English.

Pifty-one new operas were produced
last year. Forty-nine were failures,

wattle have perished in that State this winter by
cold and starvation than in any former equal du* ration of cold weather.

from the water the body

Wing

change

lambs.

Live fish were recently sent by mail from Naples to London packed in seaweed.

more

post-offices

proposition

Yung

eloquent argument in excelleit

correspondent,

“ Burleigh,” says, Judge Fancher has made a
thorough examination of the charges by the
government against
is “ not a shadow of

funds.

stalls, so that

Sheep

evil of the age, a deranger of all moral and social
order and political purity,” and wishes the secret of making strong drink were lost to the
Greek-fige, never to be recovered.
One member
expressed his readiness to vote for a tax of ten

Holman, Democrat, on the ground that it provided support for persons incapable of otherwise

The House made an appropriation of $100,000
to convey parties of observation in
United
- States vessels to witness the transit of Venus in

and

not stables und sheds enough for full protection,
provide additional accommodations. Good board
sheds are not expensive, and are quickly mydesg4,
but even a pole shed, covered with straw, is far
better than open exposure to rain, snow, sleet or
wind.
Horses should be made comfortable.
Do not
shut up several
horses in a low, close, dark
stable, unless you Wwigh to breed diseases of the
lungs.
The horse should
have a stable high
enough for the circulation of the air over him;
there sliould be no eracks through which the
cold air can blow on him.
Rub the horses well
when they come warm to the stable. The. feet
and legs of the horses are the most difficult for the
groom to keep in. condition.
Some horses get
cold legs, and require hand rubbing to restore
the circulation; others become feverish in the
feet and require wet bandages to relieve the inflammation.
Washing the legs in cold weather
can not safely be permitted, except they are
thereafter rubbed dry. Cracked heels and swell
ed legs are a consequence of suffering the limbs
to dry by the slow process of evaporation.

coupled

dollars a gallon on all intoxicating liquors.

®

required,

the animals in bettér conditidf:

yard, or in it, and
freezing.

‘ the greatest

‘While. the «nation is grieving over the recent
disclosures of rotten
congressmen, it may be
well to consider the fact that we still live and
that a large portion of the world believes in our
honesty.
Professor B. G.
Northrup of New
Haven and Yung Wing, a young? Clilnaman and
graduate of Yale College, appeared before the
foreign affairs committee of the Senate recently
to urge the refunding of the Japanese and Chi-

the amount of food

or racks. Fodder left by the horses and cows
should be sprinkled with salt and water and fed
to the sheep. Have water convenient to the

perance society in Washington
the Rev. Dr.
Chickering stated, as a result of an extensive
correspondence with Senaters and Representatives, that about 30 per cent. of the. members of
the forty-second Congress are total-abstinence
men.
He read several interesting extracts from
letters he. had received, one saying, ‘ Always
total abstinence ;” another, * I am a radical teetotaler- and have been for forty-eight years.”

One senator styled

lessen

fodder upon the ground,

ore proves a success, it
to revolutionize present

an

George Driver of Chicago, who has just been
sentenced to be hanged for the murder of his
wife, was convicted on the evidence of his two
ehildren—one fourteen, the other nine.

animals,
Feed the beeves bountifully. Give the
calves a little meal daily with other good feed,
and keep them warmly sheltered in all inclement
weather,
Hogs will stop fattening if they are
too eold to be comfortable, no matter how well
they mst be fed, and if you can not keep them
warm, yoy had better kill them early; steamed
food is of great advantage in such cases. Provide shelter for all domestic animals, which will

that the calf shall notbe too large. Throw

If the artesian

The United States is to be the iron country of
the world.
Sweden has a limitless supply of the
best ores, but she has no coal. She must export
her ore or import coal at great cost. In Italy,
Spain and Algiers the ore is abundant, but for
want of coal must be exported,
Russia with
plenty of ore is dependent upon a precarious
supply of charcoal. Belgium has both coal and
ore, but her area of coal is very seriously limited. France imports both coal and ore, the native supply of each being inadequate.
Prussia
has ore and coal, but ean maké no more iron
than is needed by her own people.

Feed steamed or cooked food
to all your

strength, and milked until the new

‘methods of prospecting.

his

tion.

herself or her calf. Ifin poor flesh, and kept on
dry hay and stalks, she should
go, dry two,
three,or four months.
A cow that has a hard
time iu ealving should be well fed, to give her

already been

feet.

months

their show on the account for pork and
Animals should have special care and at-

five weeks of galving,

drill about two inches in

plan of searching for
will-have a tendency

It is reported-that Mr. Caldwell paid Caleb
Cushing a fee of six thousand dollars for
recent argument in defence of the Senator.

of the

within the

The Gold Hill (Cul.) News describes a new
method of prospecting for ore. On some level
‘ground situated half a mile east of the Ophir
works, they have set up some machinery similar
to that employea in sinking artesian wells, and
bave commenced boring for ore.
The boring is

MISCELLANEOUS.

The value of property destroyed by the
at Pittsburg, Pa, is estimated at $300,000.

limits, some

last three

make
beef.

roomy

decided that

not be blown

the

Brood mares should be kept in loose boxes, 6r

Miss Julia A.
Smith, principal
of Publie
School No. 55 of New York, when tlie schoolhouse was found to be on fire, had the 1600 children marshaled as usual for dismissal arid marched out to the playing of the piano.
In seven
minutes the building was cleared and nobody
hurt, and the firemen were already at work on
the, roof.

hills were reported.
The House of Rep resentstives passed the sundry civil appropriation bill
with
amendments,
The
motion of General
Banks to prohibit the printing of public documents for distribution, and the motion of General Butler to cut off the salaries of the civil ser‘vice
examining board,
were
rejected.
The
President has issued a proclamation calling an
extra session of the Senate March 4,

3

must

have

putting in gongs that can be
thus renewing thé Buisar.ce.

On Saturday, in the Senate, the post-office appropriation bill was passed with several amendments, among them one providing for additional

compensation for the

courts

Animals.

——

xeneral Sickles he
has intimated to the Spanish
sented. The House passed the agricultural’ " government that the United States is not disposed to press embarrassing questions relative.
.to
college endowment bill in an amended form.
A bill was introduced and passed to encourage Cuba, desiring to place no obstacles in the way
of the republic.
ana promote telegraphic communication between
America and Asia.
A coal-mine explosion i n Straffordshire, Eng.,
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the bill relating to last week, killed twenty.

priation bill and adopted an amendment

oe

em meee ———
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STAMMERING
Cured by Bates’ Patent Scientific Appliances, They
reGoive Prize modals, ete. at the London, Parie, and
New York Exhibitions. For pampHlel and drawings,
describing the same, addres
. SIMPSON

& Co, Box 5076, New York.

MARCY’S SCIOPTICON!
With Improved and Cheapened
Magic
Lantern
Slides.
For Homes, Sunday schools and Lecture rooms, it is
unrivaled.
Brilliant and easy to show. Circulars
Free. Catalogues 10 cents.

SCIOPTICON MANUAL (Revised Ed. ): 50 ots.
ats

)

4. J. MAR
1840 Chostant St. Pifadelphin, Pa.
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